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IXING
UP THE
CAMPUS

INSIDE
Union project:
After completing preliminary construction
tasks, the new Student
Union awaits construction this semester.

Conklin
renovations:
Students will be able to
move into the newly
renovated Conklin Hall
this semester while
contractors put in finishing touches.

Supernet
wiring:
After a summer of
working, the wiring of
campus is almost complete, but ITS has plans
to expand the project
from just wiring the
entire campus.

University gets a face lift this surnmer with
| the Supernet project, the renovation of
| Conklin and the start of the Union project

<

Michael UhmkuHe BG News

CONSTRUCTION: (above) Rick Clare (left) and Ouane Shoemaker install conduit in the Fine Arts building as part of the BGSupernet construction, (top) Construction workers work underground where Prout Hall
once stood. The Union project that is underway is scheduled to be completed by summer of 2001.

IN CAMPUS

IN SPORTS

The new keg law limits how many
kegs students can buy and allows
party searching; SECTION 9

BG Football anticipates a successful season ahead; SECTION 17
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Editor explains Construction surrounds University
reasons behind as administration plans projects
News redesign
By Michelle Rsrttr
STAFF WRITER

Incoming freshman have probably noticed that the campus
looks like the aftermath of a meteorite landing due largely to the
construction of the new student
union.
According to Jim McArthur, the
University's Interim Director of
Design
and
Construction,
progress on the over $33 million
project is on schedule and the
complete structure should be
open in lanuary 2002.
Remodeling began last lanuary,
requiring the destruction of Prout
Hall and an underground runnel.
Prout Hall is now a pile of dust and
bricks within the fencing around
the construction and McArthur
said the relocation of the tunnel is
complete as well.
The asbestos abatement is also
complete, McArthur said.
Actual construction is set to
begin as soon as bids are received
for the contract agreements —
which McArthur expects to be
soon.
As far as inconvenience, other
than missing the convenience of a
student union, there should be little.
"People in the cottages will be
disrupted," McArthur said, referring to the fraternity and sorority
houses located behind the union.
Construction will limit their walkways and noise could be disruptive as well, he said.
"We would like them to be
patient," he said. "If they need
anything they should contact the
office."
McArthur said that so far, few

join in the fun this summer as
well, and our cyber readers will
notice some big changes as well.
We will be offering web-based
email, instant messaging, chat
rooms and other features.
Classified-, will be online, as well
as every article printed in the
paper, as well as some web-only
features.
The BG News will still be
archived in Acrobat PDF but
will aditionaly be archived as
back issues on the site that will
remain fully searchable text We
are working hard to get all of
these things up and running as
soon as possable. Until then,
the web site will remain the way
it has been the last two years;
with daily news, web extras and
so forth.
So the final result is what you
see today. Tell us what you think
of the new design by e-mailing
us
at
bgnews@listproc.bgsu.edu.

Notice anything different
about the paper? Take a closer
look? It should look completely
different to you.
Over the summer, The BG
News underwent a major
redesign with the help of a
design consultant. Numerous
papers across the country are
currently doing major facelifts
and The BG News wanted to be
part of the changing
The object of the redesign
was to make the paper more
clean looking. We hired Jennifer
George, a design consultant and
the news an director for The
Chicago Sun-Times, to help us
with the redesign.
"As far as I know, not many
college newspapers in the
country hire outside consultants to redesign," George said.
"This is a big step for a college
paper to make."
The BG News web site
(bgnewscom) also decided to

THE MISCELLANY MAGAZINE WANTS
YOU!
Come to an informational
meeting on Wednesday,
August 30
at 7 p.m. in 202 West Hall to
learn all about what you can
do at the Miscellany.

problems have come up in construction and he expects his crews
to work straight through until the
completion date.
"We realize campus isn't the
same old beautiful place,"
McArthur said, but noted that the
union is only one of several
upgrading and improvement projects inchoate around campus.
McDonald, Kohl, Offenhauer
and the Rec Center are among
other campus buildings undergoing construction.
McArthur expects few inconveniences to students or faculty,
however, and some of the other
projects are well on their way to
completion.

Conklin Renovation
Conklin Hall is ready to move
into this fall — if a little rough
around the edges.
lim McArthur, Interim Director
of Design and Construction, said
that students will be able to live in
Conklin Hall this semester while
workers complete painting, tile
and clean-up work around the
site.
Some of the furniture will need
to be put in place as well.
A temporary occupnacy permit
was awarded before the semester
began and a permanent occupancy permit will be in place this fall.
McArthur said that the $5 million project will be complete by
the end of the month.
"It wasn't done as early as
expected." McArthur said, adding
that the extension in construction
MKUel UMcuhle BG News
time won't cause any serious
CONKLIN:
A
worker
lays
bricks
outside
of
Conklin,
working on the
delays or inconvenience to resirenovations that are almost completed.
dents.

Supernet project has more improvements in the works
Less than 3,000 feet of
BGsupemet trenching remains to
be done on the University campus-and all on the north and east
edges-as fall semester begins.
East of Mercer Road, construction continues at athletic facilities,
and the balance of the trenching,
at Creason Golf Course, is scheduled for this week. The work isn't
expected to affect play at the

Watch for
Construction
on Campus!

■'■IN!HITT

course, however.
interior construction (building
modification work) remains
ahead of schedule and is substantially complete in about 30 buildings. The work is ongoing in about
25 other buildings and will start
Tuesday at the Heating Plant and
Thursday in McFall Center and
Moore Musical Arts Center.
The next phase of the project,

installation of cable, is ongoing in
the Administration Building and
began last week in Hanna and
University Halls. Cabling is near
completion, with site inspections
scheduled this week, in Hayes
and Shatzel halls.
Cable has been installed in
about 20 computer labs, and several others will be closed for two
or three days each in the coming

weeks for cabling. First among
them are 314A University Hall
(Aug. 30-Sept. 1); 202 Hanna Hall'
(Sept. 5-7), and 200 University;
Hall (Sept. 6-7).
The construction schedule is
subject to change. Updates are
also available by calling the
BGsupemet hotline (372-0500)
and
on
the
Web
at
www.bgsu.edu/bgsuperneL
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RED BIN
City Curbside Collection
available to residents in
houses.
BLUE BINS available for
residents in participating
apartments - condominiumsmobile homes
Call your landlord for details.

Bowling Green Recycling Center
1040 N. College Drive
24-Hour Drop Off accepts:
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Aluminum Beverage Cans - Steel Cans - Phone Books
Newspaper - #1 & #2 Plastic Bottles - Glass Jars and
Bottles - Magazines - Mixed Office Paper - Catalogs
Corrugated Cardboard - Scrap Aluminum and Foil

WE DO IT RIGHT - RIGHT FROM THE START!

In Bowling Green At
999 South Main St.

O

For More Information, Call the Wood County
Solid Waste District 354-9297

w

Thank You for Recycling!
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CROSSWORD

Tisthe
season

ACROSS
1 ■_ Not UnusunT
4 Land • ham
10 Mickey and
M«»w
14 •_•• a Stranger

15 Geiahweisong
16SonolJudah
17 MemorabM ame
18 Bombarded

19 Kwnevhl
SOSaptnat'
22 Adam* mate

23 Hank ol hair
24 Comone aucary
28'
Robruon'

29 Arable**.
30 Commerc**.
bdally
33
36
37
38
40
42
43
45
48
47
48
49
56

Under the Hat
\jWelcome, fellow students,
ijBowling Green State
University, where the school
colois are contruction barrel
efgnge and mud brown.
••The fall semester of 2000
WJjks to bring many a new
(tri"i; to the University, much
rjjit dealing with confusing
(ht returning students.
(Specially the new people,
tfcllo new people.
J» Using my contacts over
lips past week, I have pieced
(together what might be the
changes most likely to give
(Hd students whiplash. Take
hied, good citizen.
' • The biggest change hapEening on campus is the new
nion. Actually, it still looks
like a mass of rocks and
metal, much like last semester. Still no pizza.
Also adding to the piles of
rubble is the BG "SuperNet"
construction. The University
hopes to build a Net that is
bulletproof and can leap tall
buildings in a single bound.
The adventures of the Net of
Steel will begin in March.
- There is also the rumor
that the school mascot is
being replaced. In order to
belter reflect the atmosphere
of the campus, BGSU sports
teams will be known as the
Construction Workers, and
the teams will have a new
mascot. His name is Bob.
Even we, The BG News,
are changing. I think we look
pretty. Our website is going
tq change, too. But it hasn't
yet, so you can only get the
crossword answers here.
Some things never change.
Good old crossword.

rune am
Wear away
Rng of ftovrera
Author ol
■Invisible ManExamning
Tavern brew
Figure of speech
Moor
RedorYetlov,
Yearning
Lai's ia«
FUrrda
Wounded bya
Map

57 Nagalve pref«

58 Air pstUtOn
59 Armed conflicts
60 Peninsula of
Portugal
63 School org.
64 Drsthcl
65 Rental
agreements
66 Young SoM
67 Bouquet
68 Ught beams
89 U.S Open
winner 0*1994

A BUNCH OF KIDS IN MASKS
Over the past summer, the band Slipknot has become a regular on mainstream rock stations. After
three years of existence, most high school and college students know about the masked metal band.
College students at BGSU also know about another group of coverall-wearing, masked marauders
called SICISIC. Is Slipknot the twisted half-brother of SICSIC? The similarities are frightening.
Slipknot

SICSIC

2
Industrial coveralls & masks
Resmble inner demons
0,1, 2, 3,4, 5,6, 7,8
Incite concert-goers to a frenzy
Iowa, the "Hawkeye State"
Really loud, rhythmic music
Song named "Sic"

2
Coveralls & masks
Resemble pop culture demons
1. 2, 3, 4, 5,6
Incite sports-goers to a frenzy
Ohio, the "Buckeye State"
Those funny signs
Named SICSIC

DOWN

Number of Syllables

Mfln
Masks
Identities
Purpose
Location
Calling Cards
Miscellaneous

WORD OF THE DAY

SUPER

In order to get the full
effects, make sure to turn the
third page upside down,
memorize the answer(s), then
write it in the blanks.
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4 Small snake
SCandes
6 Matary salulf

7 Whole number

Pronounciation: su • pdr
Function: adjective
Etymology: super—
Date: 1837
la: used as a generalized term
of approval: fe of high grade or
quality:
2: very large or powerful:
3: exhibiting the characteristics of its type to an extreme
or excessive degree:
4: a series of fiber optic
cables under BGSU causing a
lot of construction.

11 Among other
thngs Lai
12 Andrew Lloyd
Webber play

13 Slaughter in
C<JOper«town
21 -tvVCouaiiVnnyOscar-wrote*
23 Beets wheat
25 Ueurpng
torcetuty

26 Act the ham
27 Powerful trend
31 Concavity
32 Aud**-bream
33 Sooal affairs
34 French pronoun
35Doagnts
36 Methuseiari's
father
39 Meal scraps
41 Temporary

PROBLEMS?
About to trade in your first-born
for the answer to 48 Down?
Fear not, faithful reader.
We have the answers, and are
quite willing to part with them.
All you need to do is check the
answer key, temporarily located
on this very page.

name
48 Repjoaior
50 Retract one's
words
51 ScandKiavians

52 Sufficient
53 Complete

shelters
44 fjamum's ftrsl

54 Yikei1
55 Exchange
56 Source of poi
60 Unwell
61 Arthur of The
Golden G«tt'

6? STIy Wly

OHIO WEATHER
Monday, August 28
AccuWeather* forecast for daytime conditions, low/high temperatures

I .Michael Beam BGNem

Sources wwwslipknotl com, late nights at the Union

ANSWERS

1 AH thumbs
2 Hebrew scnprure
3 Kenneth or Bad

BObserva
9M**orKoppel
10 Poel Manama

CLARIFICATION:
Good friends don't let friends go
home with a Coyote Ugly.
For those who haven't seen the
movie by that name, here's what
it means:
Coyote Ugly: person so heinous
that you wake up the next morning and you want to chew your
arm off just to get away.
Don't let this happen to you.
C 2000 AccuWeather. Inc

Thank You,
77ie People's Republic of Page 3
Sunny fl dourly

Cta*!*

Shows

Tslofim

Rain

Ffcjrtm

Snow

WELCOME BACK!
University Bookstore

A A A

(Conveniently located on campus)

Saddlemire Student Services Building

New and Used Textbooks
• Special Order Book Service • Children's Books • Best Sellers • Paperbacks
• Study Aids • Magazines • Calculators • Computer Software • BGSU Sweatshirts
and T-Shirts • Art & School Supplies • Gifts • Film & Developing
• Greeting Cards • BGSU Imprint Items • Health & Beauty Aids • Computer Supplies

EXTENDED HOURS FOR FALL OPENING
8/28 Mon.
8/29 Tues.
8/30 Wed.
8/31Thurs.
9/01 Fri.
9/02 Sat.

8 a.m. - 8 p.m.
8 a.m. - 8 p.m.
8 a.m.-8 p.m.
8 a.m.-8 p.m.
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

B© charge

Phone: 419-372-2851
CLOSED
Book Information & Software
9/03 Sunday
372-7783 & 372-7782
9/04 Monday (Labor Day)
1
Art Supplies 372-7784
9/05 Tues. - Resume Regular Hours
Gift Counter 372-8498
email: bookstor@bgnet.bgsu.edu

Now Accepted at the:
• University Bookstore
• Firelands College
Bookstore
You must have a signed
authorization card on file.

REGULAR HOURS
Mon. - Thurs. 8 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Fri.
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Sat.
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Sun.
Closed

The University Bookstore is owned and operated by Bowling Green State University for the purpose of supplying the students with textbooks, classroom materials and to supply your college needs.

lot
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Beer spill kills thousands of fish in Colorado

NATION

GOLDEN, Colo. (AP) —An employee of Coors Brewing
Co. flipped the wrong switch and sent 77,500 gallons of
beer into a creek, killing thousands of fish and prompting health warnings. State and federal investigators
have not determined whether any fines will be levied
against the company.

Two men survive Lake Erie waters
By John Seewer
ASSOCIATED PRESS

SANDUSKY, Ohio — Pointing
his binoculars just below where
Lake Erie meets the horizon. Matt
Cerin spotted what looked like
two white Dags in the water.
"Fishing nets" thought the
Coast Guard petty officer.
Cetin steadied the binoculars
as the white objects vanished with
each rise and fall of the 3-foot
waves.
"It took me about five seconds
to realize what 1 was looking at."
he said.
He had spotted Nick Sostaric
and Matt Stookey — two men
who survived a terrifying 14 hours
floating in Lake Erie and fighting
doubt, depression and hypothermia
"God carried us through what
we went through," Sostaric said.
"How else can you explain it?"
They had set out Jury 18 for an
evening ride on Sostaric's let Ski.
He topped off the seven-gallon
gas tank and by 5 o'clock Sostaric,
33, and Stookey, 31, were cruising
through Sandusky Bay.
The weather was near perfectsunny and 80 degrees.
Even better, there were few
boats on the lake, which covers an
area the size of New lersey and
Delaware combined.
They ran at full throttle, about
35 mph.
"We went out a lot farther than
normal," Sostaric said.'T think we
were having too much fun."

Somewhere near the south side on the lake, but she was at work
of Kelleys Island, Stookey asked, and wouldn't figure out until later
that he was missing.
"Where are we going?"
They kept swimming and floatSostaric wasnt sure.
And on a 1990 model Jet Ski ing in their life jackets, a full moon
with no fuel gauge, he realized he guiding them.
"It was so bright," Sostaric said.
had to get to a dock to check his
"It was like shining a spotlight on
gas.
But which way should they us."
During the night, they saw
turn?
Sostaric spotted a barge that he lights from Cedar Point and the
thought he had seen earlier that top of its 310-foot roller coaster.
They heard a booming
afternoon near Cedar Point
foghorn.
amusement park.
But mainly it was quiet lust the
As they got closer, he realized it
was a different one and that they waves slapping them in the face.
They talked about overcoming
were actually moving away from
problems in their lives and how it
land.
They turned around again, but would be such a waste to give up
now.
it was too late.
"Every time we came close to
The engine sputtered.
giving up we'd pray," Sostaric said.
They were out of gas.
"We never panicked. We never "We were asking God to take us if
he's going to take us now."
argued," Sostaric said.
They were freezing in the 71
Swimming in hopes of reaching
the shore, they took turns pulling degree water. Sostaric had on
shorts and a T-shirt, Stookey only
the let Ski.
"I realized we weren't gaining shorts
Sostaric's wife, Trish, returned
any ground," Sostaric said. "We
just kept going farther out. The from work to find an empty bed.
She drove to the marina and
waves were just pushing us."
"We decided to dump the let saw the let Ski gone.
"I knew right then he was in the
Ski. It wasn't worth our lives."
They started swimming toward water," she said.
Her call to the Coast Guard set
trees in the distance.
Then they watched the sun dis- off a search that began before
daybreak using patrol boats and a
appear behind the water.
That's when they knew they helicopter.
Soon Trish Sostaric got the call
were in trouble.
"We both looked at each other saying the Coast Guard had found
and thought, 'Nobody knows the let Ski with no sign of the men.
"My heart about stopped," she
we're out here,"' Sostaric said.
He had told his wife he'd be out said.

Sostaric and Stookey heard the
helicopter flying around them.
They pulled off their life jackets
and waved them frantically above
their heads.
But the waves were hiding
them.
Another helicopter came from
the Detroit air station along with a
boat from the Coast Guard's
Marblehead station.
"All of us had a gut feeling they
were in the area," said Coast
Guard petty officer Jason Gale
The 41-foot boat took to the
water at 9:18 am.
It hadn't even reached the
search area near where the let Ski
was found when Cetin made his
sighting.
Gale and Cetin, wearing their
drab blue uniforms, gave each
other a high-five.
Stookey waspulled out first,
Sostaric, about 20 feet away,
was next in the boat
Both were pale, their skin was
shriveled and clammy.
The officers wrapped them in
wool blankets.
They were in later stages of
hypothermia — so cold they had
stopped shivering, said Petty
Officer Mitchell Robida
"I don't think they would've
lasted a couple of more hours,"
Gale said.
As Sostaric and Stookey were
loaded onto the Coast Guard helicopter, Gale leaned toward them.
"1 bet you didn't think angels
wore blue," he said.

Andy Mormon Associated Press

SURVIVOR: Nick Sostaric poses for a photo in front of Lake Erie
Sostaric and another male were rescued from the lake yesterday.

Travel with us!

WE OFFER: 'Airline Tickets • Tours
• Cruises • Hotels • Car Rentals
• Group Arrangements
• AMTRAK Authorized Agent
•International Travel Specialist

KLEVERS JEWELRY
Wekome Bock Students

Lowest Fares on Major Airlines^

*
*
*
*
*
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0ur29«^Li!^
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Greek Jewelry in Stock and Special Orders
Jewelry & Watch Repair
Engraving
Plaques & Awards
BGSU Jewelry & Gifts

Serving the University since 1918

352-6567

Open Monday-Saturday • 125 N. Main St. iAc™».i™mih.ii,r(iioiii

The Brothers of KA would like to
welcome everyone back to BGSU,
and extend a special welcome
to the new Greek Affairs
staff.

353-6691 • 1-800-569-3988

1066 N. Main St., Bowling Green

YOUR
NEW
STUDENT
UNION...
ON THE
WAY
Student Union administrative offices 215 South Hall
215 South Hall
Space Assignments
103 Centrex Building
Catering Services
204
South Hall
Student Activities
210
South Hall
Campus-Involvement
401
South Hall
Student Legal Services
Olscamp Hall
Information Center
2nd Floor, Student Services
Computer Lab
Amani Room, Commons
Design Lab
University Bookstore
Little Shop
112 University Hall
Copy Center
ATM's
Library
Huntington
Founders
Fifth Third
MacDonald
M id-Am
Founders
Kreischer
MacDonald
Dining Services:
Commons

372-2241
372-2941
372-6951
372-2343
372-2486
372-2951
372-2741
372-2738
372-2851
372-9633

ATTENTION JOB
SEEKERS!!!
Second Shift Candidates
needed in the Bowling Green
area for manufacturing
positions!

$7.25 - $9.00 to start.
Must be able to pass a
background check and drug
screen.
Please call (419) 666-8500 for a
confidential interview

For updates on the renovation or for further information, please visit our
Web site at: >rvvvw.bgsu.edu/offices/student_affairs/welcorne/union/index.htrnl

Staffing Se

■i«HTC'!'l'.

Q
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Fire engulfs Moscow television tower
MOSCOW (AP) — Fire engulfed the Ostankino television tower, the world's second-tallest freestanding
structure, trapping four people in an elevator and
knocking out most IV channels in the Russian capital
Sunday. The cause of the fire has yet to be determined
by investigators.

Olympics
threatened
BylotmPy.
ASSOCIATED PRESS

SYDNEY, Australia—Australian
authorities on Saturday played
down an Olympic terrorist threat
after reports emerged that New
Zealand police had foiled a plot
targeting a nuclear reactor in
Sydney five months ago.
The New Zealand Herald newspaper reported Saturday that
police raids in Auckland, New
Zealand, on suspected peoplesmuggling operations allegedly
run by organized crime gangs
uncovered evidence of a plot
against a nuclear reactor in
Sydney.
But Australian officials said
there was no serious risk to the
small research reactor, and they
had no plans to shut it down during the Olympic games.
New Zealand police alerted the
Australian government after the
raid and several Australian security agencies had been monitoring
the investigation. New Zealand
police Detective Superintendent
Bill Bishop told The Associated
Press.
Three "Afghani or Afghani-related" men were arrested for passport fraud and people-smuggling
offenses in March, and a fourth
man was arrested last week after
further investigations. All were
expected to appear in court next
week, he said.
"Nobody has been arrested for
terrorist activities or for being part
of a terrorist group or anything
like that," he said.

New South Wales police, who
have overall control of games
security, confirmed they were following New Zealand's investigations.
The threat was being treated
seriously, as were all matters relating Olympic security, a police
spokesman said.
Bishop said the men, who were
living in Auckland on New
Zealand residency permits, had
maps of detailed access and exit
routes to the nuclear reactor at
Lucas Heights and notes on police
security tactics.
"The map and other material...
suggested to us they were more
than motorists," Bishop told the
AP "Other details gave us cause for
concern."
The map was a suburban street
map, not a map of the reactor, he
said.
"While they may pose a threat,
any connection with the Olympic
Games is limited to the Sydney
map. The threat they may pose is
now a matter for the Australian
authorities to comment on."
The New Zealand Herald said
the group was reportedly linked
with Afghanistan-based tenorist
Osama bin Laden, but there was
no independent confirmation of
the claim.
Milton Cockbum, a spokesman
for the Sydney 2000 organizing
committee, said security during
the Sept 15-Oct. 1 Olympics was
the responsibility of the New
South Wales police and declined
to comment further.te reaction
from U.S. officials.

WORLD
Nintendo introduces new system
By Yuri Kageyartu
ASSOCIATED PRESS

CHIBA. Japan — At a time
when its biggest rival is pushing a
video game machine that does
everything from play movies to
connect to the Internet,
Nintendo Co. is sticking to what it
knows best — fun and games.
Its new GameCube console,
shown to reporters Thursday, is a
dedicated game machine much
like Nintendo's current N64, but
with much better image quality.
The Japanese manufacturer
behind the Pokemon craze also
showed a prototype of the Game
Boy Advance — an improved
version of its hit handheld
machine.
Expected to be available next
summer, the Advance has a larger, brighter color screen and can
connect through cable to three
others of its kind for competitive
PlayNintendo's approach contrasts
with that of Sony Corp., which is
seeking to make its PlayStation2
video game machine part of its
lineup of home appliances as
well as the centerpiece of its
Internet strategy.
The PiayStation2, which can
play digital video disks, hit
Japanese stores in March.
Sony has shipped 3 million so
far, and is slated to launch it in
the United States on Oct. 26.
Nintendo must also prepare to
battle Microsoft Corp.'s foray into
game machines with its X-Box,
planned for next year.
Analysts said Nintendo was
making a wise choice by sticking
to the niche game business,
instead of trying to challenge
Sony on its turf.
Eiji Maeda, an analyst with the
Daiwa Institute of Research, said
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Unveiled: A seven-year-old Japenese Boy looks at a Nintendo
GameCube. Nintendo introduced the new system last Thursday.
Nintendo's game lineup, including Pokemon, Mario and Zelda
tides, is likely to be its strength.
"Fortunately for Nintendo, the
PlayStarion2 games out so far
aren't all that spectacular,"
Maeda said. "Nintendo can certainly put up a good fight."
Sony dominates the world
game market, having sold 73
million
of
the
original
PlayStation.
But Nintendo has managed to

stay in the game. Worldwide sales
of its Game Boy topped 100 million this summer.
And Nintendo 64 sales total
more than 29 million worldwide.
"It's going to be a different
marketing scheme. They still
have a huge hold on the little
kiddy market," said Zachary
Liggett, analyst with WestLB
Panmure in Tokyo. "Those who
are going to survive and really
bang it out on the hardware mar-

ket are Nintendo, Sony and
Microsoft."
At a hall near Tokyo packed
with
reporters,
Nintendo
unveiled the GameCube in a
flashy presentation complete
with bursts of smoke, thumping
rock music and models in shiny
leather.
A cheer went up from the
crowd when smooth, vivid, animation-quality footage of
Pokemon creatures and Luigi
from the Mario game appeared
on huge screens.
Except for a demonstration of
more than 100 tumbling, scurrying and waving Marios as evidence of the machine's ample
memory and dazzling graphics,
Nintendo was secretive about
the games
planned for
GameCube.
The still-unpriced GameCube
is planned for the Japanese market for July 2001 and three
months later in the United States.
The games will come on 3inch disks, and cartridges for the
N64 will not be compatible.
Besides the regular gamepad,
there will be a wireless one available that works from as far as 30
feet away.
Modems for regular phonelines and faster connections for
Internet play will also be available.
The Game Boy Advance,
promised for March 21, 2001 in
Japan for $90 and for July in the
United States at a still undetermined price, has a display about
50 percent bigger than that of the
Game Boy.
It will play Game Boy cartridges as well as games designed
for the Advance.
It processor will be 17 times
faster than the Game Boy chip,
Nintendo said.
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Millenium Summit raises concerns
have made a real difference in
But that's just part of the sumfocusing political energy and rais- mit agenda
ing political will." Frechette said.
The secretary-general said in a
That's what Secretary-General report in April setting the stage for
Kofi Annan and U.N. officials are the summit that the greatest chalhoping the Sept.
lenge today is to
6-8 summit will
ensure that the
MILLENIUM SUMMIT
information and
produce
—
What Millenium Summit
technology revodetermination
where more than 150 world
for an all-out
lution
doesn't
leaders will meet.
effort to lift more
leave billions of
than 1 billion
people behind in
Where: New York City
people out of
squalor.
extreme poverty
And the backWhen: September 6-8
by 2015,
to
drop of the sumensure that by
mit is globalizathat date all chiltion — not just its
dren everywhere can complete effects on the poor, but its effects
primary school, to reverse the on the United Nations.
AIDS epidemic by 2010, and to do
,"I think the reason for the seca better job of preventing conflict retary-general proposing this
and saving the environment.
summit and the member states
"The purpose of this meeting is deciding to hold it is that we are
to deal with these problems. It's going through a truly dramatic
designed to generate a strong change in world relations, and
political commitment to reach there's a feeling that it's really very
these goals," Frechette said.
important for direction to be

Millenium Summit
certain to create gridlock, but what results?
ByEdithM LetJerer
ASSOCIATED PRESS

UNITED NATIONS — What
happens when more than 150
world leaders meet in two weeks
at the U.N. Millennium Summit?
Traffic gridlock in New York
City, almost certainly.
But far less sure is whether the
largest-ever gathering of heads of
state and government will be able
to chart a new course for the
United Nations to meet the challenges of the 21 st century.
"It's easy to be cynical about
these meetings and say, 'Oh, they
produce nothing,"' Deputy
Secretary-General
Louise
Frechette said at a news conference Thursday.
"But many such gatherings

given at the highest level to this
organization," Frechette said.
Britain's U.N. Ambassador
Jeremy Greenstock said he believes
the 188 U.N. members states "have
not fuBy come to terms with the
growing effects of globalization on
the current structure of world politics, which is based on national
decision-making."
There is a growing need for collective action to deal with global
problems, he said, and "the U.N.
has to be stronger and more effective as the machine that deals
with globalization."
In his April report to world lead ers, the secretary-general said the
main role of the United Nations
should be to stimulate collective
action by governments, businesses, grassroots groups and foundations at the global level.
But whether a summit in which
every leader gets to deliver a fiveminute public speech and take
part in one three-hour, off-the-
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members — the United States,
Britain, France, Russia and China
— are also likely to hold their own
summit the same day.
Hundreds of one-on-one
meetings between leaders are
expected as well.
On the summit sidelines, there
will be a U.N. meeting for representatives of non-governmental
organizations, a "Dialogue of
Civilizations" being held at the
initiative of Iranian President
Mohammad Khatami, a summit •
of religious leaders, and a meet-'
ing of presiding officers of the
world's parliaments.
In an effort to explain the
upcoming traffic chaos to New
Yorkers, the advertising agency
Young and Rubicam has produced a television spot narrated
by singer Harry Bclafonte '
explaining the goals of the summit — with the message "History
is Made Here."

GOLF COURSE
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Book Store
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record, roundtable discussion
can address these complex issues
remains to be seen.
Some diplomats say privately
they fear it will generate millions
of words and little action.
"I think the true significance of
the meeting is that over 150 heads
of state and government think the
U.N. is important enough to take
the bother to come here for two or
three days," said Guatemala's
U.N. Ambassador Gert Rosenthal,
who helped organize the summit.
"I think they're signaling to the
world that the U.N. is a worthwhile organization, that we need
to strengthen it," he said. "I don't
think this is a historic meeting in
terms of new departures."
Within the summit, several
mini-summits are also planned.
Leaders of the 15 countries on
the Security Council will discuss
peacekeeping issues, especially in
Africa, on Sept. 7. At China's initiative, the five permanent council
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HESAR....SHESAID

OPINION

"This gives the state permission to come
inspect your party without a search warrant."
HEATHER, A REPRESENTATIVE OF BEERCO, ON TIC NEW RULE REQUIRING
BUYERS OF FIVE OR MORE KEGS TO NOTIFY THE STATE. LET US KNOW
WHAT YOU THINK OF THE LAW AT BGNEWS@LISTPROC.BGSU.EDU.

Napster not a
noble revolution
AT ISSUE Is Napster a brave new world of music or digitalized robbery?
to buy the CD. So the savvy artist
By the time you finish reading
would love Napster. After they
this article, you will hate me.
It will not be for my harsh criti- already have the record deal, of
course.
cism. It will not be for my flipThese myths are minor stories
pant attitude. It will not be for my
compared to the tall tale many
use of humor in serious topics.
advocates have embraced. I am
Your distaste will surface
sorry to break this to everyone,
because I am about to support
but this Is not some noble revolusomething so unpopular, it
tion. We are not patriots fighting
makes Communism look like
for some Constitutional ideal. We
Britney Spears to McCarthy-ists.
are college kids who have found a
Because I support the lawsuits
easier, cheaper, lazier way to get
against Napster.
our music, and damn the conseAlready I can hear the arguquences.
ments In your head. How can an
Yes. I am a die-hard journalistoutspoken iconoclast possibly
type who owns Walter Cronkite's
have such a viewpoint?
biography and I loved "The
Before I can answer that, we
Insider." But this is not about the
need to get past the rhetoric.
There's enough spin being put on dissemination of information.
This is not comparable to an
this topic to make a sleeping younderground resistance being
yo nauseous.
able to communicate or truth in
The first order of myth is the
spite of Big Brother. Because "cremoney factor. Whereas recording
ation" is not "information." Limp
companies might despise
Bizkit's record sales, tour dates,
Napster, mainstream artists
band member names and birthwouldn't dare to oppose it. To do
so would be horribly unpopular.
days are all pieces of information,
and I'm fine with you downloadSuch an action would be a black
mark upon any such artist, there- ing that every second of your Net
existence. But "Break Stuff" is a
by decreasing their popularity
creation. Whether you think it's
and sales.
But the publishing and publici- "cool" or "excrement," it is a piece
of art.
ty aspect of Napster should help
If I believe Napster is not these
small bands, right?
things, what is it? It's a standard
Pardon me as I join your head,
version of a business, except that
which is in the clouds. Record
it doesn't have to pay for its proddeals don't come from downuct (content).
loads. Widespread radio play is
Compare it to other media
based on Billboard, not Napster.
businesses. I write an article for
The "hot bands" you hear on the
The New York Times
air are taken from Billboard and
(www.nytimes.com). They use it
other market magazines.
in their newspaper on their webIf Napster worked how the
site. People see and read it. The
myth touts it, people would
advertisers take notice, and place
download the musk, then find
their ads where the people are
the albums or request the songs,
looking. The Times is making
then the band would become a
money off my Intellectual propblip on the music radar. Instead,
erty. They give me a check for my
look at what the facts show us.
contribution to their business.
Where is most non-mainstream
Napster falls into this category,
music played? College radio statoo They've got S15 million being
tions. Where are most indieinvested by Hummer Winbald
friendly record stores? In towns
and they can afford to fund a free
with college campuses. So far, we
summer concert tour. Their
got a symbiotic relationship. But
ledger is in the black. Those who
now, where is Napster most popare making Napster money, howular? Colleges. According to
ever, don't see a single gold dollar.
SoundScan. where have CD sales
Wait! Napster doesnt peddle
plummeted? Near colleges.
the music! They make software!
Here's how it actually works.
The music is downloaded, and
So their earnings come from a
product they created. All is well.
word of mouth spreads. Napster
That is akin to believing the
users vote for their favorites on
MTV. radio and other such more- tobacco companies when they
accessible media outlets. Popular say, "We just make these cylindrical things filled with leaves.
bands (i.e. Limp Bizkit) become
more popular, and therefore
Damned if we knew people
more non-Napster citizens desire would smoke the things." Really,

Back-to-school crises
PEOPLE
ON THE STREET consume populace
Do you think Napster
should be shut down,
and why?

J. MICHAEL
BESTUL
Columnist
how viable is a MP3 -swapping
program without the MP3s? So
the company would be non-existent were it not for the intellectual property of others.
I've been throwing around that
intellectual property' term a lot
What is it? As an example, the
nobles and courts paid for a play
called "Hamlet," which was the
intellectual property of
Shakespeare. It is what somebody worked his or her ass off to
create. For somebody else to gain
money or fame from their labors
is Inherently wrong.
If you truly enjoy the creations
of somebody else, you want them
to continue doing so. You desire
to witness their art, as opposed to
the unimaginative hack-work of
somebody else. If someone's creation is reduced to some file that
anybody can access, that person
won't have much of a chance of
creating some new "information"
for you. It's hard for The Darkest
of the Hillside Thickets to tour
and create when they also have
to hold down jobs and support
families without earning much
from their creative music.
At the same time, the record
companies arent exactly a knight
in shining armor. Underneath
the plate mail is a greedy old
noble, and they would love to see
Napster go the way of the dragons. But if Napster stays around,
it isnt going to do much to their
money bags It's the bands that
get hit.
Neither side of this argument Is
going away. What needs to be
done is for both sides to work
together, rather than creating a
schism and pontificating.
Dissemination is a great thing,
but not if we sacrifice the sources
in the process
With all that said. I'm going to
wait for the rest of you to come to
terms with each other.
Meanwhile. I am going to buy the
latest Darkest of the Hillside
Thickets CD, no matter how
much more difficult and frustrating it may be than using Napster
or the like.
/ Michael Bestul can be reached
al best@bgnelbgsu.edu
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"No, because music is
something that should
be shared by everyone."

TYLER BURKLE
SOPHOMORE
BUSINESS ADMIN.

"No, there's no law
against it."

ALEX MICHEL
FRESHMAN
UNDECIDED
"No, because I think
anything on the
Internet's up for anybody. The record
labels make too much
anyhow."
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ERIKA RUSSELL
SOPHOMORE
EARLY CHILDHOOD ED.

"No... because the
prices of CDs are way
too high right now.'

n
DRE BR0ADST0NE
SOPHOMORE
ARCHITECTURE
"No, because I think it
gives local bands a
chance to be heard."

Welcome to Planet Earth, your
back-to-school central intelligence headquarters
Every year from mid-August to
mid-September the planet
explodes into a flurry of anxiety
when the crisis of all annual
crises occurs — kids go back to
school.
School may be almost as old as
giving birth and prostitution, but
that is never a reason not to
panic.
In an effort to nurse people
through this moment of hardship, the local TV stations have
established hotlines The newspapers print tips and warnings
from the Ohio Department of
Ceneral Nervousness and
Suspicion of Unsafe Practices
Children are bundled from head
to toe in padded, educational,
climate-controlled, back-toschool suits that sing out the
alphabet when the child remembers to look both ways before he
or she crosses the street
To some people, the Back-toSchool crisis has become routine.
But for people like my 65-yearold father, it's nothing less than
bewildering.
"When 1 was a kid, we just
went to school," he told me.
"Without helmets?" I asked.
"Without Ohio Department of
Health-approved buttons and
zippers? Without vitamin supplements and Ritalin? Without hotlines?"
Yes, that's how they used to do
it. he assured me.
He went on to say that most of
the kids went home for lunch
rather than eating in the cafeteria.
"The school didn't feed them?"
I asked, gasping. "How did they
eat?"
He told me that their parents
fed them. As a matter of fact,
there were no after-school
latchkey programs either. The
hours during which school was
not in session, their parents were
responsible for them.
"Parents?" I repeated dumbly.
Apparently, back in the 1940s,
when parents produced children,
it became their responsibility to
take care of them. The school
board had very little to do with it.
Furthermore, the child's success
in school was solely his or her
responsibility.
"What sorts of self-esteem
builders did the school system
offer when a child failed?" I
queried.
"Well, they flunked." my father
said. "We had a couple of 12year-olds in my 1st grade class"
Survival was also the child's
responsibility. "We had a kid in
our class named Gerald Van
Reeson," Dad informed him. "We
beat him up every day just for
that"
"Well, I hope you were all
taken to court on charges of
assault," I said indignantly.
Dad snorted. "The kid had a fat
lot of nerve going around with a
name like that," he said. "Besides,
he also wore this stupid little cap.
We used to take it off and throw it
in mud puddles till he cried."
I tried to make sense of this.
"So," I said, "he eventually grew
up bought illegal assault rifles,
took them to school with him,
and—"
"Now he's a successful attor-
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MICHELLE
REITER
Opinion columnist

ney," my father said.
Just then our television program was interrupted by an
emergency news bulletia A
familiar local news anchorwoman appeared with worry
lines creasing her forehead.
"Channel 12 1/2 has Just
received word that No 2 pencils
are no longer the approved writing utensil for Ohio elementary
school children." she cried, struggling to keep control of her emotions "We are live at the state
house with our back-to-school
crisis reporter, Willard Fret. Hi
there, Willard. Can you tell us
what is happening in Columbus
tonight?"
Fret filled the screen wearing a
gas mask, motorcycle helmet,
knee pads and oxygen tank.
" Whemmblust commm lafe
floo eckly," Fret wheezed safely.
Subtitles appeared below Fret's
chin strap, informing us that No.
2 pencils were recently discovered to cause childhood depression. The Ohio Department of
Education issued a state of educational emergency until another
writing utensil could be found as
a suitable replacement.
"Perhaps something in
Tupperware." a state representative in the background suggested.
A spokesman for a No. 2 pencil
company said that while the
recent news would be devastating to the company's sales, they
are already attempting to develop a No. 2 pendl with Prozac in
the led.
"When they chew on the led.
all of their chemicals will automatically re-balance." the
spokesman said.
When asked about lead poisoning, the spokesman looked
off into the distance and started
to hum nervously.
Within a coupje of years. I
expect them to start advertising
airtight back-to-school boxes in
which parents can deliver their
children to school, coming in
name brands of the day. Children
will be wheeled from class to
class by experts dressed in bright
orange Hazmat suits with
Department of Education seals
of approval on their lapels.
Knowledge will be automatically
inserted into their brains via
microchip with built-in tracking
systems, lest they start heading
for the playgrounds on the sly.
When kids come home from
school, parents can just put the
children in a storage closet till
dinner.
My father will be able to interact with his grandchildren with a
Quality Time Simulator 2012: a
pair of rubber gloves, a face mask
and a script provided by a local
child protection agency.
If he tries to say, "When 1 was a
kid, we just used to go to school,"
government thugs will appear
out of the woodwork and present
him with Gerald Van Reeson's
psychotherapy bill.
Michelle Reiter can be reached
at reiterm@bgnet.bgsu.edu

There are two kinds of people in the world — those who write letters to the editor and guest columns
for The BG News and those who delight in sticking their noses in pencil sharpeners.
You don't enjoy sticking your nose in pencil sharpeners-, do you? If you don't, send your letters and
columns to The BG News. E-mail them to arnettj@bgneLbgsu.edu or ship them to 210 West Hall, and
let the world know what you think.

210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green,
Ohio 43403
Phone:
(419)372-6966
E-mail:
bgnews9listproc.bgsu.edu
Website: www.bgnews.com
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Greeks looking to change recruitment process
By April Elliott
STAFF WRITER

Men and women looking to
join a Greek organization this fall
will come face to face with two
different experiences.
The recruitment process for
women at the University is held to a
national standard, while the recruitment process for the men is held to
the University's Interfratemtiy
Council's own standards.
This past year, however, the two
groups have been trying to find a
middle ground when it comes to
the recruitment process. The men
especially are looking to change
recruitment into a more formal
process, but not as formal as the
women's.
Sarah Bateson, vice president
of recruitment for the Panhellenic
Council, said that everyone living
on campus will be presented with
the chance for recruitment when
they first move in.
"Registration forms will be at
the front desk of all the residence
halls," Bateson said. "Every door
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will have a door hanger on it with
a registration form on the back."
Boxes will also be at the front
desks so that students can drop
off their registration forms. The
boxes will be picked up once a
week until the first day of recruitment.
From here the process for the
men and women takes two separate paths.
The women who fill out applications are contacted by a Rho
Chi member, which is a sorority
member who becomes disaffiliated from their sorority from May
until the end of September to help
with recruitment.
Men looking to join a fraternity
who fill out an application will
simply be mailed an informational booklet.
Recruitment for the men then
begins on Sept 13 and 14, and
continues on the 18 and 19.
According to Jason Farmer, vice
president
of
recruitment.
Interfratemity Council (1FC) is trying something different this year.
As the women have Rho Chi,

the men this year have a staff of
representative members. Unlike
the women, however, these
members are allowed to affiliate
with their fraternities throughout
the entire recruitment process.
These representative members
will be giving presentations in the
residence halls and will be giving
tours of the fraternity houses during fall formal recruitment.
"We encourage them to come
on the tours," Farmer said.
One thing to remember, however, is that men looking to rush do
not have to fill out an application,
and do not have to participate in
the September recruitment dates.
Men are allowed to go to a
house whenever they want, and
can be invited to join a fraternity
anytime during the year.
"There is a fraternity on campus for every type of guy, you just
have to find the right fit," Farmer
encourages.
Men who go through the formal
recruitment process in the fall will
be contacted by the different fraternities no later than Oct. 1.

Women, on the other hand, go
through two weekends of much
more formal recruitment.
After being contacted by their
Rho Chi member, women going
through recruitment have an
information session on Sept. 14.
Here, women who sign up will
receive an information booklet, a
T-shirt and meet their recruitment group.
Each group consists of about 20
to 30 members and is headed by
two Rho Clii members.
Recruitment for the women is
then split into two weekends, or
two rounds. The first round takes
place Sept. 16 and 17.
During this first round each
group will visit all 14 of the chapter houses. The potential new
members are then invited back by
the chapters, and they must
chose eight houses to visit during
round two.
Round two is on Sept. 22, 23
and 24, and brings women back
to the different houses. Potential
new members visit the eight
houses during what is called their

philanthropy round.
During this round they sit down
with members of the house and
make a craft or do a project for the
organization that sorority supports.
After this round, invitations are
again sent out to potential new
members who then have to select
three houses to revisit.
These visits are one-on-one
and are more formal, requiring
skirts or dresses, and consisting of
having dessert at each of the
houses. From here potential new
members list their preferences
and turn them in.
The Panhellenic Council then
enters the preferences into a
computer and generates bids.
Bids are an invitation for potential new members to become
part of a sorority. Bids come out
on Sept. 25, which takes place at
Anderson Arena
"Recruitment is really exciting,"
Bateson said, "You meet hundreds
of women, who can't wait to bring
new members in. It can be a bit
overwhelming, meeting so many
people in so many chapters."

However, Farmer reminds
potential new members and
everyone else on campus that
they need to keep an open mind.
"Keep in mind that you need
to form your own opinions
about the Greek system at
BGSU, and that you need to
make the decision that is best for
you," Farmer said. "We're not
looking for the partiers, or the
drinkers. We want individuals
who want to be involved, who
want to program different events
and become leaders. We want to
get back to the values we were
founded on."
Bateson and Farmer offer the
student body, especially incoming
freshman, reasons to go Greek.
"Greek life offers individuals
unlimited options in order to
develop themselves in anyway
imaginable, whether making
friends, developing leadership or
doing services for others. It also
gives you the opportunity to learn
about your career, learn about
diversity and learn about yourself," Farmer said.

BOWLING GREEN
COLLISION
CENTER

EXPERT REPAIR & REFINISHING
We are located at:
E. Wooster I

We do:

BGSU

Napoleon
CO

$mm%J:'

• Free Estimates -^gJmfUL,
\
• Body Work & Paint Work
• Minor touch ups to major collisions

DBG Collision

1011 S. Main St.

353-6820

353-6420

after this, the corporate
ladder will be a piece of

Welcome Students, Faculty, & Townies

Hillards Hallmark

[cake]

Frame & Art Gallery

50% OFF

Framed fine art
100's of selections

In the course of facing challenges like this, you'll learn
how to think on your feet. Stay cool under pressure. Take

n

n stoc

charge. Talk to an Army ROTC rep. You'll find there's

CnO/ fIFF I k custom framing everyday!
OU /( Ul
Same day service. Over 3 miles
of moulding in stock!

30% OFF

nothing like a little climbing to help prepare you for
getting to the top.

ARMY ROTC Unlike any other college course you can take.

Goebel Hummels
Biggest Selection in Ohio!

156 N. Main St.,
Bowling Green
352-9174

BGSU Army ROTC
For Information Call 372-2476

rmOFFWCARDS!
Hillards Hallmark
Frame & Art Gallery

W

Mon. - Sat. 10am-8pm L-™t!KJi^^l!fc5lirij
Records Tapes
ipact Discs

LAND WITH
AIR FORCE ROTC
AND WATCH YOUR
CAREER FLY.

&. Bo*S
As an Air Force ROTC cadet,
you can land yourself in a career
with excitement: as a pilot, navigator,
missile officer - as an Air Force officer.
You will gain an education1 in leadership
as you work toward your degree. You'll learn to
command with confidence. You may also qualify for
scholarship programs that help pay for college. When you
graduate, you can exchange your tassle and gown for an
Air Force uniform - and watch your career take off.

• No
• I\o
• I\o
• I\o

Coupons
Selection
Ambience
Class

Employees

Madhatter

CALL CAPTAIN BOB SCHOLL AT 372-2176,
OR STOP BY 164 MEMORIAL HALL.

We Sell Both Kinds Of Music:

Rock A Roll
143 LAST WOOSTER ST.
DOWNTOWN BG

353-3555
We Pay CASH For Your Used, But
Not Abused, CDs, Lps and
Tapes!!!

Leadership Excellence Starts Here
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GREEK: Fraternities
will be changing their
.rushing policies to be
more formal like the
sororities; PAGE 12
ADDRESS: President
-Ribeau's address
f- focuses on the BIG
'j ;. picture; PAGE 14
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Sari Grifsby BG New

Running: Kirsten Owens, junior
environmental science major,
runs by University Hall.

As you walk onto campus for
the Fall 2000 semester, one of the
^tfeasons you chose to come could
\{jeve been
the Student
*ltecreation Center. Of the 20 rea• sons that arc most commonly
gtven for choosing the University,
the fourth is the SRC
The facilities and programs of
**he SRC could help you shed
•-Unwanted pounds or prevent
weight gain that is often associated with a person's first year experience at college.
According to Inteliliealth, an
Internet site devoted to health
and promoting a healthy lifestyle,
the I.S million students entering
college in Fall 1999 would put on
an approximate 11 tons by the
time the school year was over.
Such weight gain is preventable.
InteliHealth advises students
to take advantage of the physical
activities that present themselves
on a college campus.
The SRC has over 35 aerobic
classes a week, two pools, four
weight rooms, indoor and outdoor running tracks and areas for
basketball, tennis, volleyball and
badminton for students to utilize.
Approximately 70 percent of students take advantage of the SRC
and the programs it offers.
Brady Gaskins, assistant director of programs at the SRC, said
the aerobic classes can be a good
start for the beginner or an outlet
for those who are more comfortable with exercise and aerobics.
"We have the basic programs
all the way up to some strengthening and flexibility classes."
Gaskins pointed out the Basic
Step class, which is new this year,
for beginners. The class teaches
participants the movements utijCBd in step aerobics.
*JThere are 10 additional classes
to choose from, including water
aerobics, 7 ajn. - 6 JO pm.
Gaskins said the class schedule
is designed to fit into a student
schedule. However, if you are
unable to attend an aerobics
class, there are 185,000 square
feet of pools, exercise equipment
and areas for other forms of physical activity that provide more
flexibility for the busy student's
schedule.
Those who are unsure of what
form of exercise is appropriate or
accessary to accomplish their fitIjjtss goals can consult the FitWell

■pec

•QOhe FitWell center strives to
Bant fitness as well as wellness through its services. Located
jrfthe SRC the FitWell center can
take you on a Personal Fitness
Quest. The Personal Fitness
EXERCISE, PAGE 10

By April Elliott

one drinking the alcohol is over 21.
While the law may affect few University
students, many of those on campus are
A revised Ohio liquor law now requires opposed to the regulation.
those who order five or more kegs of beer to
"I don't agree with it," said T. ). Taylor,
send official notification to the state.
sophomore physical education major.
Effective since Aug. 9, Ohio Liquor While he has never bought more than a keg
Control Commission Rule 68 now requires or two at a time, Taylor said feels that the
those ordering the kegs to turn in a notifi- law is unnecessary.
cation sheet and notarized affidavit five
"It's your right to have a party," he said.
days prior to the purchase. The law — also
Jeff Crawford, junior business major,
known as "5 for 5" — requires that the pur- agrees.
chaser's name, address, date of birth and
"I don't think it's very necessary," he said.
location where the beer will be
"If you want to have a party, it's
consumed are included on the
your responsibility. It's not
"This
gives
notification sheet.
their job to check up on it."
the state
The law also allows to attend
Julie Ehrhart, an Ohio
the party unannounced,
Department of Public Safety
permission
according to Heather, a reprerepresentative, affirmed that a
to come
sentative of the Beerco
major target of the law was col Distributing Company in
inspect your lege campuses. But the goal is
Fostoria.
enforce consumer responsiparty with- tobility.
"This gives die state permission to come inspect your
"We'je asking consumers to
out a search
party without a search warassume responsibility for the
warrant."
rant," she said.
party," she said, "and no one
One of the primary motivaunder 21 consumes, and it
HEATHER.
BEERCO
tions for the revision, Heather
won't be re-sold."
DISTRIBUTING
said, was to keep track of colWhile she said no specific
lege parties.
incidents direcdy led to the
Kent, another Beerco representative, said revised law, she said the law aims to be
that the law is unlikely to affect either the proactive.
distributor companies or individuals.
"We wanted to take a proactive approach
"People don't buy more than four kegs to big keg parties instead of a re-active
very often," he said.
approach," she said. "Parties that might
However, according to Jackie Mercer of have the potential to get out of hand."
Metropolitan, the purpose behind the law
Distributors, however, will be the key
is to hold consumers responsible.
enforcers of the new policy. They forward
"I am assuming the state uses this to all affidavits to the ODPS investigative unit
keep track of people and make sure they're for review.
not reselling the alcohol," she said.
ODPS will be responsible for prosecuting
Another concern is making sure those those who violate the code.
who consume the alcohol are of age. Not
Crawford said that given the number of
only is the date of birth required on the ways people can sidestep the new law, he
notification, but also one of die motiva- doubts it will be effective.
tions for state visits are to make sure every"It sounds pretty stupid," he said.
By Michelle Rerter

By KimOerty Duqps
cur EOITOR

TREU HOUSE DISTRIBUTING: 6700 Wales Road,
Toledo; 666-7770

DISTRIBUTORS IN
NORTHWEST OHIO
BEERCO DISTRIBUTING:
Township Road 218,
Fostoria; 435-3214
HEIDELBERG DISTRIBUTING: 912 Third Street,
Toledo; 666-9783

Dorment
fountain
comes to
life over
summer
FOUNTAIN FUN: Jill
Oswald, a graduate student at the University,
jumps through the newly
restored fountain outside
of the administration
building. Jujie Cui watches the student while
supervising three children, also playing at the
fountain. The fountain
has been shut off for
many years and was just
recently revived. Several
students and faculty
members can be seen
sitting by the fountain
doing work, eating lunch
or just enjoying the
fountain.

UTING COMPANY: 911 North
Summit Street; 241-6111
BERMAN W & CO: Airport
Industrial Park; 666-9782

NATURE BEVERA6E COMPANY: 5655 Opportunity
Drive; 476-0750
METROPOLITAN DISTRIB-

All phone numbers are 419
area codes; information
from Toledo phone book.
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USG plans
year of
community
involvement

STAFF WRITER

STAFF WHITER

SRC provides a wellrounded, convienent set of programs for every students health need

www.bgnews.com/campus
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
VOLUME 88 ISSUE 35

USG start their
'effective' platform,
list of goals at
Campus Fest 2000

New '5 for 5' law requires notarized affidavit's, the ability to crash
a party without a warrent when buying 5 or more kegs

SRC offers
ways to
keep off
pounds

August 28,
2000

-1

Michael lehmkonle BG News

The
University's
Undergraduate
Student
Government has been working
all summer to insure a successful
2000-2001 school year.
"We're trying to maximize our
efficiency. This organization has
so much potential and so many
resources and we need to get as
much out of this as we can," said
Rebecca Nieto, vice president of
USG.
The organization will begin the
school year by working on a set
list of goals they have established
for tiiemselves. The list comes
from the platform Marcos
Popovich, USG president, and
Nieto ran under during last year's
election.
Improving on student success,
building community on campus
and working to make USG more
efficient are the three main goals
for the year.
In hoping to improve student
success, Popovich said, "We want
to give students the ability to
achieve their goals, to get what
they want out of college."
Here, USG hopes to work on
increasing the amount of money
available for academic scholarships, increasing die funding for
student organizations, making
academic
advising
equal
throughout campus and improving die first year experience
USG is also hoping to improve
the community on campus.
" We think it's important for different people, different organizations and different offices to work
together toward common goals,"
Popovich said.
A starting point for USG working on campus community is
Campus Fest 2000, which will be
held on Sept. 8. Campus Fest.
which was once a totally Greek
affair, will now encompass all of
campus.
Also at Campus Fest. Popovich
will be making his State of the
Student Body Address.
Popovich said that he and
Nieto are also hoping to make
"USG a more effective tool for
change."
"We want students to come to
us with issues or concerns,"
Popovich said. "We want them to
have enough trust in USG to
come to us"
In hopes of building that trust.
USG will be supplying the campus with a bi-monthly newsletter
contained inside The BG News.
The first of which comes out on
Aug. 30.
Popovich encourages incoming freshman, or any other students interested in becoming
involved in USG to come to their
first meeting on Monday, Aug. 28
from 7:30-9:30 p.m. in Olscamp
113.
If a student is interested in running for one of the USG positions,
they should either come to this
meeting or contact USG as soon
as possible. Elections will be held
Sept 11-14.
USG is looking for college senators, district senators and at
large senators. Freshman are
encouraged to run for the position of college senator or a district
dorm senator.
USG will also be holding an
informational meeting for freshman during Welcome Week,
which will be on Sunday, Aug. 27
from 10-10:50 a.m. in Olscamp
117.
Students are encouraged and
welcome to attended any of the
USG meetings, which will be held
every Monday night starting
again after elections on Sept 18.
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SRC offers
programs to
lose weight

READ THE BG MEWS

Pregnant? Get Tested
354-4673

BG Pregnancy Center
www.bgpc.org

EXERCISE. FROM PAGE 9
Quest allows a person to find out
their current fitness level arirj
trainers will help the person tie
develop a fitness plan, according*
to his/her ability. The participant
will be shown how to use the
equipment at die SRC properly
and safely. The Personal Fitness
Quest is at an additional cost of
$35 for students.
Students, however, can participate in intramural sports at no
cost. There are over 20 intramural
sports offered throughout the
school year.
"Our intramural program is a
great way to get involved, to stay
fit and meet people," said
Gaskins.
If you are interested in the programs that the SRC has to offer to
maintain or attain a desirable fitness level, new students can
attend Late Nite at the Rec on
Sunday from 9 p.m. to midnight
There will be an information'
table for students on SRC services,
and an opportunity to become"
acquainted with the facility.
Gaskins encourages new students to attend Late Nite at the
Rec, as well as take advantage o(
SRC facilities.
"I encourage first-year students not to be intimidated by '
what we have to offer," said
Gaskins. "Come in and see what '
we have to offer."

PRACTICE
MAKES
PERFECT

143 E.Wooster, Suite B
PRACTICE: Trie
band practices in
the field behind the
field house for their
first performance,
(above) The horn
section marches
during one of last
weeks practices for
the falcon football
teams first
games.(below) The
color guard goes
through thier moves
at practice. The
band put in many
hours last week
practicing and getting ready for the
home games at BG
this year.

Welcome Back
Students!
• Heinz Apartments Ltd.
• Frazee Ave. Apartments
• Columbia Court Apartments
• East Merry Ave. Apartments
• Field Manor Apartments
• Mercer Manor Apartments
• Ridge Manor Apartments
• Campbell Hill Apartments
• Bentwood Subdivision
• Plus Many Other Locations

GREENBRIAR, INC.
352-0717

SatlSritsDyBGNevK

WELCOME STUDENTS
Check Out Our Selection of BGSU Merchandise!

GREENBRIAR, INC.
224 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH 43402

Hours:
Monday-Friday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m.-1 p.m.

Fall 2001
Leasing starts Mon. Oct. 25

Welcome students!
33.6K, 56K & 64K ISDN only $6.25/month

Low-cost Unlimited
Internet Access
$75/year includes 4MB storage for your e-mail and
lersonal Web site
T
ecnSuppo'! 354-6513
8a-8cM-F. 8a-N Sal 4p-8pSun

V C K e t

The BG
News
is hiring
for fall
semester!

• T-Shirts
Sweatshirts
Hats
Coffee Mugs
• Jewelery
• Pencils
• Banks
|/ Jackets
• Squeeze Bottles
• Watches
• Charms
• Window Stickers
• ID Holders
• Pennants
• Blankets
• Mom & Dad
Sweatshirts

BG'S BEST
Best Quality, Best Service, Best Pricing!
In house embroidery, screen printing and sewn
on letters. Over 350 fabrics to choose from.
Sorority & Fraternity Merchandise
Sweatshirts • Hats • T-Shirts • Night Shirts • Pullover Jackets •
Wood Products
• Paddles • Letters • Frames • And Much More!

Connection

Collegiate

531 Ridge St. • BG • 352-8333
Mon.-Thurs. 10-8 • Fri. 10-6 • Sun 12-5

Individual Account Application
$75/year, Includes: 4mb storage, one e-mail
account & unlimited dial-up Internet access
Enclose check for $75.00 to WCICand mail to
PO Box 207, Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

i£

Name:
Address

Phone:

o o

Parent/Guardian (if under 18):.
Type of computer

Mac

PC

2. Select an e-mail address. This will be the address you
give to your correspondents. E-mail addresses are not
case-sensitive.
• Your e-mail address may be up to 35 characters long.
USE letters, numbers, periods ('.'), and underlines ('_')
ONLY. DO NOT use spaces or any other characters.
@ wcnet.org
3.1 agree to WCNet's standard Terms & Conditions as
published at the WCNet Internet site (www.wcnet.org).
Due

GREEN

STATE

UNIVERSITY

FUOTOAL

other

1. Select a login. If the account name you select is already
in use, we will do our best to create a unique name similar
to your first choice. ■
• The name consists of 3 to 8 lower-case letters or
numbers (NO OTHER CHARACTERS)
• The name MUST begin with a letter.
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SEPT. 9 PITTSBURGH
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OCT. 7
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OCT. 21 EASTERN MICHIGAN
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Bowling Green
Covenant Church

Multiple Morning Worship Service
University Power Hour: 11:30
6pm Service
Sunday School for All Ages
Senior Pastor: Scott Esicp
Minister of Youth & Worship: Eric Steller
Associate Pastor: Roger Blough
Childrens Minister: Tina Mitchell
Director of University Ministries: Capt. Bob Scholl
e-mail: captainscholl@msn.com
www.bgnazarenc.org
Fax: 419.354.0350
1291 ConneautAve.
419.352.2289

Welcomes all college students to join our
contemporary worship service and Bible
centered teaching in a casual atmosphere.

10 am Worship Service
Dr. Gary Blair, Sr. Pastor
Chris Stuffleben. Campus Pastor

1165 Haskins Road • Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
(419) 352-8483
www.wcnct.org/-bgcc

I I I I COMMUNITTo/CHRLST\

315 S. College Drive
419-353-9305

Adult Bible Study and
Sunday School @ 9:15a.m.
Worship Service 10:30a.m.
Join us for friendship and fellowship
Everybody Welcome

Alliance Church of Bowling Green

,t
*

: 1

123

9:30 a.m. Sunday School - All Ages
10:30 a.m. Worship Service

Dayspring Assembly of God

First Presbyterian Church
Sunday Worship
Church School

Saturday Worship 7:00pm
Sunday Morning 10:30am
• School of the Bible 9:30am
Tuesday 7i30pm

Pastor Jerry Fliger
1161 Napolean Rd. • 352 3623

]tr

Dayspring Campus Fellowship
Wrout Chapel. BCSU

hmr*

E-mail: wotcc@Juno.com
Pastor Jerry Hunt

17360 N Dixie Hwy • 352 0672 • www.daysprlngassembly.org
Just North of the Woodland Mall
Fret Transportation Available.Call Pastor Pete g> 3520672

"Great place to make new friends "

3 Blocks South ol Campus
e-mail: stmarkb9@wcnet.0rg

Sunday SsnriMf:
Tuesday SarvMM:
Adult Bible Study • 7 00pm
Morning Worship 10:30 am
Crossroads tooth Ministry
Evening Services ■ 6.30 p.m.
Rainbows (ages 3-5)
Childrens Church 10:30 a m
Sunday School ■ 9:30
NURSERY PROVIDED fOR All SERVICES

God loves you and has an answer for your life.
9:30 am Sunday School classes for all ages
(including College and Career Class)
10:30 am Morning Worship
6:00 pm Kvening Fellowship Hour
7:00 pm Wednesday Evening Bible Study & Prayer
Anytime! Come & Talk
Pastor David K Fath
749 s ouih Wintcrgarden Road
(419)352-0417
Bow ng Green. Ohio 43402

352-5101

8:30 and 11:00 a.m.
5:00 p.m.
9:45 a.m.

S Christian Center
1

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH

—^ LUTHERAN CHURCH & STUDENT CENTER |

*E

Worship Services on Sunday
Saturday Worship (Communion)
Sunday School for all agea

121 S. ENTERPRISE ST. (WALKING DISTANCE FROM BGSU)
SUNDAY WORSHIP-9:30 BIBLE FELLOWSHIP-11:00
STUDENTS AND INTERNATIONAL WELCOME!

Nfe3

5:00p.m. Saturday; 10:00a.m. Sunday
School Year Times:
11:30a.m., 7:00p.m. Sunday
St. Mark's Lutheran Church
welcomes BGSU Students
We invite you into the family of God
Sunday Worship at: 8:30 and 11:00 a.m.
Contemporary Worship with Communion" each
Saturday evening at 5:00 p.m.

OfflGE

Joel Larson,
Youth Pastor

lllll 1124 E. WoosterSt.

University Church

.OSsSUV

GRACE BRETHREN CHURCH

J

St. Thomas More

10:00 am
11:00 am - 12:00 pm
Christian Education For All Ages
• Music • Nursery • Care •

I
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UA0

START OFF THE YEAR WITH
UAO
August 28
August 31
September 6
September 8
September 13
September 19
September 20
September 25
October 1-7
October 4
October 18
October 19
October 23
November 1
November 3-5
November 11
November 14
November 15
December 6

Join us at the Student Involvement Fair and get a FREE
caricature in Anderson Arena between 2 and 5 PM
Jim's Big Ego, funky, bluesy folk band, in front of the
Saddlemire Building at 2 PM
Movie: MISSION IMPOSSIBLE 2 in Olscamp 111 at
9:15 PM
CampusFest in the grassy area in front of University
Hall from 2 to 10 PM
Silers Bald, Christian band in Olscamp 101A at 7:30 PM
5 0'Clock Shadow, band in Olscamp 101A at 6 PM
Movie: GONE IN SIXTY SECONDS in Olscamp 111 at
9:15 PM
Kirk Nugent, Slam Poet, in Olscamp 101B at 9 PM
HOMECOMING WEEK
Movie in Olscamp 111 at 9:15 PM
Movie in Olscamp 111 at 9:15 PM
Alexandra McHale, Comedian, in Mac Countryside at
8 PM
Frank Meink, former Skinhead Lecturer, in Olscamp
101A at 7:30 PM
Movie in Olscamp 111 at 9:15 PM
FAMILY WEEKEND
Eric Nieves, Comedian, in Mac Countryside at 8 PM
UFO Lecture in Olscamp 101B at 7:30 PM
Movie in Olscamp 111 at 9:15 PM
Movie in Olscamp 111 at 9:15 PM

Join in the fun on any of
our 9 committees
Daytime Programs
Concert
Technology
Nightlife
Special Events
Excursions
Publicity
Campus Sales
Multicultural and Diversity Issues

Check out UAO on the web at www.geocities.com/bguao
or visit in person in 210 South Hall 372-2486

UAO

Universitv Activ. 0r£.

gg
t ?

Pastor David Cook Young
j|j
126 S. Church, Bowling Green $
352-5176
J

UAO • University Activ. Org. • UAO • University Activ. On

Upcoming UAO Events

j
[ j

University Activ. Org.
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Parking paves lot, increases fines over summer
New meters
installed to offer
additional spots to
University visitors
By Kimberty Dupps
cur to11OR

Summer was not a time of
relaxation for the University division of Parting and Traffic
After the Union construction
began last spring, the parking lot
behind the Union, Lot 17, was
closed. The closing of the parking
lot displaced 35 short-term,
metered parking spaces.
To replace the 35 spaces, Lot E
was expanded and repaved, in
conjunction with the Heating
Plant Project. The spots were
moved to ease parking hassles for
those who have short business to
conduct in or around the

Administration building. Lot E is will face an additional $150 fine,
across from the Administration for a total fine of $250. The
Building at Thurstin and Court increase is in compliance with a
Streets.
change in the Ohio Revised Code
The new meters cost the driver made earlier in the year. Parking
25 cents per half hour with a max- and Traffic have been changing
the signs that
imum time limit of
two hours. The new
mark
the
PARKING FINES
spaces and the
meters will only
Fines
tor
parking
in
a
handifines throughaccept quarters.
capped parking space went
The older meters
out the sumup $150 to bring the total
that accepted nickmer, according
fine to $250. The cost for
els and dimes have
to Enriquez.
parking on campus went up
The line for a
been phased out
from $33 to $40.
and replaced with
regular IMS vioonly
quarter
kuion wfll remain
at $10, as will al
accepting meters.
Stacie Enriquez, manager of cither parking violation tines
However, the cost to park on
Parking and Traffic, anticipates
that the meter change over will be campus has increased from $33 a
completed before the start of year to $40 a year.
classes.
Parking lots that students
The process of introducing a would be parking on have been
new handicap violation fine will trenched and repaved over the
also be completed by the begin- summer, as a part of the new
ning of classes. Those who illegal- infrastructure being added to the
ly park in a handicapped space University.

Sara enjsby BG News
PARKING: This summer, parking and administration repaved, expanded and added meters to parking
lots E and 17. They also raised fines.

Sexuality reporter to encompass wide range of topics
By Wendy Suto
STAfF WRITER

"1 am a free lover! I have an
inalienable, constitutional and
natural right to love whom I may,
to love as long or as short a period
as I can, to change that love
everyday if 1 please." (Victoria
Wbodhull, 1838-1927)
During her time, Woodhull was
considered a radical in her beliefs
about sexual freedom. While I do

not consider myself a radical, I
am a liberal-minded young
woman about to embark on a
most fascinating journey this
semester.
I am The News sexuality beat
reporter, a beat I suggested be
added onto the numerous list of
beats at BGSU.
Why, you might ask? Well, I am
a strong believer in educating and
entertaining the BGSU community about sexuality...after all,

what is more intriguing than sex?
In America, using sex as a gimmick sells practically everything
these days. And the media know
this fact very well, especially here
at BGSU where approximately
18,000
twenty-somethings
engage in sexual behaviors or at
least think about sex frequently.
So, why have I been chosen to
fulfill this carnal desire of writing
about sexuality issues? Well.

besides being a bisexual, a sexual
assault survivor, a nude model
and a young vivacious woman
who developed her own minor in
human sexuality, 1 am also hoping to attend University of
Minnesota's medical school to
become a sex therapist in a few
years. And what is the point of
being a journalist anyway if 1 cannot have some fun with it?
University students, faculty
and staff can look forward to

reading about such issues as a
day in the life of a transgender
individual, the ins and outs of
nude modeling, why to consider
stripping during college, bisexuality as an option or something
inherent, profiles of rapists, a
guide to spiritual sex, genital
body piercing's, the world's first
pregnant male, how sex affects
those with disabilities and unusual fetishes.

I will do my very best to provide
insightful features every Wednesday in The BG News, but
occasionally there will be opinion
columns and random sex tidbits I
have discovered while searching
for bizarre sexuality issues online.
Please feel free to suggest any
sexual topic to be covered this
semester, by e-mailing me at
vwndysuto@yahoo.com or by calling the newsroom at 372-6966.
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Need a job? The BG News is hiring for the fall semester!
news writers, sports writers, opinion columnists, photographers, copy editors, graphic designers
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BGSU Women's Health Clinic

Flower Basket
We are the world's largest
grassroots organization working
towards the protection of human
rights everywhere.

352- 6395 * 165 5. Main
Downtown B.Gf

We Can Help You...
• Make your house, dorm, or apt. a homo with...

^ WE NEED YOUR HELP! -y
JOIN AMNESTY

Plants, fresh flowers, silk arrangements, wreaths,
candles, pottery, pictures, & much more!

• Put a amile on someone'B face...

0

Beautiful fresh arrangements, a teddy bear, balloon
bouquets and a birthday cake or cookies!

"Weekend Special
1 Dozen Roses $14.95
Cash & Carry
-.

J

INTERNATIONAL

Offers comprehensive education, medical
and counseling services regarding:
•contraception • physical examination •
pelvic exams, pap tests • sexually transmitted
diseases • sexual assault • other women's
health concerns

:-8

e-mail: aibgsu@yahoo.com
Meetings every Monday @ 9:15p.m.
BA 105, starting September 11

372-2271

Bowling Green State University
Womens Hearth Clinic
An appointment is required.
Student Health Service
As with all your medical records.
women's health records are conlKJential
Hours: 8am-4:30pm Mon-Fri

I

• Academic Ouiz Team
Accounting Management
information Systems
• Active Christians Today
■ Actuarial Science Society
1
Advertising Club
1
African American Graduate
Student Assoc
African Peoples Association
■ Afrlcanna Dance Troupe
« Air Force ROTC
' Alpha epsiiort Delta
Alpha Eta Rho
Alpha Lambda oeita
' Aloha Phi omega
Alpha Phi Sigma
Alpine siti Team
Alterra Sterling House O*
Bowling Creen Assisted Living
■ American cancer Society
■ American Chemical Society
student Affiliates
American college of
Healthcare Executives
1
American Culture Students
Organization
American institute of
Architecture Students
1
American Marketing Association
American Production and Inventory
Control Society
American Red Cross-Greater
Toledo Chapter
American Society of
interior Oesigners
Ampnr.in String Teachers Association
Amnesty international
Arnold Air Society
Art Historians Association
Asian Communities united
Association for computing
Machinery 1ACM1
BACCHUS
Baseoall Club (Men's)
Beta Alpha psi
Beta Beta Beta
Beta Gamma Sigma
BC M Newt
BG Council ol Teachers of Mathematics
1

Student inv;a
BG student Development Association
BG/UT Student Education
BGEDNFT
Science Organization
BGSU Ballroom Dance Society
8CSU Campus Tour Guides
BGSU Coilegeclub Falcons
Black student Union
Black Swamp Rangers
Big Brothers/Big Sisters of NWO
Board of Black Cultural Activities
Bowling Green Elementary
School libraries
Bowling Green Pregnancy Center
Bowling Green Radio News
Bowling Green Radio
Sports Organization
Bowling Green Student

• Get Connected to BCSU/and t

Business Professionals of America

M

Caribbean Association
Children s Resource Center
Chinese Club
Chinese Students & Scholars Association
Chorus iMen si
Chorus (Women's)
Christian Science Organization
Circle K international
Club FOTO
College Democrats
college of Musical Arts
■ student Advisory Committee
college Republicans
collegiate «-H
Collegiate Chorale
Collegiate Council of the
March of Dimes
Computer Art Club
Criminal Justice Organization
Dance Marathon
iChiidren s Miracle Networki
David s House
Dayspring Campus Fellowship
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Delta Sigma Pi
Dietetic Euperts of Tomorrow
Downtown Business Association
Ory Oock
Economics Club
Electric Falcon Motorsports
Environmental Action Croup
Environmental Health
Student Group
Environmental Health
Student organization
Epilepsy Center services
Epsiion Kappa Theta
EpsdonPiTau
Eta Sigma Delta
Falcon spirit Team
Fashion Merchandising Association
Fellowship of Catholic university
Students 'FOCUSi
Fellowship of Christian Athletes
Fellowship of Christian Graduate Students
Fencing Club
Film students Committee
Flying ream
French Club
Friends of the Deaf Community
Friends of the Humane Society
Gaming Society
CAMMA (Creeks Advocating Mature
Management of Alcohol)
German Club
Golden Key National Honor Society
Gospel Choir
Graduate Business Student Association
Graduate Student Senate iGSSl
Craduate Students of Technology
Graduate Writers Club
HEALTH Club
H20
Hahitat for Humanity
f.mipus Chapter
Hillel (Jewish Student Union)
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Sponsored by the Office of Campus involvement; A Divisio.
Co-sponsored by the University Union. Universit

Vcesvbtlity Codes
AA
Totally accessible
A
Accessible with telephones.
fountains, no accessible restroomt
Accessible first floor
C
Totally accessible, limited facilities
Buildings with no designation are considered
nonaccesslble

Administration Building 64,C
Admissions 60.AA
Alpha Chi Omega Soronty 80
Alpha Gamma Delta Sorority 17
Alpha Omkron Pi Sorority 79
Alpha Phi Sorority 76
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity 95
Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity 29
Alpha Xi Delta Soronty 74
Alumni Center 4.AA
Amani 38
Anderson Arena 43,8
Anderson Mall I3.AA
Art Center 31.AA
Arts and Sciences, College of 64.C
Ashley Hall MA
Batchelder Hall S.AA
Beta Theta PI Fraternity 25
Bookstore HA
Bromfield Hall 10.B
Bursar 64.C
Business Administiation Building 44AA
Campus Safety and Security J8.B
Central Servxes 102
Centrex Building 41
Chapman Mali 11 .AA
Chi Omega Sorority 81
College Park Office Building 99.AA
Commons 388

Commons Dlntng Center
Chiry's Express Convenience Store
Compton Hall 6M
ConkhnHall 30
DarrowHall 9.AA
Day Care Center 10I.AA
Delta Gamma Sorority 75,B
Delta Tau Delta Fraternity SS
Delta Upsilon Fraternity 26
DunbarHall 143
Early Childhood Education Center 72
East Hall 34.AA
Education Building 42.AA
Educational Memorabilia Center 39
Eppler Center 47,B
tppJer North 46
Eppler South 48
Eva Mane Saint Theatre Si .6
Family and Consumer Sciences Building 61.A
Field House 107.AA
Financial Aid M C
Fine Arts Center 31 >A
Founders HaH 62.AA
Keepers Food Court
Keepers Snack Bar
Club S7 Dining Room
French House 78
Gamma Phi Beta Sorority 73
Glsh Film Theater S2

Golf Clubhouse 108
Graduate College 60AA
Greenhouse 98
Guest House 56
HannaHaH 52
Harshman Quadrangle 12.AA
Galley Snack Bar
Hayes Hall 49.C
Health and Human Services, College of 104.A
Hearth Center 104,A
Heating Plant 65
Housing 33*
ke Arena 33
Jerome Library 32.C
Johnston Hall 71
Jordan Family Development Center 101.AA
Kappa Alpha Order 21
Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity 96
Kappa Delta Sorority 77
Kappa Kappa Gamma Sorority 22
Kappa Sigma Fraternity 20
Kohl Hall 40
Kreischer Quadrangle 7.AA
Sundial Food Court
Shadows Snack Bar
Silver River Cafe
Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity 28
Library 32.C
life Sciences Building 89.A

Come check out 519
Monday Nights at Prout

Chapel at 8:00 p.m.
The Contact Number
for 519 Ministries, the
Campus Ministry of
Bowling Green
Covenant Church, is

W/ELCOME BACK
** SPECIAL **■■*■

1

HOME OF THE
VHR SUNC4PS(JlE
THE ULTIMATE
TANNING MACHINE

^Hf ^352-2812
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l<wy Board
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■Hinic Council
Kcnors
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it Language and
lotion
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at 352-7039.

■ Non-Traditional Student Association
• Northwest Ohio Coalition student
Branch of American Society tor Ouaiity
• Off-Campus Connection
> Omega Phi Alpha
• Onucron Delta Epsilon
• Omicron Delta Kappa
• Order of omega
• Organization Development
• Otterbein Portage valley
Student Net w ork
• orientation loard
• Pagan Student union
> panhellemc Council
■ Phi Alpha Theta
' Phi Beta Kappa
i Phi Epsilon Omega
- Phi Eta Sigma
- Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia
i Phi upsilon omicron
p Pi oelta Phi
i PI Kappa Oelta
Pi Kappa lambda
Pi Omega PI Alpha Psi Chapter
Pi Sigma Alpha
■ Planned Parenthood
of Northwest Ohio
PRAECEPTA
1
Prairie Margins
Pre-Physir.il Therapy Club
Precious Stones
Psi Chi
Public Relations Student
Society of America
Public Safety Orq.iniz.inon
Purchasing Club
Reachout
Recreation Majors Association
Resident Student Association
ROTC Royal Creens
Rowing Club

Don nstairs ot

Technology Annex 103
Technology Building 97.AA
Television Station 57.A
Tucker Telecommunications Center 57. A
Union 69.AA
University Hall 51.C
Visitor Information Center l.C
Warehouse 100
WBGU-TV 57.AA
West Hall 63,C
Williams Hall 66,C
Zeta Beta Tau Fraternity 23
93 Psychology Building AA
94. Reed St Warehouse
95 Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity
96 Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity
97.Technology Building AA
98 Greenhouse
99 College Park Office Building AA
100. Park Avenue Warehouse
101. Jordan Family Development Center AA
102. Central Services
103.Technology Annex
104 Student Hearth Center A
105 Moore Musical Arts Center AA
106 Student Recreation Center AA
!07.PerryField House AA
108 Golf Clubhouse

GAIT
Go Back
in Time at
East/street

wi"^' <S

For more information
about 519 ministries
call Chris Stuffleben

u

Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity 27
Planetarium 92.AA
Popular Culture Center 54
Prout Chapel 67.8
Prout Hall 82.AA •
Psychology Building 93.AA
Recreation Center 106.AA
Reed St. Warehouse 94
Registration and Records 64.C
Rodgers Quadrangle 36
ROTC 433
Saddlemire Student Services Bldg. J3.AA
Sdence Library 90 A A
ShatiH Hall 66
Sigma Alpha Epsilon Fraternity 19
Sigma Chi Fraternity 18
Sigma Kappa Sorority 16
Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity 37
Social Philosophy and Polky Center SB
South Hall 53.C
Stadium 2>A
Student Recreation Center 106.AA
Student Services Building 33 A
Student Union 69.AA
Nest Dining Area
BowTn'Greenery
Pheasant Room
Prout Cafeteria

18 Visits $35.00

352-8483.

Bowling Green Community

Mathematical Sciences Building 90.AA
McDonald Dining Hall 86AA
Street Side
Country Side
GT Express Convenience Store
Towers West Restaurant
McDonald East Hall 83
McDonald North Hall 85
McDonald West Hall 84
McFall Center 60.AA
Memorial Hall 43
Miletl Alumni Center 4.AA
Moore Musical Arts Center 105.AA
MoseleyHall S0.B
Off-Campus Student Center S0,B
Offenhauer Tower East 88.AA
Off enhauer Tower West 8 7.A A
Olwamp Hall 45,AA
Overman Hall 91.C
Park Avenue Warehouse 100
Parking and Traffic Division 38
Peny Field House 107.AA
Perry Stadium 2,AA
Phi Gamma Delta Fraternity 24
Phi Kappa Tau Fraternity 35
Phi Mu Soronty 70
Phi Sigma Kappa Fraternity 59
Physical Sciences Laboratory Building 92.AA
PI Beta Phi Sorority 15

■
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Rugby (Women's)
Rugby (Men's.
Rural Opportunities
Russian Cluu
SAAFE Program A SHARe Prolect
Sailing Club
Sales and Marketing Club
The s.Hvatiion Army
Social services
• School of communication Studies
Graduate Student Alliance
• Sigma Alpha iota
p Sigma Oelta Pi
' Sigma Gamma Epsilon
■ Sigma Gamma Rho sorority. Inc
p Sigma Phi Omega
Sigma XI
p Soccer iMen'si
' Soccer iwomen si
' societas classic.*!
(Classics Society)
■ Society for creative Anachronism
■ Society for Human
Resource Management
Society for Technical Communication
■ Society of Physics Students
' Sociology Club
Sociology Graduate Student Assoc
Sport Management Alliance
St Thomas More university Pans"
Student Alumni Association
student Art Education Association
Student Art class Association
Student Art Therapy Association
Student Association of Family and
Consumer science
student Ceramic Organization
student Construction
Management ASSOC
Student Marketing
Education Association
student Nurse Association
Student Organization of
. Early * Middle
Childhood Education

™ ™~"

• Student Organization of
Social Workers
■ Students For A e*ree Tibet
• Students for Cultural understanding
■ Students for Quality Education
• Studio Clarinet 10S4
• Sunshine
• Tal Chi Chuan Club
■ Tau Beta Sigma
• The Key yearbook
• The way Campus Fellowship
• Theta Alpha Phi

• Toleoo zoo

• Two-Dimensional Artist Association
• UCF Community and Spiritual
Development Center 'Reachout
> Ultimate Fnsbee Organization
• undergraduate student Government
> Undergrowth
> united Karate System
' university Activities Organization
' University Ambassadors
• Universitv Chess Society
■ university coalition to
Stop Violence
p University Dance Alliance
USG judicial Board (Student Court)
VISION
volleyball (Men si
volleyball (Women s>
p voluntary Action Center
p volunteers In Progr«~
Walt Disney World Col
Alumni Associations.
Water Polo (Men's)
>^^^
water Polo (women'si
~"
WBGU-88 1 FM Radio
WFAL Radio AM 680
women s Action coalition
Women s Club Water Polo
World Student Association
wood County Board of MR/DD.
Special Olympics
wood county committee on Aging
Wood County Humane Society
wood County Nursing Home
Wood County Park District

Arena •
iof Student Affairs • For More information Call 372-23*13
Bookstore & university Activities Organization

Enjoy a refreshing atmosphere of casual elegance
la our turn-of-the-century cafe.
We feature: Appetizers • Soups • Salads • Sandwiches
Entrees • Delicious Desserts • Over 70 Imported Beers
We are open seven days a week to serve you.

m MM I^^AI
104 S. Main

We also accept.
Carte Blanche and Diners Club

Downtown

353-0988
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OBGYN exams necessary for students
Jacoby walks
through a visit to
ease students minds
By Wendy Suto
STAFF WHITE!

El

olPh Chiroprarfir t^yf ellness Center
• Natural Health Care
• Quality Care At
Reasonable Rates
• Evening & Weekend
Appointments
Available
• BWC Certified
• Children Welcome Family Practice
• Insurance Accepted
• 100% Organic
Hair/Skin Care
• Vitamin, Mineral
& Herb Shop
• Nutritional Advice

Dr. Clay Wolph
Dr. Lora (Poignon) Wolph
150 N. Main St.
Downtown BG

353-6394
Free Consultations

"Treatine People. Not Just Backs
•Clip for Free Surface
Electromyography Test
on inilial visit.
Same Day Appointments
Walk-Ins Welcome

The American Cancer Society
recommends that women obtain
their first gynecological exam at
age 18, or younger if sexually
active.
"While educating young
women about their bodies is of
primary importance, having an
exam at such a young age also
allows any developmental problems to be picked up early," said
Elayne Jacoby, a certified nurse
practitioner (CNP) and coordinator of the Women's Health Clinic
at the University. "It is an opportune time to explain what is normal and what is not, to dispel]
fears, myths and to learn how to
best protect a young woman's
reproductive health."
Many women have fears about
their first gynecologic exam. They
have fears about the exam itself,
as well as fears about discussing
such personal and private information about themselves with a
total stranger. Women are afraid
the exam will be painful f.
"Most of it stems from their
fears of the unknown," Mary
Krueger, director of the Women's
Center in Manna Hall, said.
"Because there is no concrete,

"Because there is no concrete, truthful, accessible
information out there, more and more women
today are mostly afraid of what the clinician may
find wrong with them."

truthful, accessible information
out there, more and more
women today are mostly afraid
of what the clinician may find
wrong with them."
"The key to making them
comfortable is to be open, nonMARY KRUEGER, DIRECTOR OF WOMEN'S STUDIES
judgmental and to be a good
listener," lacoby said. "1 pay
attention' to a woman's concerns private." lacoby said. "For exam- she will be ready to examine the
and address them during the ple, we will ask about the number woman physically, 10 check her
visit. I tell them that everything of sexual partners in order to he: 'th, including her reproducthey tell me and everything we do determine what kind of testing tive organs.
needs to be done."
"The clinician can visualize
is strictly confidential"
Some of the more personal and test for conditions the
What is called the "annual
woman cannot see or may not be
gynecological exam" is basically a questions include:
-At what age did you begin to able to feel herself," Krueger said.
routine check-up, quite similar to
"The exam is part of taking care of
what a young woman may have menstruate?
-On what day did you begin themselves as independent
had from her pediatrician, with
women. Women have the duty to
the addition of the pelvic and your last period?
-Have you ever been pregnant? respect their bodies and take care
breast exam.
-Have you been having any of it. None of these fears are justi"For all women, making a per- abnormal discharge or pain?
fiable reasons for NOT having a
sonal commitment to having an
-Have you ever engaged in sex- pelvic exam."
annual pelvic exam is an excellent ual intercourse?
There is an emphasis on teachway to take care of their bodies
-How many sexual partners
ing during the exam.
and experience self-determina- have you had?
"I tell them it is a head-to-toe
The information that is
tion regarding their present and
future health," said Krueger. "It is obtained on the history form is examination, not just a gynecoimportant and women are worth then reviewed with the woman logical exam," lacoby said. "I
while having a consultation with check their thyroids, their breasts,
it"
the CNP in her office before the listen to their heart and lungs and
The first time a woman is seen start of the exam.
check their overall skin texture."
at the Women's Clinic they fill out
"1 also try to make sure they
So that for example, while lisan initial history form. Some understand the rationale for the tening to a woman's lungs, the
women may become nervous questions asked, as well as CNP may discuss smoking or
just completing this form, which explain everything that I do dur- while examining the skin the risks
the actual exam," lacoby said.
asks a number of questions about ing
"I want the explanation of the of tanning are reviewed, or how to
medical, menstrual, sexual and exam to be as clear as it can be as properly take care of tattoo's and
family history.
to what to expect during the actu- piercing's if they have any. In this
"These questions are often al exam."
way, it is hoped that the woman
quite personal, because we are
When the clinician has enough
dealing with areas that are very information about the woman,
EXAM,PAGE 16

THE MISCELLANY MAGAZINE WANTS YOU!
Come to an informational meeting on Wednesday, August 30
at 7 p.m. in 202 West Hall to learn all about what you can
do at the Miscellany.
-1

FREE BGSU MUGS! Want Moneu To 60 Abroad?
I
BGSU mugs are available "FREE"
to NEW Freshman
who have one of the following
meal plans:

SESSIONS
1103 Offenhauer West
3:30 - 4:30 p.m.
Fall Semester 2000

MINIMUM, COMFORT, SUPER, & SUPER PI US
COMLIMENTS OF DINING SERVICES
Individuals who do not have a meal plan
but, wish to purchase a mug
may do so for $1.99
at any dining facility.
B

G s u

:oi3

Refill your mug
with your favorite beverage and
receive a 20 cent disccunt.

"Excludes specialty beverages.

REDUCE REUSE RECYCLE tm£

Downtown B.G. • 353-1361

0ty
1 Th»
U/uHff •
The Eire*
First Movie

Fri 5:00
Sat & Sun
1:00 & 3:00

|PG-13|

SPACE
COWBOYS
Fri 7:00 & 9:30
Sat & Sun
5:00, 7:30, 3:00

EDUCATION
ABROAD
INFORMATIONAL

BGSU EDUCATION ABROAD PROGRAMS
Travel Grant Money is Available to Study Abroad
The Education Abroad Office of BCSU invites study abroad
proposals from undergraduate students who wish to go
abroad during Spring 2001.
Proposal forms can be picked up at the Center for
International Programs (1106 Offenhauer West) starting
August 28, 2000. For more information, call 372-0479.
Deadline: September 29, 2000

Wednesday, August 30
Thursday, September 7
Wednesday, September 13
Thursday, September 21
Wednesday, September 27
Thursday, October 12
Wednesday, October 18
Thursday, October 26
Wednesday, November 1
Thursday, November 9
Education Abroad Fair - Thursday, October 5
11:00a.m. - 3:00p.m.
Saddlemire Student Services Forum

| VIDEO SPECTRUM |
■ A VIDEO SUPERSTORE
OVER 17,000 MOVIES & GAMES
p-BG's Largest Selection
of Movies & Games

Bring in this ad
and get a
General Title
FREE

CLOSE TO CAMPUS
112 E. Washington St.
'Wooster to S. Main to Washington

352-4171

One Coupon Per Visit
Expires 9/30/00

More

Classics

More
Foreign
Films

More Special
Interest Videos

MORE

)OCUMENTARIES.

Every Sat Midnight

OPEN EVERY
NIGHT UNTIL
12:OOAM

More
General Titles

BG'S
STOP IN AND
SEE FOR
YOURSELF.

|

r.'W ■'.'■■,.■:■■•■-
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Factline answers questions
BySttfanitStoeniore
MlflAGINC EOltOR

They do not claim to be able to
answer all the questions, but they
come very close.
Thirty years ago this spring, the
campus fact line, which can be
reached at 372-2445, was started
as a service to control rumors surrounding student
protests
against the Vietnam War.
"The fact line was started in
1971, the spring semester after
the Kent State shootings as a tool
for students to get answers about
all the war demonstrations," said
Gardner McLean, supervisor of
campus fact line.
The ninth call of the phone service's existence came on its second day when a student called
requesting a pizza place phone

number. From then on fact line
was not only used as a rumor
control service, but as an aid for
students to use request information.
"Our first goal is just what it was
when this started, help students
out in emergencies. Our second
goal is to make students lives easier," McLean said. "We want to
answer any questions and give
out any information that students
need, and I think we do exactly
that"
Campus fact line is made up of
14 employees who use a large
variety of resources to answer
questions over the phone
Monday through Friday 10 am. midnight and Saturday and
Sunday from noon to midnight.
The fact line hears questions
that range from where is a build-

ing to where can I get my clothes
dry cleaned. For every question
they try to have the answer.
"Of course we do not claim to
be able to answer every question,
but we try our best to at least
direct every question to the right
answer," McLean said.
McLean said that the questions
vary throughout the year.
It really depends what is going
on at that time of the year and
that also affects the number of
calls we receive," he said.
Last year the campus fact line
handled approximately 180,000
calls, that is one about every 75
seconds.
With that many calls they hope
some day to add more employees.
"If the budget would allow we
would add more people, but it

just does not," McLean said. "The
only complaint we really get is
when people get put on hold.
Sometimes if you call during the
wrong time of the day you are
going to have to wait, but that is
just the reality of it"
McLean suggests students call
first thing in the morning or last
thing at night to avoid the long
wait.
Autumn Browning, senior, ethnic studies major, has used the
fact line since she came to BG and
thinks it is a great service.
"I call to get things like phone
numbers and things like that,"
Browning said. "I think it is a great
idea and it is nin very well."
The fact line will open this
Saturday at noon and will be taking calls at 8 am. everyday during
the first week of school.

Exams necessary for students' health
EXAMS. FROM PAGE 15

will be educated about more than
her reproductive system.
The woman is advised that if
she decides at any time throughout the exam that she does not
wish to proceed, she can stop.
"They need to know they are in
control of the situation and not
me," lacoby said. "If someone
touches you, it can be scary. If it is
too uncomfortable, it is OK for me
to stop."
The pelvic exam includes a Pap
smear, which is a test to check for
precancerous or cancerous cells
on the cervix, as well as signs of
infections and sexually transmitted diseases. A woman may
decide she needs to have this
done because of a particular
problem she is currently experiencing or she may have specific

questions.
During the actual exam, there
are relaxation techniques that
help to keep muscles as relaxed as
possible. These are typically
explained to the woman while
the exam is being done and often
helps considerably.
"I try and help them find a
focus point and to keep breathing
deeply," lacoby said. "It is also
helpful to know that the exam is
being done by a woman, who
herself has experienced a 'first
exam.' and therefore knows what
it is like."
After the exam, the CNP and
the woman will again meet in the
practitioner's office to review
what was just done, answer questions that may have come up during the exam, or provide any
counseling that may be needed. If

the woman wants to discuss birth
control it will be thoroughly
reviewed at this time as well as
any issues the woman is interested in.
"Interestingly, many women
just want to know if they are normal," Krueger said. "The exam is
an opportunity to talk about
women's reproductive and sexual
health. The conversations need to
be had preferably when the
patient is dressed, when both
patient and clinician have equal
power."
Some of the most common
questions asked by college
women are about menstrual
cycles, cramps, vaginal discharge,
breast changes and birth control.
Women who are sexually active,
or are contemplating becoming
sexually active, may want to learn
more about protecting them-

selves from sexually transmitted
diseases, or understanding their
own sexuality. According to
lacoby, it is not unusual for a
woman about to enter a new sexual relationship to come to "be
sure everything is all right."
There are seven CNPs at the
BGSU Health Center and women
are encouraged to request to see
anyone they choose, if one clinician makes her feel more comfortable than another. Women
should look for this comfort in
any exam and clinician.
"1 think women should look for
someone who does not rush
them along, explains what she is
doing, who will answer their
questions and concerns respectfully and explain step-by-step its
purpose," Krueger said.
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SPECIALS

$100 OFF

1

YOUR FAVORITE
PIZZA

Excludes other offers.

LARGE

COMBO DEAL

Medium Pizza

?9

Cheese & 1 Topping

44
Medium

SMALL 10" PIZZA
Cheese & 2 Toppings

$C25

Excludes other offers.
Expires 10/31/00

5

Cheese & One topping

only S5.99

Excludes other offers.
Expires 10/31/00

Pizza only
$4.99
M1.S0

$^99

MITE
OWL
2 MEDIUM
PIZZAS
Cheese & One topping

2nd Large Pizza
ONLY S6.99

• limited time offer
• no coupon necessary
• additional toppings $1.00 each

BONUS COUPON
e*K*?o

99<

May be used will
other offers.
Expires 10/31/00

FREE DELIVERY

II
• limited time offer
1
no coupon necessary
1
additional toppings
$1.00 each (covers
both pizzas)
> good from
9:00pm till close

With any
pizza
purchase

353-BGSU

T2
4
7
8)
1045 N. Main • Hours: Sun.-Thurs. 11-1:30am Fri.-Sat. 11-2:30am
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Ribeau focuses on technology during address
By Cratj Gitlord

members in attendance, focused
on the technological advances
the University is making as well as
the future of the student population.
"We have some of the best
technology today that you could
imagine," Ribeau said.
In his presentation, Ribeau
talked about the Supemet, which
has been an on-going summer
project that will make the
University more technologically
advanced.

C»MPUS EDITOR

On Friday, University President
idney Ribeau gave his opening
f the year speech on the direcon that the University is headed
i the next four years.
"As we look at the future of the
istitution, there have been wonlerful staff members who have
>uilt the foundation for what we
ire doing today," Ribeau said.
His speech, which was present•d to hundredsof faculty and staff

"It will be completed on time."
Ribeau said. "It is not often that
we have the opportunity to initiate a complex project as this."
Another subject Ribeau spoke
on was that the University hoped
to support effective advising for
the academic year.
"One of the main things on the
senior surveys each year is the
inadequacy of the advisors,"
Ribeau said.
Ribeau also talked about bringing more of a mix of students,

both academically and ethnically,
to the University.
"In the last two years, we have
brought in a richer mix of students. More lop end students
with 26 ACT's and higher.'
He added, "VVe want to create
an environment where students
with different types of ethical
backgrounds can succeed."
Ribeau's main locus, throughout the speech, was the direction
that the University is headed in
the next four years.
"Our students are a reflection

of this institution. We need to
prepare them to be leaders and to
take the next step toward success."
"The course has been set, but
the journey is not yet complete. I
am encouraged that we will be
able to complete the journey."
Faculty members in attendance were pleased with what
Ribeau presented and feel he is
taking the right steps for the
future.
"Dr. Ribeau continues to build
community," said Travis Chapin,

professor of construction management. "He believes in community and everything he presents to the University verifies
that."
Edgar Landgraf, German professor, agreed that Ribeau's
speech was inspiring however,
lacking in specifics.
"It was very optimistic and forward looking, but it could have
been a little more specific on
what kinds of measurements are
being implemented to attain the
goals for the future."
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Commons Dining Center

Mon - Fri.. 7:30 am - 7 pm

Kreischer Sundial Food Court

Mori. - Fn.. 730 am - 7 pm
Sat. & Sun . 10 am - 7 pm

Kreischer Shadows Snack Bar/
Pizza Shop
^^^

™

*
1234 N. MAIN STREET
BOWLING GREEN, OH
419-354-4447

SEPTEMBER THROUGH DECEMBER

Sun. - Thur., 7 pm - 3 am
Fri. & Sat., 4 pm - 1 am

Who:

Any college student with college ID

Silver River Cafe (opens Sept 6)

Mon - Fn., 5 pm - 830 pm

When:

McDonald Dining Center

Mon - Fn , 7:30 am - 7 pm
Sat 6 Sun„ 10 am - 7 pm

Monday - Thursday,
9:00 - 11:00 p.m.

Towers Restaurant (opens Sept 6)

Mon - Fri.( 1130 am - 130 pm
o*t 5 pm - 7 pm

GT Express (McDonald) 4
Chily's Express (Commons)

ujoodlond mall

WELCOME BACK
$5.00 COLLEGE NIGHT

What:

2 games bowling & shoes,
slice of pizza
>.
& large pop
s.

Mon - Fn.. 8 am - midnight
Sat & Sun , noon - midnight

^//K

GT Deli (McDonald)

Sun. - Thur., 2 pm - 11 am Jjl

Founders Keepers Food Court

Mon - Fri, 730 am - 7 pm
Sat & Sun. 10am - 7 pm

Founders Keepers Snack Bar/
Coffee Shop

Price:

if

\

Only $5.00
per person
& drink specials

Mon - Thur., 7 am - midnight
Fri. 7 am - 2 pm
Sun., 7 pm - midnight

Galley (Harshmon)

Flllllllllllllllllllllllllllirr.

Where: Varsity Lanes -1033 S. Main St.
Bowling Green OH. (352-5247)

Mon. - Thur., 730 pm - 2 pm
& 430 pm - midnight
Fri. 7:30-2 pm
Sun., 7 pm - midnight

_VOTED BEST PIZZA 8 STRAIGHT YEARS |

'203 N. Main "EH? 352-5166

$4.50 Minimum
Open Weekdays 4 P.M. • Lunch Fri. •Sat. •Sun.

r

ANY2mEM^
PIZZA

:QiFast

Your Choice:
10"

imaging E solutiont

14"

Sm. 5.50

Lg 9.00

Med7.00

XLg 11.00

■ a 5 x II

SELF-SERVE

• Self- and full-service copying

A Huge Order
Of BG's Best!

• Color copies

ME ARl 10CATID JUST Off CAMPUS

• Graphic design
• Digital printing from disk
• B/W and color transparencies
•IJPS shipping
f US, and international faxing
• Mailbox rental

5 Breadsticks Only $2.50
We Now Have Stuffed Breadsticks
FREE DELIVERY
LIMITED AREA

203 N MAIN

Home of
.the

Locally Owned
and Operated.

Additional Items Extra 12 Slices!
Fajita Chicken = 2 Items

loV

Committed to supporting BGSU ;ind the
Bowline) Green community.

OOt'OlOO

Not Valid With Any Other Otter • Expi'.s 10-11 -00 ^M

USJ r»

o
Tsps

A Great Selection of SALADS & SUBS!

r

i"-Freeitein^
fajita chicken = 2 items

203

• :

Add Brdstx $2.50
•
.
To Any Order
lO^S
FREE DELIVERY

PlZZO' "N MAIN
I

OrFER

#
5:

352-5166

I^ZZCl 203 N. MAIN
Not Valid With Any Other OHer • Expires 12-31 00

OFFCR EXPIRES SEPTEMBER,^,

20OO

15% Off

E'VHRSS

Rubber Stamp
(LlMITpNlE SELF-INKING OR TRADITIONAL STAMP)

DECEMBER 31 . 2000

(419)354'3278 Fax: (419)352-4281
i)

i

31. 20O0

525 Ridge Street

^J

■Garlic or Tom. Bread • Garlic Fingers • Potato Skins
I

OFFER EXPIRES DFCEMBER

COPIES

_ _
QQ

OFFER

l! IDI58PGMO*

31. 20OO

Self-serve

FOR 5.50
_ ,_
__ "2/ft

EXPIRES DECEMBER

ACADEMIC YEAR REIHTAL

(LIMIT 10 LINEAL FEET)

50 FREE

3EANY2
7" 1 Hem Pizza or Calzone
5 Reg Breadsticks
Small Sub
10 Wings
6 Mozzarella Cheese Sticks

LAMINATION
SERVICES

8-1/2 XII. 28*

\

Eli's Choc. Chip Cheesecake^ 25^
•
>
>
•
•

COLOR COPIES

PHOTOWHITE PAPER
(LIMIT SO. DOES NOT INCLUDE
PRINTING FROM DISK)

352-5166

Not Valid With Any Other Oner -Expires 12-31-00

Mailbox
Rental
$5.00 Off

2 for 1 i 15% Off

on any size Pizza

OFFER EXPIRES DECEMBER 31. 2000

open
Monday-Friday
8 a.m* to 6 p.m.
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Volleyball
9/1 -9/2
At Indiana University Tourney
Bloomington, Indiana

Women's CC
9/1
4 p.m./At Central Michigan

Football
9/2
Noon/At Michigan

Men's Soccer
9/2-9/3

MOMMY
August 28,
2000
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

DO OR DIE

At Diadora Challenge
Omaha, Nebraska

PETE
STELLA

Sports Editor
"GOODSTEUA"

I

2000 holds
potential
for success
By Pete Stella
SPOUTS COITOft

It is a tunny thing to believe
that GoodStella is now in charge
of the sports department.
I remember walking into The
BG News three days before
school started in 1998, expecting
to cover football or doing something important. I was defiantly
cocky, even though I had not
written anything productive
since my senior year of high
school, when I was the sports
editor for my dismal school
newspaper. At The BG News, I
was soon cut down to size and
learned much from my elders on
how to get rid of my attitude and
ego and work on improving my
writing.
Since I have been on staff, I
have experienced many cool
things and met many interesting
people. I've developed professional relationships with athletes, administrators, the sports
information office and coaches.
Having constant contact with
men's basketball coach Dan
I )cjkirh for three "ears is on** **r
the most enticing and unpredictable experiences of my life.
1 have covered women's soccer, men's basketball, track, baseball, a little men's soccer and
now I get football. I am very
excited about the upcoming season and I hope that BG and the
Ohio State Buckeyes can turn
their programs around after dismal 1999 seasons.
For the incoming freshmen,
welcome to a Division I athletic
program.
My advice to you all is to
broaden your horizons and
experience as much as you can. I
dislike golf and hockey but I
have forced myself to attend the
games to see what they are like
because when I get out in the
real world, I might not be covering something I like. If the game
is boring to you, the crowd or
social aspect of the game can be
something to be a part of
instead. Ves, it sucks that some of
the football games arc at noon
and 1 p.m. and that most of you
would rather stay home and
watch Nebraska, Florida State,
Michigan or whomever. But this
is your football team, your
school and your pride at stake.
Indulge it and support all your
BG teams.
And for all my friends (especially those ones at
Knickerbocker Landscaping)
and fans, my staff and I hope
you are as excited for this athletic
year as we are. And I promise,
there will be plenty of controversial topics discussed, which will
force some of you to send us
some hateful e-mails.
This season, the Falcon football team is looking to rebound
from five losing seasons in a row.
I am sure they don't appreciate
the 104th ranking out of I IS
Division I football programs in
the US by Sports Illustrated and
will try to prove people wrong.
The Brown and Orange have
the talent and experience neededonbothsidesoftheballto
have a winning season. The MidAmerican Conference has its
hosts of deadly teams, including
Chad Pennington-less Marshall,
Miami and arch-rival Toledo,
who was predicted to win the
COLUMN, PAGE 23
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FIGHT TO WIN: Two BG linemen battle it out in practice. The loss of starter Eric Curl on the offensive line could give some younger players a chance to see game action.

Birds ofPrey look to capture MAC in 2000
2000 Falcon Football
Schedule
Sept 2 At Michigan, Noon
Sept 9 Pittsburgh, 4 p.m.
(Varsity BG and Hall
of Fame Day)
Sept 16 At Temple, 6 p.m.
Sept 23 At Buffalo, 7 p.m.
Sept 30 At Kent, 6 p.m.
Oct. 7 Akron. 1:30 p.m.
(Homecoming)
Oct 14 At Miami, 2 p.m.
Oct 21 Eastern Mtehgan,
7 gift
Nov. 4 Marshall. 1:30 p.m.
Nov. 11 Ohio, 1:30

By Pete Stella
SPORTS EDITOR
5-6.

3-7 in the Mid-American
Conference.
Fifth losing season in as many
years.
Predicted fifth place finish in
the MAC East in a preseason
poll.
For the BG football team,
these statistics hit them in the
face like a Mike Tyson uppercut.
But with a strong core of players reluming, including 41 lettermen (five offensive starters
and nine defensive starters), the
Brown and Orange are looking
to make the 2000 season a
much anticipated successful
campaign,
which

begins at Michigan Sept. 2.
"The attitude, work ethic and
expectations of our football
team are very high," BG coach
Gary Blackney said. "This is
fueled by the way we ended the
1999 season with a great win
against Central Florida."
Offense
"We have all of our skilled
position players on offense
back, who have all benefited
from the playing experience
they have had in previous seasons,"
Blackney
said.
"Collectively, our skilled position players (quarterbacks, wide
receivers, running backs) areas
good as any in the MAC."
Sophomore
quarterback
Andy Sahm returns as the starting signal caller and looks to
build on his 1999 season, where
he completed 77 of 152 passes
for 1,088 yards and seven touchdowns.
"Right now, we are a little
banged up," Sahm said, who
needed stiches in his left
thumb after a mirror accident. "I think our enthusiam is really upbeat.
Everybody is really focusing on what we are about
to go up against. We will
need this last week to get
the bugs out
Sahm burst onto the
scene last year with a
302 yard performance
in the win over Toledo
and started the final seven
games for BG.
To help Sahm along, senior
Ricky Schneider also returns,
primarily as a back-up.
Schneider tossed 11 touchdown
passes in 1999 and also gives
Blackney two threats at quarterback.
"To have the kind of depth we
have at quarterback is very
encouraging for us," Blackney
said. "Both are great athletes
and leaders."
lunior Godfrey Lewis and
sophomore loe Alls are back to

Michael Lehmhuhle BG News

YOU'RE NOT CATCHING THIS: A Falcon defensive back
knocks the ball away from the Intended BG receiver.

make up one of the most dangerous tailback tandums in the
country. The duo combined for
1,092 yards and ten touchdowns last fall, the 10th most
yardage for any returning rushing duo in the country. Both will
see a good number of carries
with junior |ohn Gibson also
thrown in the rotation as well.
The Brown and Orange will
count on junior receivers Kurt
Gerling and Aaron Alexander to
continue as deep threats for
Sahm and Schneider. Gerling
netted 53 catches for 775 yards
and five touchdowns in '99 and
also boasts a streak of at least
one catch in 22 games, ninth
longest streak in the country.
"I thought at the beginning of
the summer, we all looked really
good," Gerling said. "We have
about five or six starters that are
a little hurt but we will be ready
to go against Michigan."
Alexander, who caught 35
balls for 500 yards last fall, steps
in as a starter for the departed
Robert Redd, who transferred to
Louisville last year. According to

Blackney, the loss of Redd is a
positive thing for his football
team.
"It's (Redds leaving) die best
thing that has ever happened to
our football team," he said. "It
wasn't a positive experience for
him and he wasn't a positive
influence on our football team
and right now, we are a better
football team with his absence."
The graduation of fullback
Brent Martin and tight end
Kevin Steinke, two important
roles in the Falcon offense, will
give other players a chance to
step up in 2000. luniors Eric
Clark and Doug Kingsbury will
fight for playing time at fullback
while sophomores lason Van
Dam and Ross Durham provide
strong blocking and catching
abilities at dieir 6-6, tight end
frames.
On the offensive line, the
Brown and Orange return two
strong veterans, In senior cocaptains Eric Curl and Rob
Fehrman.
"The challenge offensively
will be plugging in the other
FAICONS, PAGE 18
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Nine returning starters on defense gives BG advantage
FALCONS, FROM PAGE 18
since we lost experienced players to graduation." Blackney said.
Fehrman. an AO-MAC candidate and a pro prospect, has started 33 consecutive games at left
tackle while Curl will move from
right guard, where he started 22
consecutive games, to center for
the departed Doug Dorley. Curl
recently broke his left foot and
will be lost for three to five weeks,
according to Blackney.
"The toss of Eric Curl, who will
be a three year starter for us, our
center and one of our captains,
that doesn't help the situation,"
he said.
Junior Malcom Robinson converted from the defensive line this
season to help with the tosses
sustained from graduation and a
number of young players will
have a chance to make their
impacts felt as well.
"This will give some younger
players a chance to get some reps
and when Eric gets back, hopefully we will have some depth,"
Blackeny said. "I think Robinson
is doing a tremendous job."
Defense
Senior DJ. Durkin returns to
again captain the defense from
his defensive end position after
an injury shortened his 1999 season. Durkin has been called the
" heart and soul of the defense" by
Blackney and will have several
experienced teammates at his
side.
"I am very excited about the
upcoming season," Durkin said.
"We have gotten better as a team
and we are looking to turn some
heads this season."
Junior Ryan Wingrove will
retain his starting spot at the
other end and senior nose guard
Brandon Hicks, who shared
defensive MVP honors last fall
with the departed Joe 0 Neill, will
again shake things up in the middle of the defensive line.
Sophomore DJ. Owchar can
benefit from the transfer of
Robinson from defense to offense
and could be the lone new starter

Miducl lelmkiMe BG few.
TWO IS BETTER THAN ONE: Quarterbacks Rickey Schneider (above) and Andy Sahm (left) are two of
the skilled position players returning this season for the Falcons. Sahm started most of last season after
a 302 yard performance in the win over Toledo.
on the d-line. Fifth year senior
Rodney Dawson and the Clantzis
brothers, Alex (sophomore) and
Chris (junior), will all battle for
minutes.
"I think our front seven, in
terms of talent and depth, are as
good as we have had in a long
time," Blackney said. "I think the
challenge for our defense is to
find a couple of corners that can
step it up and make some big
plays."
Juniors Kary Campbell and
Garry Fisher will start at the outside linebacker spots and senior
Chris Delia Vella looks to fill in for
O'Neill at inside linebacker.

Sophomores Geno Burden and
Chris Haneline, along with freshman Mitch Hewitt could all see
valuable minutes for the Falcons.
The so called "Achilles heel" for
the Falcons for the past few seasons has been the secondary and
their difficulty in pass coverage.
This season, Blackney is looking
for changes.
"There is no doubt that covering people has been our weakness," he said. "We need a cover
comer and we will look at the
guys we have to do the job."
Juniors Chad Long and Karl
Rose look to lead the secondary
as both have combined to start in

WWW. bgnews.COHI
WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!
SEE US FOR YOUR CYCLING NEEDS!

36 games over the last two years.
Long led the Falcons with 111
tackles last fall and will get some
help from senior Ken Dobbs and
junior Sergio Lund.
"We are looking pretty good
and we have a lot of veterans on
defense this year." Long said. "We
are starting to let some of the
younger players get in there and
get some experience which is
what we need. In the secondary,
we have got a couple of younger
guys filling in at the comer spots."
Special teams
With the toss of Jason Strasser,
who hit 24 of 28 field goal
attempts over the past I wo sea-

sons, freshman Shaun Suisham
looks to fill in at place-kicker.
Sophomore Pat Fleming will
return at his punter spot, where
he averaged 40.3 yards per punt
last year.
Coaches
Blackney did some wheeling
and dealing in the off-season and
shuffled his coaching staff
around. Former Ohio University
head coach Tom Lichtenberg
comes on as the offensive coordinator and quarterbacks coach. Al
Seamonson will be the special
teams coordinator as well as the
linebackers coach.
Other new additions include

E-mail a reporter today!

WELCOME HOME! Welcome Week is for everyone!
Check out the following Welcome Week Events!
Monday, August 28

• 20% off all excesories

■i

•10-15% off all bikes
•1 Year free service with all bike purchases

Jim Bridge (tight ends/o-line),
Brian Jenkins (running backs),
Ron Hudson (o-line) and Mike
Ward (d-line). who is the former
BC strength and conditioning
coach.
The returnees include Tim
Beckman (d-coordinator and
recruiting coordinator). Dino
Dawson (passing game coordina
tor/wide receivers) and Tim
Banks (defensive backs).
"We got ten new coaches in
1991 and we won the confer
ence." Blackney said "The quality
of the coaches as teachers and
leaders will make or break a

2 p.m.
Student Involvement Fair
featuring BGSU student organizations
Anderson Arena
8 p.m.
Mark Reedy, Comedian
101 OlscampHall

Bowling Green
State University
FALL 2000

Offer Expires 9/2/00

Tuesday, August 29

y . ! i h 9
£
181 S. Main St. 353-BIKE
Just two doors South of Kaufmans
SALES & SERVICE SINCE 1939
www.bikebg.com

8 p.m.
Tuesday Night Live with Tom DeLuca, Hypnotist
Anderson Arena

Wednesday, August 30
4 p.m.
Serve BG Community Service Project
101 Olscamp Hall
6 p.m.
Service Celebration
featuring the music of Tom Gorman
101 OlscampHall

t »cll«l

402 E. Wooster St.
352-BUTT

Thursday, August 31
2 p.m.

Beer

Beer

Wine at
State
Minimum

Wine at
State
Minimum

a

Band, Jim's Big Ego
Outside Saddlemire Student Services Building

&

TOBACCO OUTLET

Friday, Septmember 1

3 p.m.
Stress Busters! Stress Management Workshop
Pallister Conference Room, Jerome Library

7 p.m.
Say What? Karaoke
8 o'clock Dining Room, Kreischer

BUTT'S CHEAP SMOKES and FINE CIGARS TOBACCO OUTLET
MAJOR BRANDS
Marlboro, Camel, Winston
Newport
—
Basic, Doral
Skoal, Copenhagen, Kodiak

PRICE
$2.25/pack
$2.70/pack

$1.95/pack
$3.69/tin

I otoMOM « SUM minimum prtow. Print tuoject lo cntng*, »iioludlng non-Mitre, whle- tuppKet lael
Some pocM relied manuttcturtd buy down.
Suigaon Otnerart Warning* Ooarell* tmr*» oortatae carbon rnonoxlo..

Saturday, September 2
6 p.m.
Multicultural Performance
featuring the Gospel Choir, Africana
Dance Troupe, and a Step Show
101 Olscamp
8 p.m.
Dance througth the Decades at BGSU
The Galley

$&h
, Division orsiiiflt'ni Affairs
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Volleyball 'set' for strong year, despite losses
By Nick Hum
A5SIST*KI SPORTS fDltOB
With a new season just days
away, the big question surrounding the Bowling Green volleyball
team is can the Falcons build on
the success from last year's turnaround team? BG coach Denise
Van De Walk.' believes so.
"The best thing about last year
was we reached several of our
goals," Van De Walle said. -With
all our goals accomplished, to
have 11 of those players return is
huge. With the aditlon of four very
good freshman on top of that it
makes for some very competitive
practices."
The Falcons main goal last season was to win 20 games and they
accomplished this feat. They
nearly doubled their total in the
win column from the previous
year finishing with a record of 211 i. BG made a run deep into the
post season where they lost in the
quarter-finals to Mid-American
Conference champion Ball State.
The Brown and Orange won Its
first playoff match since 1993
with a victory over Miami in five
games at Anderson Arena. They
had the biggest turnaround of
any team in the MAC.
Now, the Falcons are determined to stay around the top of
the conference, but they will have
to earn some respect along the
way. The MAC preseason poll
puts the squad in a fourth place
tie with Marshall in the Eastern
Division
with
54
votes.
Coinddentally BG was predicted
to finish fourth last season.
They took the conference by
surprise though and finished a
close second behind Akron in the
Eastern Division.
"I think it surprised me where
we were picked." Van De Walle
said. "It surprised the whole
team. It added a little fuel to our
fire. It gives them something to
shoot for to show that the coaches have really misread these
returning players."
This year's Falcons squad is
missing a familiar sight that BG
fans have grown accustomed to.

VOLLEYBALL FACT BOX
1999 RECORD: 21-12 overall.
12-6 VAC East
Predicted finish: Tied for fourth
RETURNING LETTERMEN: 10
RETURNING STARTERS: Two
STARTERS LOST: Four

Graduated are the heart and soul
of last year's team: setter Heather
Greig,
middle-hitter
Lori
Kemerer. left-side hitter Melissa
Lewis and right-side hitter Kris
Pesorda. All four Falcon starters
combined to play a total of 366
matches In their four year career
and all four players names can be
found numerous times in the BG
record books.
However, Van De Walle's new
squad does not lack experience.
The Falcons return 10 letter winners who all played a role in last
year's turnaround team.
Left-side
The loss of Lewis means the
loss of a big chunk of the Falcon
offense. She was the MAC Player
of the Week three times last season .as well as the BG player of the
year. Juniors Amber Vorst and
Shyann Robinson will likely fill
the offensive void.
Vorst came on strong at the end
of her freshman campaign and
has played solid ever since.
Improved arm speed over last
season has excelled the Kalida
native's game. Vorst was hitting
the ball late in the season as hard
as any player on the squad and
finished third in kills. She averaged just under two kills per
game and played solid defense
averaging 2.65 digs per game.
Robinson transferred from
Oakland University and played in
41 games. She had a season high
eight kills last year against St.

Francis. The previous year at
Oakland, Robinson led the
Golden Grizzlies in kills
Another player who should
share some time as left-side hitter
is Kate Yea The 5-foot 7-inch
sophomore will also spend a lot of
time at the defensive specialist
position. Yeo was a surprise with
her strong defensive play. She
averaged over two digs per game.
Van De Walle will use the
Singapore native for her strong
service game. She was second on
the team behind Greig in service
aces per game.
Right-side
With Pesorda gone, the Falcons
will call on fifth year senior Krista
Davis at the right side hitter position. The 6-foot 2-inch Davis is a
solid blocker and if she can pose
more as an offensive threat, it will
be an added bonus.
Davis may be challenged heavily by freshman Laura Twyman.
The red-shirt freshman sat out
last season to learn Van De Walle's
system. Twyman should be
another blocking threat and at 6foot 2-inches, she can easily get
both hands over the net.
Defensive specialist
Along with Yeo, juniors Chris
Shepherd and Karen Tangeman
will share time at the defensive
specialist position. This position
will be crucial for the Falcons in
disabling opposing teams from
scoring long strings of points
which the team had trouble with
last season
Shepherd, known primarily for
her defensive skill, helped herself
in the semi-final match against
Ball State with a small offensive
spark. Shep' added a couple of
kills to compliment her two digs
on the night.
Tangeman also picked up four
digs in the Ball State match. She
received more playing time from
Van De Walle as the year matured.
The Dayton native had a career
high 13 digs against Wright State
earlier in the season.
Setter

the setting duties for the Falcons.
Becker could be the big surprise
for the Falcons this season.
Though not as Intense or vocal as
her predecessor Greig. Becker
played well last year when called
upon. She shelled out a career
high 36 assists in a match against
St. John's In 1998. She also added
seven kills in the St. John's game
which was also a career high.
Middle-hitter
BG will miss the services of the
all-time block assist leader
Kemmerer, but should stay strong
in the middle-hitter position.
The Falcons have an all-conference caliper player in senior
JoAnna Papageorgiou. "Pop" is an
all around player with good leaping ability and a fast arm. An
ankle injury limited her playing
time last season, but she still put
up solid numbers. She averaged
close to 2.5 kills per game and
close to a block per game." Pop" is
one of two seniors on the Falcon
squad.
Don't count out junior Caty
Rommeck, who will get a large
portion of playing time as well.
Rommeck transferred over with
Robinson and played very well for
the Brown and Orange. Towards
the middle of the year, Rommeck
became one of BG's go to players.
She had a career high 22 kills in a
crucial victory over Akron last
season and is also a sound blocker.
Red-shirt sophomore Kristin
Gamby should get some playing
time in the middle position as
well. Gamby got her first taste of
playing time last season with
more match experience will excel
her game.
Schedule outlook
BG will play a tough schedule
right off the bat. The Falcons travel to the Indiana Classic in
Bloomington September 1st to
battle Cincinnati, Loyola and
Indiana. All three teams made the
VOUIYBAU, PAGE 22

Natalie Becker should perform
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"Your Music Library"
BEST SELECTION!
GREAT PRICES!
— SINCE 1971 —
'FIND IT AT FINDERS'
'WE SPECIAL ORDER'
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Michael tehmkuhle BG News

SPIKE: Fifth year senior Krista Davis spikes the ball during practice. In a preaseason poll, the Falcons picked up the fourth spot in
the MAC East and shared it with Marshall.
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TUESDAYS

MONDAYS 8OS/90S
Dance Party - No
Cover -Dollar
Drinks
TUESDAYS - High Energy
Techno Dance Party
Featuring 2 Drag Shows
WEDNESDAY- GothicIndustrial Mix by DO BAM.
THUlcSDAY-FWDAY-

SATURiDA Y - We play the
best in top 90. hip - hop High energy dance!
tinder 21 - *S After 11pm

The Famous
Crab Races. Win

40

*2S
THURSDAY - Karaoke
HAPPY HOIHo

Everyday til 9pm
SUNDAYS
NFL all day
Every game
PLUS
All Major Sports and WWF
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Big Screens
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Never one
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NEW RELEASES • DEEP CATALOGUE
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Ruggers 'Whaled' in England
ByJoeFmnel
CUES! WRITER

(•JAVA /UPREME
134 E. Court St., BG (adjacent to courrhouM)
354 6007

-

Enjoy our
Streetside Cafe
- Open 7 Days A Week M T.W 7am < IQpnWTh. F. Tarn Matmptf
BD.IIITI Mtfrvght SUP . 10 a m - 10pm
Come |oln ut on the potto for late
night grill specials'
Th. F, S 12 midnight and on
When to Toledo Slop i« Our Eipmuo Dnv*-Trvu
2515 S ftmynMt f*a
Reynotds Putza

FALCON HOUSE

"The Americans are coming'
was the cry that passed up the
Rhondda
Valley
around
Pontypridd, Wales as the BG
rugby team completed a ten day
tour of south Wales.
BG was one of only three teams
from a field of over 200 applicants
to be granted official tour status
this year by the Welsh Rugby
Football Union. The Falcons were
chosen based on their record and
past tour history of Great Britain
in 1987 and 1995.
As guests of the Welsh RFU, the
Falcons were assisted in finding
accommodations, matches and
given access to a WRFU development officer who conducted
coaching sessions and gave critiques following BG's matches.
The Falcons tour party consisted

SPORTING GOODS
"Ifowi S/bwU "Keadquateni in GoutUtf (fact "
Athletic Equiptment • Uniforms
Sports Apparel • School Jackets
BGSU • Pro Apparel • Roller Blades
T-Shirt Imprinting • Hockey Equipment

A^l k

123 S. Main • 352-3610
DOWNTOWN BOWLING GREEN
Hours: M_F 10-8; Sat. 10-5; Sun12-5
www.falconhousesports.com

Ml

10% Discount with this ad

JL

«#»%

£fc]

TIGHT SQUEEZE: Falcon prop
Brian Virost protects the ball
against a Rumney tackier.

SCRUM: The Falcons prepare to scrum down vs Rumney.
all members of the tour parties by
the bus drivers, shop owners,
security guards, the average person on the street and even the
pub keepers," Mazzarella said.
"The players were given all manner of team towels, t-shirts, club
badges, jerseys, ties and pub
paraphernalia. When it rained,
we were offered rides home. Two
members that couldn't make the
mountain climb were given a tour
of the Wales coastline towns Pubs
and restaurants stayed open past
closing time to help Americans
used to twenty four hour, seven
days a week service."
The University community,
used to seeing the BG team generally stomp every opponent's
faces into the ground, may be
surprised to learn that the
Falcons lost all six of their matches. When asked to assess the level
of competition they faced,
Mazzarella placed the opposition
at just a tiny notch below the very
best of the British Isles.
"Every single club we faced was
a division champion and about
ninety percent of the players were

professionals," he said. "Our
opponents usually started out
with a mixture of first and second
siders and up-and-comers on the
field. When the half-time score
wasn't to their liking, the big guns
would come on as subs."
The Falcons lost to Rhydyfelin
42-16 and 19-7. Brecon 49-3 and
28 7, Rumney 28-5 and Cardiff
Saracens 36-16.
"We were in every single one of
those matches except the first
match
against
Brecon,"
Mazzarella said. "I'm proud of the
way the guys never
quit
and never stopped sticking the
opposition."
Indeed Bowling Green's "big
hit" defense was the number one •
item of discussion on the sidelines and on the clubhouses.
"In twenty years of playing
rugby, I have never been hit as:
hard as I was tonight," Rhydyfelin
captain Gareth Davies said, at the:
first post match reception. "I
assume it is your football backRUGBY, PAGE 25

„
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^ \ yj
gS^^^«r The Bible tells us
^■r in Matthew 4:1 hat
•T^^^r Jesus was lid by the Si irit
^^P^ into the wilderness to be
^^r tempted by the devil. There was
^r never a time that Jesus was ou of
the divine will of His Father. Ne «r.
Here we see Jesus in the wilderness, M
there by the Holy Spirit in the wil of
Cod. Sometimes we may find ourse res
in a wilderness experience thinking t hat
we have somehow missed Cod. Perh aps
we have not It is wry possible to bi in
a wilderness experience and still rem ain
in His will. Isaiah 50:10 states, "Win 1*
there among you that lean Mr U rd>
obeys the mice of his servant, t <mt
walks in darkness and has no lift iff
Let him trust in the name of the L wd
and stay upon his God." Here the p erson is one who fears the Lord! He is < me
who obeys the voice! Yet he is one M ho
goes through a dark period. So, j ust
because I am in a dark time, doe! n't
mean 1 have sin in my life, or I h we
done something to anger Cod! Acts 16
gives us the account of Paul and S 1"
who were put in prison, beaten, and in
chains for preaching the gospel. A d u*
time, yet they ended up there beca ise
they obeyed the voice, because tl «y
remained in the will of God. And at m idnight, Paul and Silas prayed and u fig
praises to God. Some people can't go
through dark times because they wo "W
turn back. Cod can't trust some peo Pie
to go through them. So why were P •ul
and Silas going through this one? 1 he
Bible says when they sang praises u ito
Cod that the prisoners hard thrrr 1- 1
believe with all my heart that the reaj on
we may be going through dark times or
wilderness experiences, may not be
because we have done someth ng

9.1

of 33 players, three coaches and
eleven wives, parents and family
members.
The trip wasn't all rugby. The
tour party all visited Windsor and
Cardiff Castles, the Welsh Rugby
National Stadium, a quarter mile
prep coal mine and, what many
of the players described as a
death march, a trek up Pen-YFan. Wales highest mountain.
"No matter where we went, the
local people identified us as the
American rugby team that they
had heard about," BG coach
Roger Mazzarella said, "rugby is a
cultural religion in Wales and
there was intense interest regarding our ability to play "their"
game."
BG was housed at the
University of Glamorgan in
Pontypridd while using the facilities of the Rhydyfelin RFC as a
training headquarters. Falcons
eight man Mike Hotz was
impressed with the fact that each
dorm room had its own bathroom.
'Even the field we wanned up
on were like putting greens," he
said.
"The teams in Wales all have
on-site showers, changing rooms
and a clubhouse that usually just
reeks of history," Mazzarella said.
The walls of the Welsh clubhouses are covered with the jerseys of famous players and visiting clubs. Hard looking men in illfitting uniforms stare out from
team photos in the Rhydyfelin
clubhouse that date back in 1901.
Brecon, the Falcon's second
opponent, was founded in 1880
and was one of the original twelve
members of the WRFU.
"I cannot even begin to list the
small acts of kindness and consideration that were extended to

but because we have done some
th infi RIGHT. Jesus vsus doing rfgh 1
p ul and Silas were doing right! Pett r
ar rd John were obeying God rather thai H
m an! Also, the prisoners needed to hea r
th em! You may be there in that bad cii
a mstonce for someone else's bencfi
Tl ere was a whole family that wa 1
br ought to the Lord because of thi,
pj ul and Silas reacted to this seeminj 1
de feat correctly, and God turned it ou
foi His good in reaching a prisoner wru >
w. is not in stocks and chains otaphysi
ca 1 nature, but who was in chains of
,p ritual nature! The key for me ti
le member is to remain in His wil
v»l W HI do, 1.) I amSAfE. 2.) I am
si /CCESS. 3.11 am SUSTAINED 4.)
an 1 SECURE 5 > 1 am SATISFIED
w Idemess experiences. Some are legit
irr ate. Others are of my own making
Th e distance from Egypt to (h
pr, [jmised land was not a 40 year jour
ne y. Their first trip there was througl
th t wilderness. A legitimate one. and
ne cessary one in order to get to th
lai id. They decided they didn't want t
go into the land, and so they wanderet
in the wilderness for 40 years. That wa
a wilderness experience of their owi
m iking! And even during that 40 years
C< 4 still loved them! If you are out o
H s will by your own choice, He sti
kx «s you and wants you to return ti
H m. Why not come on home? It's time
Re member, the illegitimate wtldemes.
tx penences of our own making alway
las t longer then the legitimate ones.
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FOR THE LATEST
SPORTING NEWS
THE WELLNESS CONNECTION
At Bowling Green State University
•Health Resource Library
•Alcohol and Dj

Counseling

$■

$12 HAIRCUTS
$30 HIGHLIGHTS

•Peer Iducatii

124 W. WOOSTER

NAILS

BOWLING GREEN

COLOR
PERMS
HAIRCUTS

pa stor Jerry
en tail - wotcc@juno.com

MANICURES

AND OVIR

MONDAY NKiHT
EOOTBAEE

WEDNESDAY
I MTO 11 X \ It. II I

$ 2.25 33oz Mugs of Domestic
Beer
$.50 Hot Dogs with all the
fixins
Live DJ Following Football

$ 3.00 Guiness
$ 2.25 Sierra Nevada
$ 1.75 Labatt Blue
Open Mic Starting Sept. 6!

TUESDAY
HAPPY HOUR 3»lkC

9PM

$ soo ssoz Mvei
Bud, Bud Light, Miller Lite, Coors Light
Amber Bock, Michelob
$ l.£S WF.ILBRINKS

$ 2.25 33oz Mugs of Domestic
Beer

THVKiDAV
LADIES NH1HI
$ 1.75 Lynchberg Lemonade
$ 2.25 Long Island
$ 1.25 Amaretto Sour

FRIDAY iff SATURDAY
Live Entertainment or DJ
Shot Specials

3 Pool Tables, Air Hockey, Darts & Shuffleboard • Free Peanuts & Popcorn
Great Food Coming Soon! Appetizers, Sandwiches, Salads & More
•

A 'jiffy' is an
actual unit of
time for
l/100thofa
second!
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Intramurals give students chance to still compete
Intertube water polo just one of sports catching on with University crowd, flag football still a big favorite
"We like to see
people who have
never played a
sport to sign up
and try it. It's not
a huge loss if you
find you're not
good at it"

ByMckHurm
ASSISTANT SPORIS EDITOR

So you cant throw a football 75
yards or spike a volleyball down
your opponents throat. You may
miss a couple of those left-handed lay ups and your shooting
skills... well that's another story.
Just because the cherished
high school

"glory days" are a

thing of the past now and yourchances

sports team are slim to none, it

dents are starting to experiment

2000 INTRAMURAL SCHEDULE

have a different group on another

with sports that they have never

Below is the Fall 2000 intramural schedule.
KEY: W=Vtanen; C= Co-ed; M=Men

court are people there that live on

played before. One of these sports

the same floor and are just getting

that has taken off and grown is

to know each other."

intertube water polo.

Most intramural sports are

"Talk about a sport you don't

split up into competitive and

need to have experience to play,"

recreational

leagues to corre-

Long said. "If you can sit in an

spond players of equal skill or

intertube and paddle around in

interest level. Just because a stu-

the water then you can play. It's

dent has never played a sport

just a riot. We're starring to see a

doesn't mean they can't try it out.

THAD LONG
ASST.DIROFIMRArVRJRALS

of making a college

petitive fire bum. Then you will

little pick up in that sport."

"It helps broaden a person's

The popularity of intramural

perspective to do activities they
have never done before," Long

sports is apparent in the number

ational sports are die perfect fit

said.

We like to see people who

of students that pardcipate. Last

for a wide variety of students.

have never played a sport to sign

year long says around 5,000 stu-

There are all kinds of people

up and try It. It's not a huge loss if

dents participated. The big three

mural programs as a good alter-

that participate in intramurals,"

you find you're not good at it.

sports for intramurals are flag

native.

Long said. "You get the frustrated

Nobodies taking money away

Thad Long, the assistant direc-

high school athlete that doesn't

from you."

tor for intramurals believes recre-

have anywhere to have that com-

doesn't

mean

your

sporting

career has come to a close.
Thousands of students each
year at Bowling Green find intra-

LIFETIME WARRANTED

50% m
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LUBE/OIL7FILTER
& TIRE ROTATION

s
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1
1
1

Most Cars
and Light
Trucks
■ IrKkxtes oil hlter. oil change with up to f> qua'ts ol quality
I
I Varvokne motor od. chass* lube, and a complete vehcle
I safety inspection Rotate all four tires. 'In heu of other offers '
i ajM I?.TO |

1
I

16-CYCLINDER

TUNE-UP
18-CYC UNDER

TUNE-UP

CONVENIENCE

1
I

s

29.95

Tuffy Does It Right!

Apply at any of the Bowling Green locations:
1091 N. Main
1602 E. Wooster
996 S. Main

SAME AS
CASH

HOURS:
MON. - FRI. 8am-6pm
SAT. 8am-4pm

or
103 Anthony Wayne Trail (Waterville)

tss '.?w? 1 JJ^ I B fSl
BOWLING GREEN • 353-2444 • 1087 S. MAIN ST.

872-3484

MP3 to Ph.D.
ill

You am cunmxi u i

IIK-

MART

We Offer:
• $6.75 STARTING PAY
• College Tuition reimbursement
• Referral Bonus Program
• Flexible Hours

. Gnu

COOLING SYSTEM
FLUSH

i Auto Service
V
Centers

W, ■*■*■

BARNEYS

|

$3495
$4495
$5495

TUNE-UP

Sept. 11
Sept. 11
Sept. 11
Sept. 11
Sept. 11
Oct. 2
Oct. 6
Oct. 18
Oct 18
Oct. 31
Nov. 7
NOV. 6
Nov. 29
Nov. 27
Dec. 6

Earn your spending money with our team at

r_lp.r». 12,00

4-CYCLINDER

Sept. 5
Sept. 6
Sept. 7
Sept. 7
Sept. 7
Sept. 26
Sept. 27
Oct. 4
Oct. 5
Oct. 25
Oct. 31
Nov. 1
Nov. 14
Nov. 15
Nov. 29

Source Director of Intramural!

Piofmmial brake system raptcton. nstt* ifewne wwrnnierj pa
I shoes Ropac* Mneel bearings and machine fotorsrOrurm «rtwn
■ rBQuesd Sem-meUHc pads and ropmcemeni pans rray t» needed at ■
* adutaonetooH *ln leu ol otiaroffers Most cars andignl trucks

r

Entries due Play Begins

Aug. 29
Aug. 29
Aug. 29
Aug. 29
Sept. 5
Sept. 19
Sept 19
Sept 27
Sept. 27
Oct. 18
Oct. 24
Oct. 24
Nov. 7
Nov. 7
Nov. 16

Welcome BGSU Students

$5995

■ SAVE on our complete rnvenloiy ot lop qualify. Irtetime
I warranted mufflers • good for as long as you own your car. ■
I "In lieu of other offers Most cars and light trucks

Entry start

Softball (W.C)
Softball (M)
Golf (M.W.DBLS)
Tennis (M.W.DBLS)
lit Fnsbee (M, W, Q
Volleyball (4) (C)
C.C. Meet (M,W)
Flag Football (W,C)
Ice Hockey
Whiffleball (C)
Raqetball (M,W)
Waterpolo (C)
Swim Meet (M.W)
3-play basketball
Track & Field
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Long believes that more stu-

LIFETIME WARRANTED
BRAKE PADS & SHOES

i

MUFFLERS

Fan 2000

campus network ami attach Jign.il omens, scanners, MP3 players—all

kinds ol cool external devices, Anil, ol course, you can casU) share files with PCs hiahasinj; an
Apple cumputcr has never Iven e-.isier. cspcdillv with the Apple Student Loan, which offers

26520 N. Dixie Hwy. (Perrysburg)
497 W. Oussel Dr. (Maumoe)

352-8431

ON THE MOVE
Eating * Moving for Health * Joy!
Join a new group »t The Wellneii Connection called,
"On the Novel" Receive support and guidance In
learning how to create a healthier lifestyle with tips
on eating more healthfully, exercising, A Improving
body Image.

Meetings on Wednesdays
Sept. 27 - Nov. 15
3:30 - 3:00 P.M.
Conference Room, The Wcllncss Connection
Student Health Service
$10 Pee Due By September M

• Quick approval
• Low monthh payments
• No down payincnt

How to Buy...

Tbtrt art toe wnplt and taiy uttfi lo buy a Mac Rotb offrr iludmti
dacounltdpruti. andAppttLoan maktt a M.K maffordable/ban nir

2. The Apple Store for Education

1. ITS Sales
1

Visit ITS Sain in Ruom 100 ol Have, Hall

1. Visit hup: /www applc.iom/educatioiVstore/

2. Discuss your plans with the friendly sales
people.

2. Choose the syslem you want.

}. Choose you' system 4 options.

4. Checkout!

AppleLtxtn - Apple provides loans lo Mudents so that ihey tan purchase
Apple products on a payment plan Call 1-800-Applc-LN for more information

ctmnkte di*Janp wfcjoun

Withtiiipivatn.'iiiitlStjle i«0. .A
ilh-lWrM.ii <.i i.ulxW
V
jltw* yuj tit ivrfiHiiumv v i \« w i an

Class sixe is limited

IK.si
Irs sales
100 Hayes Hall
(419) yv"h

to 15 students.

We Care About
The Water You Drink

4

Power Mac 04 Cub©
'QK-

Now*

Call 372-9355

5. Custom configure your system.

4. Checkout!

■J

Res***

^

PowerBook

MM

IBook

R# UUflR iurLiv, H*> in a tits*
In Kxf.

Speed style, and itikir—4tmpr) brllin

rtVftbC 10 {»

\ |MHi.ilik' v n'fHC bli and movie MIKIM.
ihe EtavrBoolf i»ftcrsrticp:hinjl pi ma

play xrjphh vmiciwu* puna' T crurtdi
nufiilx*^ WIIIHHII irttT^lit'imiii^iijur
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umncCI In external taice^ttedtful
OMtcm, CD fiviiuk'r*. ■* anituv and
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Sludanl Spoclal

Studeni Special

Vvd ihv pcrkvi Imemrt coapaiW
I.-* mi furtlx-r than IMJT Its ideal

Mitlic effonlen buefnei nmnecoons, lake
nt'itMiuL" und nite pApen;»(he kKal
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i Just 25; a Gallon
• Chemical & Sodium Free
■ Natural Hydration
1
Serviced & Sanitized Daily
■ Open 24 Hours
• Tested By the State
•Self Serve-BY0B
' NAMA Approved

Student Spoclal"
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South: 989 S. Main

North: 1058 N. Main
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Students should
get involved
INTRMURALS, FROM PAGE 21
football, softball and basketball.
With so many people participating in intramurals. Long says
that there is always need for help.
Officials and scorekeepers are
always needed to keep intamurals
going. The Intramural office hires
throughout the year and most
jobs pay a starting salary of
$5.80/hour.
"It's the life and blood of our

program," Long said. "If they have
any background then that's great.
If they don't but at least feel comfortable with the sport we like to
get them in their office and get
them trained."
It is now easier then ever to get
signed up for an intramural sport.
You can complete an entry form
right
over
the
web
at
www.bgsu.edu/offices/recsports/imsc.deadline.

JUMP SHOT: A student takes a shot during an intramural game.

TOUCHDOWN: Flag football ranks as one of the students favorites.

MISCELLANY MAGAZINE Informational Meeting — Wednesday, Aug. 30, 7 p.m. — 202 West Hall
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WELCOME BACK..

Come see us for all your car care needs
1 Engine Repair • Tires • Exhaust
1 Radiator & Heater Repair • Towing
1 Starters & Alternators • Water Pumps
1
Accessories • Mufflers • Brakes
> Full Alignment Service
> We Rent Ryder Trucks lli'i'llii

COPIES ONLY $0.05
Regular Business Hours

M-Th q-q, Fri. 9-6
"Your On - Campus
PRINTER"

Sockman Automotive

100 University Hall

j* 352-3607 or 353-1697
425 Grant
Located behind Dairy Queen

Choose Your Crust

mm

Welcome Back!
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L

353-MEGA
(6 3 4 2)

1616 E.Wooster, Unit 1

Free Delivery
Minimum $6.00
We accept personal checks

Store Hours:
Sun-Wed
11:00a.m. till 1:00a.m.

[MasterCard]

^^^^^^^^

f

MBHM

^^^^a

Thur, Frir Sat
11:00a.m. till 3:00a.m.

■0\SC«Y*I

C0KEfDinC0KEJPRiTEl&DASAMmTmn200lJ0R$W.-C0HE&SPRinm2UmSF0R$2EA.

Falcon
Special

Carry Out Fantastic Deal Weekender'
Special

#$8# #$5

#$14#

1 Large 1 Topping Pizza
8 twisty bread
add. toppings $1.25 each

1 Large 1 Topping Pizza
We'll deliver 2 Mon.-Thurs.
add. toppings $1.25 each

1 Large 1 Topping Pizza
10 Buffalo Wings
8 twisty bread
2 20 oz. bottles of pop
add. toppings $1.25 each

Deep Dish $1.00 extra

Deep Dish $1.00 extra

Deep Dish $1.00 extra

4 Large 1 Topping Pizzas
add. toppings $1.25 each
add. Lg. 1 toppings $5 ea.
Deep Dish $1.00 extra

Twisty
Bread
BREAD
m

8 Piece

ij^rinamon Bread Stix
'with a cup of sweet icing
<
.

$£

10 Piece

8 Piece

8 Piece

10 Buffalo wings, Hot or BBQ
with bleu chees dressing
. add ranch for 25 cents

8 Twisty Bread Stix
with a dipping sauce
add cheese dip for 25 cents

8 Bread Stix with 2 cheeses
with a dipping sauce
add ranch for 25 cents
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the secret for the Falcons success.

Returrmg lettemmners:,Nim-

Pre-season pick: Four out of seven

WOEN'S SOCCER
Coach Andy Richards (first year)
1999 record: 5-11-3 overall.
2 6-3 MAC
RetmT^teOenwmers:20
Pre-season pick Eight out of 12
Outlook: First year coach Richards
has a slew of talent at every position on the field. If they put it
together, the Falcons could be
very dangerous. Seniors Michelle
Lisy, Janice Mentrup and junior
Tracy Glelxner all have All-MAC
potential.

MEN'S SOCCER
Coach: Mel Mahler (seventh year)

FALL SPORTS

2000

PREVIEW
1999 record: 8-10-1 overall.
4-2-1 MAC

Outlook: With the loss of AllAmerican Chris Dore. goalkeper
Ty Fowler and three key starters,
the Brown and Orange will look
for new leaders to get the job
done. Seniors Chris Kraft and
Fred Degand have the necessary
experience for a winning season.

MEN'S GOLF
Coach Garry Winger (third year)
MAC charnpiorshf finish: Sixth
Returning letterwmners: Five
Outlook: Winger returns all five
players that competed in last
years conference championships. This, along with three
talented newcomers, should be

WOMEN'S GOLF
Coach Kurt Warner (fourth year)
MAC champwnsh^ finish: Fifth

Outkwk The Falcons return much
of the power that won them a
conference co-championship
this past spring. The possibility
for a repeat is within their grasp.

Coach Penny Dean (11th year)
2000 spring record: 12 9 over all.
6-3 MAC

WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
Coach Cam! Wells (second year)

Returning lettemirners: Five

1999 record: 10 out of 13 at MAC
Championships

WOMEN'S TENNIS

Coach Jay Harris (fifth year)

Outlook: The Brown and Orange
advanced to the MAC semi-finals
last spring and look to win it all
this fall.

2000 spring record: 16-8 overall. 5-1
MAC

Coach Sterling Martin (second

MEN'S TENNIS

Returrmg lettemmners Sevi n

Outbok: The Brown and Orange
havedepth, including two, fifth
year seniors, to compete for a
championship.

Returrmg lettemmners: Si\
Outlook: The vacancy in which
seniors Missy Hinds, Kate
Kolesnk and Shannon Sharp left
behind will put the load on the
shoulders of junior captain
Shannon Smith and sophomores
Shelley Binzel and Stephanie
Elsea.

year)
1999 record: 11 out of 12 at MA*
Championships
Preseason ptdc Ninth

MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY

Preseason pick: Tenth
Returning tetterwners: Five
Outktok: BG has a chance to return
to the glory it tasted a few years
ago.

I
Need a job? The BG News is hiring for the fall semester!
news writers, sports writers, opinion columnists, photographers, copy editors, graphic designers

TEXTBOOKS
FREE SHIPPING
*WHEN YOU BUY BOOKS AND ANY GEAR ITEM THROUGH 10/15/00

>GROW

A STUDENT I

♦ Help a first year BGSU student to grow
♦ Receive undergraduate or graduate
course credit (or volunteer)
♦ BuHd your resume in a way that makes
a difference
♦ Develop skills and insights—and have
a GREAT time doing it!
♦ Serve yout community
♦ Get to know super people
Work with a first year student in Springboard to
develop skill in Communication, Analysis, ProblemJ
Solving, Judgment, Self Assurance, and
Leadership.

USE BIG WORDS.

Springboard builds important life skills! Help a
student to move beyond knowledge, to being able
to do what they learned. Your commitment will be
for just this semester-this could be the most
enjoyble course you'll ever take.
Be a Springboard Coach!
For info, or to "sign in" call 372-9815
or e-mail sprin8@bgnetbgsu.edu

Thank You!

TEXTBOOKS GE

is)

rlngboard

SIC & MORE

I Bowling
owl'ng GnBen State University

• BMlKlWO"0«.lr»
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Marshall, Toledo look to win MAC titles
The Thundering Herd, minus all star Chad Pfennington, vvifl fight to take home their fi^^
By Pete Stela
SPORTS EDITOR

In 2000, Marshall will again be
the team to beat. But what else is
new?
Marshall has an impressive 300 record at home over the last
four years and coach Bob Pruett
returns many talented stars from
last years undefeated squad.
In the West. Toledo, led by run
ning back Chester Taylor, could
win their division veiy easily. The
Rockets don't have very much
compotition facing them.
MAC East
Team: Akron

Nickname: Zips
Coach: Lee Owens (sixth year)
1999 record: 7-4 overall, 5-3
MAC (Tied 3rd)
Predicted finish: Second
Players to watch: QB James
"Butchie" Washington,
RB
Brandon Payne, WR Lavel Bailey.
Owen's on 2000: "We have
come a long way and are looking
forward to this upcoming season.
We are working on perfecting our
system and we want to have a
balanced offensive attack.''
Team: Bowling Green
Nickname: Falcons
Coach: Gary Blackney (tenth
year)
1999 record: 5-6 overall, 3-5
MAC (Fifth)
Predicted finish: Fifth
Players to watch: QB Andy
Sahm, RB Joe Alls, WR Kurt
Gerling, DB Chad Long.
Blackney on 2000: "The atti-

Poole. DB Mauirce Hines, LB Max
Yates.
Pruett on 2000: "I am excited
about this football team. Playing
for another championship is a
huge challenge for this team. But
we get a little belter every year."

tude, work ethic and expectations
of our football team are very high.
This is fueled by the way we
ended the 1999 season with a
great win against Central
Florida."
Team: Buffalo
Nickname: Bulls
Coach: Craig Cirbus (second
year)
1999 record: 0-11 overall, 0 8
(Seventh)
Predicted finish: Seventh
Players to wa'ch: DB Carlos
Spencer. OL David Pruce, LB
Chris Shelly.
CHJUS on 2000: "In 1999, we
got our feet wet and grew a lot.
Despite our record, we belong at
the I-A level. We are focusing on
getting better everyday"
Team: Kent
Nickname: Golden Flashes
Coach: Dean Pees (third year)
1999 record: 2-9 overall, 2-6
MAC (Sixth)
Predicted finish: Sixth
Players to watch: WR Jurron
Keuy. LB Rashan Hall, RB Chante
Murphy.
Pees on 2000: "Having a winning season is our goal because
that is what coaches and players
work for. I want to establish some
tradition here."

Team: Miami
Nickname: Redhawks
Coach: Terry Hoeppner (second year)
1999 record: 7-4 ovearll, 6-2
MAC (Second)
Predicted finish: Third
Players to watch: QB Mike
Bath. WR Sly Johnson, DB
Brandon Godsey.
Hoeppner on 2000: "We need
to prove that we are a good team
without Travis Prentice. We did
well this spring but we have got
our work cut our for us in 2000."

MAC: (Above) Miami wide receiver Sly Johnson could hep Che
Fednawks contend for a conference title. (Below), Ecyt L.
Perry Stadium, hone of the Falcons.

Team: Central Michigan
Nickname: Chippewas
Coach: Mike DeBord (first
year)
1999 record: 4-7 overall, 3-5
MAC (Fifth)
Predicted finish: Fourth
Players to watch: WR Jammari
O'Neal. LB Darvin Lewis, OL Matt
Brayton.
DeBord on 2000: "This team
has great spirit and attitude. They
want to win and I am proud of the
sacrifices they have made to prepare for this season."

Team: Ohio
Nickname: Bobcats
Coach: Jim Grobe (sixth year)
1999 record: 5-6 overall, 5-3
MAC (Tied for third)
Predicted finish: Fourth
Players to watch: QB Dontrell
Jackson, SS Chris London, P Dave
Zastudil.
Grobe on 2000: "We are in a
tough conference but if we week
hard, the positive results will happen for us"

Team: Eastern Michigan
Nickname: Eagles
Coach: Jeff Woodruff (first year)
1999 record: 4-7 overall, 4-4
MAC (Fourth)
Predicted finish: Fifth
Players to watch: QB Walt
Church, LB Jason Short. TE Matt
Kelly
Woodruffon 2000: "We want to
establish our running game this
year and build on what we have
worked on. These guys are a
tremendous group of people.

MAC West

Team: Marshall
Nickname: Thundering Herd
Coach: Bob Pruett (fourth year)
1999 record: 13-0 overall, 8-0
MAC (First)
Predicted finish: First
Players to watch: WR Nate

Predicted finish: Sixth
Players to watch: S Pete Smith,
DE Sunungura Rusununguko,
QB Brian Conn.
Lynch on 2000: "We are anxious to get going because of our
tough year last season. We have to
live with it and we want to wipe
the bad taste out of our mouth."

Team: Ball State
Nickname: Cardinals
Coach: Bill Lynch (sixlh year)
1999 record: 0-11 overall, 0-8
MAC (Sixth)

Team: Northern Illinois
Nickname: Huskies
MAC PAGE 25

When You Absolutely, Positively
Want a Better Job...

Ground
Thursday,
Aug. 31, 11-3
in Career Services
Call 372-2356 for
, appointment,

Offers
,—- „——„,,——

♦ Year-Round Position
♦ 5 Shifts To Choose From
♦ 3-5 Hrs.„ 5 Days A Week
♦ Tuition Assistance
♦ Paid Training
♦ Advancement Opportunities
♦ Weekly Pay
♦ No Union Dues
♦ Starting at $8.50-$9.00
♦ $.50 Raise After 90 Days
♦ Great Work-Out

5 Shifts
to Choose
From
♦ Night
(11:30pm to 4:30am)
Mon-Fri
$9.00/hr
♦ fwnritt

RPS

It,

We're Easy
to Find

1
Fed Ex Ground
Airport Hwy

1

(3:00am to 8:00am)
Tues-Sat

♦ Day

$9.00/hr

I

BGSU

(2:30pm to 6:30pm)
Mon-Fri
$8.50/hr
♦ Twilight
(7:00pm to 11:30pm)
Mon-Fri
$8.50/hr
♦ Preload.
(3:00am to 8:00am)
Mon-Fri
$9.00/hr

We have immediate
openings on the
sunrise and twilight ■
shifts

650 S. Reynolds Road Ground
Toledo, OH 43615
(1 mile north of Airport Hwy.)

•800-582-3577
Call Today!

K0,„
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Rockets have
what it takes
to win big
MAC, FROM PAGE 24

Coach: Joe Novak (Fifth year)
1999 record: 5-6 overall, 5-3
MAC (Tied for second)
Predicted finish: Third
Players to watch: ()I. Ryan
Diem, LB Kevin Selover, WR
Justin McCareins.
Novak on 2000: "We have
worked long and hard for this
season. We return six, four year
starters and our strength
remains at our wide receivers."
Team: Toledo
Nickname: Rockets
Coach: Gary Pinkel (tenth
year)
1999 record: 6-5 overall, 5-3
MAC (Tied for second)
Predicted finish: First
Players to watch: TB Chester
Taylor, QB Tavares Bolden, DL
Dejuan Goulde.
Pinkel on 2000:" I am pleased
with our team chemisty and
our great leadership. We have
the ingredients for a very competitive team."
Team: Western Michigan
Nickname: Broncos
Coach: Gary Darnell (Fourth
year)
1999 record: 7-5 overall. 6-2
MAC (First)
Predicted finish: Second
Players to watch: WR Steve
Neal, TB Robert Sanford. LB
Mario Evans.
Darnell on 2000: We were
there but we didn't get it done
last season. We want to get back
there and are looking at life after
Tim Lester."
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New Falcons bring talent
IrOUfYMU. FROM PAGE 19

Middle-hitter
BG will miss the services of
the all-time block assist leader
Kemerer, but should stay strong
in the middle-hitter position.
The Falcons have an all-conference caliper player in senior
JoAnna Papageorgiou. 'Pop' is
an all around player with good
leaping ability and a fast arm. An
ankle injury limited her playing
time last season, but she still put
up solid numbers. She averaged
close to 2.5 kills per game and
close to a block per game. 'Pop'
is one of two seniors on the
Falcon squad.
Don't count out junior Caty
Rommeck, who will get a large
portion of playing time as well.
Rommeck transferred over with
Robinson and played very well
for the Brown and Orange.
Towards the middle of the year.
Rommeck became one of BG's
go to players. She had a career
high 22 kills in a crucial victory
over Akron last season and is
also a sound blocker.
Red-shirt sophomore Kristin
Gamby should get some playing
time in the middle position as
well. Gamby got her first taste of
playing time last season and
with more match experience,
she will excel her game.
Schedule outlook
BG will play a tough schedule
right off the bat. The Falcons
travel to the Indiana Classic in
Bloomington Sept 1 to battle
Cincinnati, Loyola and Indiana.
All three teams made the NCAA
Tournament last year.
"The early pre-conference
tournaments are set up to see a
variety of types of teams," Van
De Walle said. "Going down to
FU and seeing those three teams
right out of the gate will be a real
good challenge early."
The Falcons will follow up

there Indiana trip with two more
tournaments. They will travel
down to Orlando, Florida the
following week to compete in
the Central Florida Tournament.
In mid September, BG will host
it onetournament
After a suing of non-conference play the Falcons go right
into the heart of the MAC schedule. Their first conference game
will be a rematch of last year's
semi-final tournament game
against Ball State at home. One
key for BG will be to win early as
most of the early conference
games will be held at Anderson
Arena. The bulk of the Falcons
MAC home games will be held
early in the season. BG will finish
out its last four regular season
games on the road.
One game that should spark
some interests with Falcon fans
will be the Oct 6th game at
Western Michigan. The match
marks the return of former
Falcon
Heather
Murphy.
Murphy, now a Bronco, was
among the nation leaders in kills
per game until she quit midway
through the 1998 season.
Newcomers
The new recruiting class is
being highly praised by Van De
Walle.
"The freshman are working
extremely hard and they are
pushing the upper classman for
starting positions," Van De Walle
said. "That's a nice problem to
have. I would consider this one
of the best recruiting classes that
we've had in quite a while."
Three of Van De Walle's
recruits played for the USA
Michigan Volleyball Club and
the fourth won the honor of
Ohio Division IV player of the
year.
Nadia
Bedricky,
from
Rochester Hills, Is a two time allleague, area metro selection
from Rochester Adams High

Bowling Green Summer Musical Theater presents

MISS MOM'S
HOMEMADE COOKIES?

rodgers & hammersteln's

Oklahoma!
September 8 4 9

All performances at 8 p.m.
Kobacker Hall • Moore Musical Arts Center • BGSU

School in Michigan. She made
third team all-state last year and
will challenge at the right side
position.
Susie Norris is a 5-foot 10inch left-side hitter who could
find some playing time immedi ately for BG. Norris played
under former Falcon player and
coach Wendy Watklns. While
playing for Hopewell Louden
High School in Bascom, Norris
earned all-state honors and was
named the Ohio Division IV
player of the year.
Bridget Protas will give BG
more size at the middle-hitter
position. The 6-foot 1-inch
Protas from Holly High School
in Holly, Michigan was an allleague and region selection.
Protas was also a member of the
USA Michigan Volleyball Club.
Sara Sikorski comes from the
same alma mater as teammate
Caty Rommeck at Henry Ford II
High School in Sterling Heights.
Mighigan. Sikorski will challenge Becker for a position at
setter. Along with being a member of the USA Michigan
Volleyball Club, she made the
all-district team.
BG also has two new fresh
faces on the coaching staff. The
Falcons hired former Thomas
Morse coach James Neyhouse
as assistant coach. She helped
lead Thomas Morse to Its seventh NCAA Division in birth in
its last nine seasons last year.
Pesorda has also joined the
Falcon coaching staff. Pesorda,
the all-time leading assist leader
at a non-setter position also
coaches the men's club volleyball team.

STOP BY AND TRY
OUR HOMEMADE COOKIES

2000 could be good yeai>
should be a good one.
The Brown and Orange have
their hands full this season and
open the 2000 campaign in Ann
Arbor. They benefit with a conference schedule of Marshall,
Akron and Ohio at home and
travel to play teams such as
Temple, Buffalo and Kent. Coach
Gary Blackney has been the target of much criticism and if this
season doesn't go as planned,
Blackney might be out of a job.
The Volleyball team, predicted
to finish fourth in the East division of the MAC, has 10 letterwinners returning from a squad
that ended last season 12-6 in
conference play. Watch out for
fifth year senior Krista Davis,
senior JoAnna Papageorgiou
and junior Caty Rommeck,
along with the rest of the talented squad, to again surprise
everyone, including themselves.
Fall is my favorite time of year!
Plain and simple, it is football

Pete Stella can be reached at
psteua@>bgnet.bgsu.edu

BG impresses opponents
and our Welsh coach, Roger
Wooldridge."
The tour was a bit rare for
Mazzarella. The 50-year-old
coach took the field along with
40-year-old assistant Mark
Marrison, 53-year-old assistant
Dave Toth. 43-year-old Charlie
Cunnigan, father of fly half Chad,
and 26-year-old Tyler Carroll
against Cardiff Saracens.
"Needless to say we upped the
average age of the squad a bit,"
Mazzarella said.
The old guys' only gave up
one try and Cunnigan made
three try saving tackles. "I've
already had some contract talks
with him," Mazzarella said.
The Falcons start practice on
Tuesday and open the season
this Sunday at home at 1 p.m.
against the BG alumni. Any student interested in joining the
team can contact Mazzarella by
rallinolS3-l?<)n

RUGBY, FROM PAGE 20

background, but we just don't
see tackles as hard as that in our
country."
His words would be repeated
in one form or another throughout the tour. Mazzarella singled
out Mike Hotz, center Scott
Mullins, prop Doug Ulrich and
eight man Tim Laubensheimer
for "laying the smack down" on
the Welsh ball
carriers.
Mazzarella also praised freshmen Vince Staropoli, Jon
Woodman and Phil Common.
"All three played rugby in high
school and showed a maturity
and ability on the field is very
rare for a first year player,"
Mazzarella said. "Vince even
started two matches at scrum
half with the 1st XV and that is a
first for a freshman at a skill position like scrum half. They also
were nraiseH hv Iho nnnnsitinn

We Missed You!
Come see us for
all your party needs!
Bigger & Better

« m i

i

season. Call me what you want, a
dumbass, a jock, a meathead,
but I feel football is the greatest
sport this world has to offer. And
this season proves to be another
nail biter. Nebraska looks like the
team to beat but watch out for
Florida
State,
Alabama,
Michigan and Virginia Tech.
Think how wonderful it will be to
watch such tremendous athletes
as Michael Vick and Drew Brees
every Saturday for the next 11 or
12 weeks, I also wouldn't mind
seeing a team, that has not won
the National Championship the
last ten years, take home the
Sears Trophy.
Again, welcome to all the new
Falcons and all the veterans.
Since this is my last year and I
will be shuffling off this mortal
coil in May, I will go out with a
bang. And I hope BG athletics
will do the same.

COLUMN, FROM PAGE 17
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Tickets S8, SI 0 a SI 2 • Box ofllca open weekdays, noon to 6 p.m.
For ticket Information call (41 •) 372-d 71 or (100) MS-2224
A Unlverslty/Communltv Production • Presented by the Colleee of Musical Arts

''Recipes fi&k Qfrni-QimtHna"

n

L'3»

1616 E. Wooster • Greenwood Center
(Across frpg«J|iaitfifolball Stadium)

Aflrrwintntion
Thurt»r»»

SB

353-3525
130 E. Court Street
Next to
lava Supreme

■ftte&s

Welcome Back Students
KIRK'S COIN LAUNDRY

Student Health
Service

709 S. MAIN STREET
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO
PHONE: 352-0397

fmi&mll

OPEN 24 HOURS

Friendly personal service
Attendant on duty from
9 a.m. - 9 p.m.
7 days a week
KIRK'S COIN LAUNDRY

110 North Main Street
419-352-9222
Lunch • Dinner • Spirits
Largest Vegetarian Menu in Town!
Live DJ Every Night
Bring Your Requests
JOHN AND GREG LIVE
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT

r Junction Bar and Grill Open 7 Days A Week
Get here early to beat the lines

709 S. Main Street

ONE FREE WASH AND DETERGENT
WITH THE COUPON
(up to SIM)
one coupon per visit
EXPIRES 12-31-00

No Cover Before 11
Sunday Full Liquor License
Open Data* for your Fratarnity & Sorority Parties
Make Reservations NOW

BGSU Student Health Service
Crovides quality, outpatient
ealth care to all University
students and their spouses.
•••Accredited by AAAHC***
Located in the Health Center
Building on Ridge Street.
Appointments are encouraged to
minimise waiting time.
Call 372-2271.
Services Offered
'Care for
Acute/Chronic Illnesses
•Well Check-up
'Allergy Injections
'Immunizations
'Medications and
Supplies
*X-ray A Lab tests
'Physical Therapy
•Women's Health Clinic
•Wellness Connection
Regular Office
Hours
Men, Tue, Fri. Sam to 4t30pm
Wednesdays Sam to 7:30pm
Thursdays 9:20 to 4:30pm
_

u

40, 60, 75 or 100 Watt

tm »-*».,--

G.E.
SOFT MOTE
LIGHT BULBS

l+WnfrlfHS

4-ct. Pkg.

BankiTo
SAVINGS
^^

-, ""imm

Wide or College Rule

TOP FLIGHT
3 SUBJECT
NOTEBOOK

80 Minutes

KROGER

•ttlWi

PfcOKc CARD

HONE CARD

V—

A...-

%.

THE PERFECT GIFT ANYTIME!
Can be purchased in any dollar increment up to $500
Convenient, can be used over several shopping visits and
can be re-activaled.
Carry In your wallet Just like a credit card
Purchase cards at the chocklane with your regular groceries

SAVINGS

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL

Kroger

1-800-KROGERS

EVERYDAY
PAPER
TOWELS

or visit www.krogercolumbus.com

In Oil or Water

1-Roll Pkgs.

KROGER
CHUNK LIGHT
TUNA
6-oz. Cans

BH«I

"-'."'. S.

SAVINGS

:

. .;\VrV''j,;;

SAVINGS

Florida^
,

Corn Broom, Large Cotton Mop,
Automatic Roller Mop or

%

KROGER
AUTOMATIC
SPONGE MOP
Each

Natural
VOl IKOM CONCENTRATE

All Varieties

FLORIDA'S
NATURAL
ORANGE JUICE
64-oz. Cartons

7HS|

, SAVIh

aonwi

SAVINGS

Ai' Varieties

namen

MARUCHAN

We're At Your Service:
• Express Shipping • Western Union
• Postage Stamps • Money Orders • Copier Seruice
• Ticketmaster • Fax Seruice

l:MiMd:i

NOODLES

2.25-2.50-oz. Pkgs.

SAVINGS i

Prices and Items Effective at All Northwest Ohio Kroger Stores. August 25 thru August 26, 2000. COPYRIGHT 2000 THEKROGERCO OUANTITV RIGHTS RESERVED NONE SOLD TO DEALER
.'"ONS UP TO 5'K. DOUBLE C

BOES NOT APPLY TO CENTS OFF COUPONS ISSUED IN STORE SEE STORI

Visit our Website at www.krogercolumbus.com or call Customer Service at 1-800-KROGERS.

NEW MOVIE
REVIEWS: 'The Cell,'
a recent movie release
offer a visual stimulating ride along with a
gripping plot where
Jennifer Lopez goes
inside the mind of a
killer; PA6E 30

Hlonjj^
August 28,
2000

www.bgnews.com/now
BOWLING 6REEN STATE UNIVERSITY
VOLUME 90 ISSUE 2

BAR

The bar scene in
Bowling Green
offers an array of different
music and atmosphere
types for different tastes

STORY BY STEFANIE SIZEMORE
PHOTOS BY TIFFANY BRUNETT
BG NEWS STAFF

NIGHTLIFE: Students enjoy the nightlife at bars across the BG area. The different atmospheres allow
the students an array of opportunities for their individual tastes.

h

UPTOWN/DOWNTOWN
LOCATION: 162 N. Main
Street
AGE RESTRICTIONS:
Downtown: 21 and over.
Uptown: 18 and over.
REVIEW: Uptown/Downtown
has been in business for 20
years in BG by the same
owners. They are two of the
biggest bars in BG. Uptown
offers a large dance floor
with a DJ. Tuesday's Uptown
offers the popular Drag
Night, when drag queens

perform for the audience.
Downtown offers a more
subdued, sporty atmosphere
for those 21 and over. It has
pool tables and is decorated
with about 20 TV's playing
many different stations. On
Tuesday night's, Downtown
offers crab racing and
Thursday night is kareokee
night where students can
sing to their favorite songs.
Both bars offer an array of
activites for students.

JUNCTION/TUXES
LOCATION: HON.Main
Street
AGE RESTRICTIONS: 18 and
over upstairs; 2l and over
downstairs
REVIEW: Junction as it is
most commonly called is
the place to be at any weekend if you are looking for a
bar with a relaxing atmosphere. The upstairs has a
dance floor where people
are always enjoying a variety of music played by DJ's
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almost every night. If you
are not in the mood to
dance, the bar also has a
patio upstairs where people
gather at picnic tables for
drinks and enjoy the nice
weather. If you are over 21,
the downstairs offers a
more mellow atmosphere
and live music can be heard
on Friday nights. Junction
offers a number of different
drink specials, and the
downstairs also serves as a
restaurant during the day.

KAMIKAZEES
LOCATION: 163 E. Wooster
Street
AGE RESTRICTIONS: 18 and
over
REVIEW: Kamikazes is a
well known BG bar that
offers a wide variety of
evenings that anyone can
enjoy. This bar has the
famous Wednesday night
kareokee where students
flock to sing one of their
favorite songs. The bar also
is known for dimers which

takes place on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays,
and drafts cost a dime from
7 p.m. to 9 p.m. Kamikazes
is one of BG's smallest bars,
but like many others has a
back outdoor patio for bar
goers to enjoy. Kamikazes
also has a decent size
dance floor and a stage
where people sing and
dance. This bar offers a fun,
relaxing atmosphere and is
the second closest bar to
campus that is 18 and over.

EASYSTREET
L0CATI0N:104S. Main
Street

a stage that allows a wide
variety of musicians to dis-

AGE RESTRICTIONS: 19 and
over

play their talents. People at
EasyStreet enjoy the music

REVIEW: Easystreet is the
bar with the most relaxing
atmosphere in Bowling
Green. The music and
events range drastically
night to night. Throughout
the week, EasyStreet has
open mic night, live bands
and jazz night. The bar has

at the numerous tables that
make up the bar. EasyStreet
also has a back room that
looks over downtown BG
with tables and games and
hosts private parties.
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SKYBAR
LOCATION: 163 N. Main
Street
AGE RESTRICTIONS: 18 and
over
REVIEW: Sky Bar is BG's
newest and most lively bar.
If you enjoy a louder more
upbeat atmosphere, this is
the place to go. This bar is
known for its great techno
music played by well-known
DJs from around the country
and offers an atmosphere of

a big city club. Sky Bar has
a new patio in the back
where students enjoy a
number of drink specials.
Besides drinks the patio
serves food until 2 a.m. This
bar also has the largest
dance floor in BG with a
great lighting system and a
snow machine. If you are not
the dancing type the bar is
lined with velvet booths
where people gather to
socialize.

ZIGGY ZOOMBA'S
LOCATION: 300 E. Wooster
Street
AGE RESTRICTIONS: 18 and
over
REVIEW: Ziggy's is a traditional bar in BG. This is the
bar to go to if you are looking to catch a big sporting
event or shoot a game of
pool or darts. The bar serves
food and runs a variety of
drink specials. Ziggy's has a
boom box where customers
choose the music they want

to hear from a selection of
present day hits and oldies.
The bar is full of tables,
booths and big screen TV's
to make that important
baseball game enjoyable to
watch. Ziggy's is a decent
sized bar and has a large
patio with tables, TV's and
speakers. This is a very popular bar with the student
athletes and is thejjagggl
bar to campus tl^rog ,«£
and over.
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Academic Quii Team
SiMkr to high school
uuiz bowl and yeopsedy tarrsvats, BGSUi nationally
recognized program competes in intorcoArfiale
Academk Competitions all acrws the United States
The AcadeaubOuu Team often a great opportunity
(or mental challenge, camaraderie, and travel
Ai counting Management Information Systems
To allow students to interact with people directly
involved in the fields of accounting management
information systems, or information systems auditing and control in order to increase their knowledge
and understanding of the fields
Active Christum Today
Active Christians
Today is a community whose foundation u Christ
Our purpose is to help people establish and develop
a relationship with Christ and become productive
leaders in God"s family

nary scholarship
BGSU CoUegechib Fakons To provide college students across the nation with (ree e-mail voicemaiL
chat and VvebPagei in order to increase online communication! To increase online and offline communications between students to help achieve a
true college experience.
Black Student Union
The purpose of the
Black Student Union is to provide many useful edu
calwruL and political programs to the Bowling
Green community in order to promote interaction,
intellectual and cultural growth, and fulfill our
objectives Tlse Black Student Union was designed
lo articulate the black student perspective on mat
ters of importance

Actuarial Science Society
Aid itudenti in passing Actuarial test and provide assistance in job
placement after graduation

Mick Swamp Ranw-n
The purpose behind
the Black Swamp Rangers is to increase the confi
dence and small unit leadership of students and
cadets at BGSU It abo provides physically and
mentally challenging training experiences to each
member.

Advertising Club
To provide members
with an opportunity to learn more about the field of
advertising from speaker meetings with advertising
professionals and by participating in advertisingrelaled project* and competitions

Board of Black Cultural Activities
BBCA is
a programming board providing activities and
function* expressing African Culture for black students, the entire campus community and local surrounding areas.

African American Graduate Student A**oc
Promotes the scholarship, admit and literary intercm of African American graduate students and
other graduate student* of cokif. ft also encourages
■lm union of issues of importance to African
American graduate students and Internationa] student* at BGSU. The association programs events of
special interest to African Amencan graduate students

Bowling Green Radio News BG Radio News airs 5
newscasts per day, 5 days a week on each of the
campus radio stations. We also air a weekly talk
show that discusses current issues that are impor ■
tant to student* Wr also report local and campus
news.

African People's Association The or can nation seeks
among other things, to promote irvaerilanding,
oneness and cooperation among its members, to
lo*ter closer relationships between all people of
African descent, the University community and the
Bowling Green community in general
Afncana Dane* Troupe
To educate the BGSU
and lurroundingcommuniliei on African culture
and dance. This organiiation abo serves as a ere
ative and social outlet for BGSU students of color
Members need not be skilled dancers to psrticrpale,
but must be highly motivated and energetic.
Air Force ROTC
To train students in
the skill* necessary to be leaden in the United
Stales Air Force
Alpha Epsilon Delta
Alpha Epsilon Delta is
a pre medical honorary society. It is a nationally
recognized undergraduate society for pre-med student* The meetings include speakers from numerous specialties of medicine, medical school representative* and presentations by medical school student* AED's activities include "shadow a doctor"
and trips lo medical
Alpha Ela RhoTo gain experience and knowledge
within (he aviation industry T« increase aviation
i in ihe W. community
Alpha lambda Delta
Toencsvurage superior
iL.tl.inu achievemeni among Undent* in their first
year of college, to promote intelligent living and a
continued high standard of canngand to assist
women and men in recogniung and developing
meaningful goals for their roles in society.
A Ipha Phi Omega
The purpose of this
fraternity (non-Greek) shall be to assemble col leg*
students in a national service fraternity in the fef
kiwshipof the principles of APO. to develop leader
ship, lo promote friendship and to provide service
to humanity.

Alpine Ski Team
IntenroUegiate ski race
competition. Slalom and giant slalom All levels
welcome (for men and women).
American Chemical Society Student Affiliates
To provide chemistry oriented services to the
L'nivcrvity and promote an appreciation for chemistry in the community
American College of Healthcare Executives To pro
vide itudenl* networking opportunities with
hea It hi are professionals and foster a better under
standing of current n
•ilfun (he greater health
care irsdustry.
American Culture Students Organization
Promote* an interdisciplinary approach to the study
B| American Culture among undents at BCSU. It
seeks to encourage the interpretation of both contemp, irary and historical culture events and trends
from multiple viewpoints, recogniung the complex
inter relationship* at work in Us society rt be neves
that cultural urvdmlandinsj.h»torkal context.critical thinking and innovative approaches to scholar
ship can help improve the context in which we live

American Institute of Architecture Student*
To promote excellence in the education training and
!'roleslion of architecture; lo foster an appreciation
at the art and to organize students and combine
their effort to advance both the art and science of
architecture
AmcrKan Marketing Association
The
Bowling Green Chapter of the American Marketing
Association strives to provide to its member's career
direction.professionaldevelopment activities, leadership skills.community service projects, specialized marketing experience, and social interaction
with others!
American Production and Inventory Contml Society
American Society of Interior Designers
The
mission of ASID is to encourage excellence in the
practice of interior design, assist its members lo
professionally serve the public, demonstrate the
vatue of the profession, and work for a favorable
environment for the practice of interior design
ASID Student Chapter members can participate in a
wide range of learning experiences and program*
which complement their academic training
Through industry and professional interaction, stu dents are introduced to new developments Mi the
field and develop professional skills that will be
used throughout their interior design careers.
American StnngTearJ»m'Asae<iation
The
purpose of ASTA is to promote the appreciation and
enjoyment of music through string leaching and
playing.
Amnesty International
Amnesty International
i* tn independent, worldwide movement working
impartially for the release of all prisoners of conscience, fair and prompt (rials for political prisoner*, and an end to torture, capital punishment, "disappearances" and extra judicial executions k is
funded by donations from members and supporters
throughout the world
Arnold Air Society
Arnold Air Society is
an honorary service organization who is dedicated
to offering lime ft service for the betterment of the
surrounding community
Art Historians Association AHA'* purpose Is to
mentor art/art history majors k minors, provide
study and tutoring support for those rseedinr, it for
ARTll classes, and arrange museum and gaDery
viewing alone with other fun activities, AHA is open
lo anyone with an interest in art
Avian Communities United To promote unity and
pride among Asian Americans and Asians on campus Wr discus* cun^tmytlss,stenroeypes and
racism that occur against Asians and Asian
Americans.
Association foe Computing Machinery (ACM)
T" provide net wee king witn coHVpiter science prot. ssional* during monthly meetings Learn how
computer* are used in industry and gain insight
into the future of computer some*.
BACCHUS
A* members of the BACCHUS
(Boosting Alcohol Conscience Concerning the
Health of University Students) and GAMMA
(Greeks Advocating the Mature Maataffmrnt of
Alcohol) Peer Education Network our organiiation
encourages peers lo consider talking honestly about
and developing responsible habits, attitudes and
lifestyles regarding alcohol and related issues.
Baseball Club (Men's)
Tb brim together students who enioy the *port of basebal and (o repre
lenl BGSU in a sportsman like manner on and off
thefWMofpby.
Beta Alpha PsiThe National Honors Fraternity for
financial inf«malion professionals The Fraternity
recognues academic achievement* in the fields of
accounting management information systems and
finance and promotes association among rnembers
and practicing information professional*
BG 24 News BG 24 News is Waod County's only
local television news source. A total student run
organization that produces a daily newscast airing
on cable channel 24 live five days a week at 5 30
Purpose is to give itudenls hands-on experience
while aUo providing Wood County with local news
coverage.
BG Christian Students
Our purpose is to provide an atmosphere for students who are exploring
<hr i.[unity and for those who desire to grow in
i heir walk with Christ Our activities include conference*, small groups, and summer leadership
(raining protects and community outreach programs.
BG Council of Teachers of Mathematics
BGCTM
is a student-centered organiiation that helps lo
introduce members to the professtan of leaching
mathematics in grades K through 12.
fr.Siudert Development Association
The
BGSDA serves as the student group for the Master*
students in (he coOesjt Student Personnel program
This organiiation represents the needs af the students in the program and facilitates programs and
events for professional development, community
building, ajad cube student needs.
BG/U1 Studepi location Science Organization
tf^felkoonlbanceSoaetY
to provide means lorjnterrsted student* w learn and
prat tier batlrodfn dance
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Bowling Green Radio Sport* Organiiation To provide the Bowline Green community with the most
professional and extensive coverage of BGSU alhlet
in As well, to assist and prepare prospective
announcers, producer*, reporters, engineers, and
salespeople for immediate employment following
graduation
Bowling Green Student Education Association
The BGStudenl Education Association is a pre-professtonal education organiiation The purpose of
the organiiation is (ogive its members the cutting
edge ai a future educator. BGSEA offers that something "extra" to a student'* education
Business Professionals of America
To prepare Business Education majors with ihe necessary
experience lo successfully fulfill (heir roles as future
educators by providing leadership opportunitie*
and student organization involvement.
Campus Crusade for Chrisl Campus Crusade for
Christ is an inierdenominalional Christian movement existing for the purpose of helping college stu
dents know Christ and make Him known Activities
include fellowship meetings, prayer, and training in
ministry, Bible studiei, retreats, and conferences.
Campus Tour Guides
Give guided tours of
campus to prospective students and their parents
Also does same for special groups who visit campus, Preview Days and days of large visitation.
Serves a* a public relation* person for University.
Caribbean Association
To promote Caribbean
culture, history and politics. To foster a continuing
sense of unity on campus and in the community
Chinese Club The Chinese club isorganiied for all
student*, who want to have fun and be informed
about the Chinese culture.
Chinese Students ft Scholars Association CSSA.
one of the largest international students and scholars' organization* at BGSU, commits itself to the following missions. (I) providing all kinds of help,
lupport and services to the members of the association and to Ihe whole Chinese community in BG.
(2) introducing Chinese culture, history.customs,
education, economy and so on lo all faculty and
staff members and lo all itudenti on campus: ())
organizing various kinds of colorful activities to
enrich the campus life.
Chorus (Men's)
The Bowline Green
State University Men's Chorus, established in 1971.
is a University student organization organized for
the purpose of sharing a love of male singing with
the Bowling Green campus, the slate of Ohio, the
continenurUniledStaies,and the World. Our Motto
is "Brothers Sing on,' exemplifying the fraternal
bond that exists among the members of this organization.

Falcon Spirit Team
To plan activities to
encourage BGSU itudenti to attend and have fun at
athletic events Work in cooperation with the
Athletic Department, Residence Halls, Athletic Band
and other organizations on campus lo promote a
stronger BG9J community
Fashion Merchandising Association
The
purpose is to supplement classroom material with
activities and professional speakers connected with
the fashion industry The organiiation is open lo all
majors
Fellowship of Catholic University Students (FOCUS)
FOCUS seeks to assist BGSU students in coming to
know, love, and serve the lord ksus Chrisl under
Ihe guidance of the Roman Caiholic Church through
a dynamic atmosphere of fellowship, education, anil
support. Activities include weekly fellowship meeting*, prayer groups, Bible studies, relreals, and
social events
Fellowship of Christian Athletes
The
purpose of the group u to present to athletes and
coaches the challenge and adventure of receiving
lesus Christ as Savior and Lord, serving Him, in
their relaiionships and in the fellowship of the
church The purpose is to provide a spiritual
emphasis to our athletes.
Fellowihip of Christian Graduate Students The fellowship of Christian Graduate Students provides a
forum for graduate students to integrate their faith
with their academic discipline and lo meet other
Christian graduate students and faculty.
Fencing Club The overall expansion and development of fencing skill* and knowledge that goes
beyond the physical education curriculum in a
relaxed, open atmosphere
Film Students Committee
To improve ihe film
program at BGSU. produce independent film*.
sponsor film festivals and bring independent filmmakers to campus Open to student in the Film
Studies program and anyone else interested in film
Flying Team The BGSU FlyiniClub is a member
of Ihe National Intercollegiate Frying Association
(N1FA) in Region 111 The flight learn competes
with other universities in ground and flight events,
with not only a challenge.but a future competitive
edge in the aviation industry
French Club To explore and promote the French
language and culture. We hope to accomplish this
through several socially oriented yet cultural activi-

Friends of the Deaf Community
Friend*
of the Deaf it an organiiation thai promotes aware
ness about the deafcommunity and its culture and
strives lo develop opportunitie* to meet other* and
improve communication skills.
Friend* of the Humane Society
Friends
of the Humane Society seeks lo raise awareness of,
and provide assistance to. abused and neglected
animals in the Wood County
Gaming Society
Promote role-playing
games and gaming awareness.
GAMMA (Greeks Advocating Mature) Management
of Alcohol
Greeks Advocating Mature
Management of Alcohol (GAMMA) is dedicated to
promoting mature behaviors in regards to alcohol
The group aims to provide programming and other
opportunities in order to educate campus Greeks
about how lo safely and maturely deal with alcohol
German Club To promote ihe knowledge and
appreciation of German Language and culture
through social activities, cultural events, presents
tions. outings, and other activities open to all
enrolled students of any background with or without the knowledge of German.
Golden Key National Honor Society
Oar
purpose is to recognize the lop l5*»of itudenl* ■
academically - in their junior and senior year at the
University
Gospel Choir The purpose of the BGSU Gospel
Choir i* lo promote Christian Development focu*ing
on Ihe social intellec lual, and moral welfare of its
member* and community These goal* will be
achieved by proclaiming Ihe ministry of Christ
through gospel music and other Christian activities

Chorus (Women's)
Christian Science Organiiation
Informal meetings in which idea* and experiences
are shared in relation to (he study of Christian
Science.
Circle X International
Circle K is a marketplace of service, leadership, friendship, and good
will We have many activities ranging from helping
the community, having socials and making longlasting friendship*
Club FOTO
To explore the community by accessing photo (Art) opportunities To generate fund* to
draw artists to the community as an educational
tool for student growthCollege Democrats
The purpose of BGSU
College Democrats i* to encourage political activism
oncampus. This is achieved through voter reffisira
lion, working on campaigns for national and local
candidates and educating students about political
issue* that affect them.
College of Musical Arts Student Advisory
Committee
The CMA Student Advisory
Committee exists to promote understanding and
anity within the College of Musical Arts and to provide a liaison between the faculty and administration and the undergraduate student body
College Republican*
Our purpose is lo pro
mote ihe ideals of ihe Republican Tarty by supporting parly candidate*, hosting speaker s. ami
strengthening friendships between Republican students. Our ctub was also the recipient of the award
"Most Outstanding Ckib in the Nation."
Collegiate 4 11 To provide service to the community
and BGSU campus, to enhance personal development and leadership to promote social interaction,
fun and recreation
Collegiate Chorale
The Collegiate Chorale
is a select group of music maiors and music minors
which endeavors to explore the fundamental* of
choral instruction, and also puts those fundamentals into practice within the Bowling Green community and throughout their world-wide travels.
Collegiate Council of the March of Dimes The
Mission of the March of Dimes is lo improve the
health of babies by preventing birth detects and
infant mortality through community services, advocacy, research, and education. The Collegiate
Council will serve to further this goal, peer education and campus invotVernent
Computer Art Club
To form an organiiation to relay information about computer art and
related issues.
Criminal Justice Organiiation
The
Criminal justice Organization is an educational and
social group Members are oriented to the Criminal
lustke field through ipeakers and field trips. The
group abo participates in social sponsored funt-

Dancc Marathon (Children's Miracle Network)
CMN Dance Marathon is a professional organiia
lion thai raises funds for our local children! hospi
tai through an event called the Dance Marathon
while at the same time teaching sludents to run a
business with real-world challenges and experience*
Davspring Campus Fellowship
Reconciling student* to Christ - transforming the
university, the marketplace and the world To provide a group on campus to meet Ihe spiritual needs
for member* of the Diyspring Assembly of God
Church.
Dena Sigma Pi
We are organized to
foster the study of business in universities to
encourage scholarship, social activities and the
association of students for their mutual benefit by
research and practice
Dietetic Experts of Tomorrow
DIET Is
a student organization lor people interested in
dietetics, restaurant or institutional food service
management The group provides a fun way to
meet other people in your field, be exposed lo similar experiences that your career will offer as well as
help you set a networking system that i* essential to
your lie!d of study
Dry Dock
Dry Dock is an organiiation dedical
ed lo providing an alcohol-free environment for fellowship, fun. and entertainment
Economics Club
To provide economics
maiors. minors, graduate students, or those with
interest in economics with the opportunity to
explore and discuss issues outside the classroom
environment. Activities include discussions, seminars, held trips and social gatherings
Electric Falcon Motorsports The purpose of the
Design and Race Team is to organize and motivate
and encourage Bowling Green Stale University students who want lo solve technical problems, expert ence and participate in a motor racing team, work
with university faculty and industrialmarketing
partners,, develop
c
eleitrie vehicle system* of the
uture, and
future,
ant showcase, sharpen, and develop individ
ual talent* and skills
Environmental Action GroupThe EnvironmentaJ
Action Group is an organiiation dedicated to raising
the awareness and concern for environmental issue*
here at BGSU
Environmental Health Student Group

Graduate Business Student Association
To
enrich the academic eipeiience of graduate bunnes* students Facilitate placement of graduating
students To provide social activities for itudenls
and lo promote faculty/student interaction. Provide
sludents with a link to the business world. To par
licipate in the culture of business programs
Graduate Student Senate (GSS)
The
Graduate Student Senate is responsible for assessing, representing, and addressing ihe needs of
BGSU graduate students The Senate Assembly is
comprised of representatives from all graduate aca
demic disciplines and graduate student organizations. GSS committees propose legislations to Ihe
administration, sponsor programs, and plan activities for Ihe graduate community We welcome any
graduate student concern, issue, or idea.
Graduate Students of Technology
The
purpose of this organiiation is to provide a forum
for graduate student* to communicate and earbanff
ideas and concerns about technology and society.
All activities shall emphasiie and promote the
eschar*** of Ideas among the members of the college of Technology, BGSlT, and the BG community
Graduate Writers Chib
A professional forum
of graduate creative writers seeking colleague support for audience building and style development.
Philanthropy: Supporting Mid American Review

Kappa Mu Epsilon
Wr are a mathematics
honorary which emphasiie* social and academic
interaction among member*, non-members,faculty
and graduate student* Eligibility rules apply for
membership.
Kappa Phi Club
The Kappa Phi Club is
aOirnl-centered organization for University student* It provide* an opportunity for.and challenges them: to realize Ineir individual potential, lo
develop a deeper understanding of God, others, and
self; to be a supportive community, to be personally
involved, active participants and leader* in the life
of Ihe churchi and lo commit themselves to positive

Pi Kappa Delta
To stimulate progress
in and further the interests of intercollrgiate speech
activities and communication and al the same lime
encourage a ipiril of fellowship, brotherly cooperation, and incentive to a< hievement

Lacrosse (Men's)
Tocotnpelein
Lacrosse matches with other University ebb learns.
Lacrosse (Women's)
To open opportunilies
for women who have played and/or would like lo
learn how lo play lacrosse
Latino Student Union
To meet ihe Latino
needs and to educate Bowling Creen State
University and the community of its diverse cultures.
Latter-Day Saint Student Association
To provide Latter Day Saint students as well as any other
interested student* a chance to fellowship with one
another in the campus environment.

Lutheran* ft Other Faiths Together
The
LOFT i* organized by ELCA Lutheran sludents and
provides a plate for all itudenls seeking a "*piritual
sanctuary" to rest, siudy.cat meals or have refreshment*, use computers, socialize, and take advantage
of program*, counsebng, and other needs as Ihey
arise, with others seeking ihe same.during their
underaraduatr or graduate student year* at BGSU
The LOFT i* located at (he west end of Ihe Family
Life Center of St Mark's Lutheran Church, JIS S.
College Drive Phone J53-930S or 353.0042 for further info
Marine Biology Association To inform alt sludents
about the Marine Biology program and lo improve
Ihe current state of Ihe Tab This is for all students
who are interested or want to learn more about
marine biology
MGCA
To plan ihe annual MGCA conference
and support the MGCA Association
Mortar Board A prestigious senior organiiation
basing itself on the principles of schourihip. leadership and service.
Muslim Siudent Association A cultural and educational organization aimed at meeting the needs of
Muslim Student* on campus as well as increasing
.* of Islam, its culture, and related issues.
National Association for ihe Advancement of
Colored People
To increase member
ship on the campus of Bowling Green Slate
University To promote leadership training lo students of color al BGSU To encourage itudenls to
advance educationally, socially, politically,and economically at BGSU
Naiional Pan-Hellenic Council
The
National Pan Hellenic Council stresses and provides
action strategies on mailers of mutual concern and
serves as the conduit through which effective action
plans are implemenled. This philosophy is exemplified in NPHC theme "Unanimity of Thought and
Action"
National Society of Penhing Rifles
We are a
non-Greek naiional fraternity associated wiih army
ROTC. We provide tofor guard* for all BGSU home
football game* and a majority of men's and women'*
home basketball game*. In addition, we provide
*upport and color guard* for community events
National student Speech Language and hearing
Association The National student Speech
Language and Hearing Association is the national
organiiation lor graduate and undergraduate student* mlereiled in the study of communication dis
orders Our purpose is to keep studenti updated on
it issues of Ihe field and lo give valuable eipe rientes within the various environment* within the
field or speech pathology and audjology.
New Greek Council
Organization serves
itudenls in their first year of membership in Greek
Utter organization* that belong to the 1FC, NPC
and NPrfX A* new Greeks, we stress scriolarship,
leadership, philanlhropy and service Meetings are
a time to learn about our collet live history, prepare
ourselves lor upcoming leadership roles, and estab
lish community among all BGSU Greek chapters
Newman Club The Catholic Student Connection
brings Catholic student* of Bowling Green Slate
University together to extend the CauSoiic expert
ence beyond Ihe church walls, loitering the growth
of the whole person (ipu itually. emotionally, intellectually, and physically) through social activities.
service lo the community, religious events, and educational opportu nit ie *

Reachoul
To reach out through student volunteer programs to the poor, homelesi and marginal
ized, especially children, in our NW Ohio communi

Recreation Mayors Association
To pro
vide itudenls of recreation wiih the resources that
exceed what is available in Ihe classroom selling lo
prepare ihem tor professional devrlopmenl.

Interpersonal Communications Club (IK Club)
To provide IPCO mayors with the opportunity to
learn more about potential career* in Ihe communication field. The club offers a variety of activities
such as seminars and speaker*.
Inter vanity Christian Fellowship
Wt are a
student lead organiiation who. for the tore of God
and our campus are committed lo passionately
knowing ana obeying God. and eagerly makirig God
known We do this through regular meetings on
Thursday night and Bible studies full of thoughtful
discussion and prayer.
Intramural Advisory Board
Japanese Club The Japanese Club's purpose is to
bring together siuderrts and faculty interested in
Japanese culture, politics, and economics The dub
also provides information on programs offered by
the University concerning Japan
Kappa Kappa Psi
Kapp* Kappa Psi operates as a student service organiiation with a prima
ry goal to serve collegiate band* through band
membenhipcontentraled service profects and
leader ship The honorary nature of membership is
based on our premise that "it is an honor lo be
selected to serve" Ihe Bowling Green State

Panheilenic Council
Panhellenic Council Is
Ihe governing body of all women's sororities. The
council strives lo promote community service
involvement in a unified manner. This organiiation
governs the 14 sororities at BGSU and offers the
chance lo expand women* leadership opporlum-

Phi Beta Kappa
To honor outstanding
liberal arts yuniors and seniors for their academic
work.

Tau Beta Sigma
The purpose of Tau
Beta Sigma, honorary band service sorority is to
serve all of the bands of Bowling Green State
University so that they may function efficiently and
effectively

Rowing Club The purpose of the organization n to
engage in the sport of rowing and to promote
enumuasm towards it at the university and in the

The Key Vearbook
The Key is the
University's yearbook that has been in existence
since 1918 Each year the staff provides a m page
book Volunteers are always accepted and no prior
experience is needed

Rugby (Men's)To promote union and the spirit of
rugby iporlimanshtp camaraderie, competition,
and excellence and to provide those interested an
opportunity to play, regardless of skill

The Way Campus Fellowship Make available fellow
ship meetings for students and community roemhers who are searching for an in depth underuand
7; to the word of Gotland desire to walk in the way
ibundance and power in the household.

Rugby (Wamen's)
Promote lugby union
football in the spirit of rusjby-*port*man*hip.cama
raderie, competition, and excellence ■ both on and off
Ihe field. And to provide (hose interested with an
opportunity lo play, regardless of skill

Theta Alpha Phi
The purposes of this
honorary are to increase and stimulate creative!***.
and recognize excellence in all of the allied arts and
crafts of the theater.
Two-Dimensional Artist Association
Dedicated to the study and promotion of today's
two dimenuonal artist* and their work

Rusuan Club To provide all those sludents who are
interested in ihe Russian culture an opportunity lo
learn more Abo. lo help drveriify the college's
extra-curricular active membership base by allowinjj all those who are interested lo attend regardless
ofknowledge. Finally, to increase awareness of
Russian heritage across ihe campus

Ultimate Fnsbee Organization
lb be
able to play competitive Fnibee oulside of IMV To
be able lo get lime ai the field house turf room.
Something lo do on weekend*.

Sailing Club To educate and instruct college student* in the useful arts of sailing, seamanship and
safety and lo exemplify ihe CORE values of BGSU in
an intereollegiate environment.

Undergraduate Student Government
USG is
in operation lo work for every undergraduate stu dcnl al BGSU by serving a* the representative volte
of the undergraduate itudenl body USG strives lo
' lerve through effective communication with the
University administration

Sales and Marketing Club
Sales and Marketing
Club is a professional organiiation dedicated to pro
viding members with experience in developing
profit and non profit protects, providing servke to
the community, gaining nandi on selling and market mg experience, and networking opportunities
with IGSU alumni.

Undergrowth "ondergrowth'was founded to facilitate the development of an undergraduate creative
writing community and to foster an atmosphere of
constructive criticism among that community It
will also serve as a support group and outlet for
young writers as well as a liaison between the stu >
denti. the creative willing department, and faculty

School of Commumcaiion Studies Graduate Student
Alliance
The organization will serve as a sup
port and camaraderie group lor Graduate students
in the communication itudies department. It wilt
serve as a network for information and support and
will be doing activities as a group

United Karate System
University Activities Organiiation
UAO is
the largest student programming board en campus
and is responsible for a wide variety of activities at
BGSU ranging from weekly films to big-name con
certs, from Spring Break trips to poster sales
Membership n free and open to all BGSU studenti

Sigma Alpha Iota
Sigma Alpha Iota is a
muiic fraternity for women V* lake place in project* in and out of umveruly sponsored musical
activities and we perform service proyecu through
Ihe com mum: y

University Ambassador*
The University
Ambassadors strive to uphold ihe standards of
Bowling Green State University by serving as leaders, role model*, and supporters of the campus
community While maintaining our seme of pride
and itrenglhening relations, we will tuntinsM to
grow within our organiiation. build community
while iupporline each other and fostering continual
change to propelus forward

Sigma Gamma Epsilon
The obtec lives of the
Society are the scholastic, scientific, and profession
al advancement of it* rnember*

Omkron Delta Kappa
Omitron Delta Kappa
is a national leadership honor society that promotes
and exemplifies leadership in areas ot athletics.
Khofarilvip*,campus/community *ervice.and Ihe
arts. We recogniie these individual* as representa ■
live (indents for all phases of college life

International Business Association
The
International Business Association is organized to
promote awareness, understanding, andinforma
lion in all areas related to international business.
The IBA shall provide members with information
on internships, study abroad experiences, scholarships, and opportunities lo inter at t with executives
and business professionals

Tai Chi Chuan Club
Organizes people
interested in Tai Chi Chuan and the Chinese Internal
Arts. To perfect growth as human beings and sense
of community through a balance of mind, spirit and
body. Members choose to grow, learn and share
experiences within themselves, fellow members,
community and most of all have fun!

ROTC Royal Greens
The purpose of the
ROTC Royal Greens is to provide community service
lor Bowling (ireen Wr plan to help the people who
are needy, to clean up trash found along the pail of
the highway ihe ROTC has "adopted" and any other
new ideas that are brought up

History Society
To provide studenti
with opportunities to expand their knowledge of
history and historical materials.

Pagan Siudent Union
The purpose of the
Pagan Student Union is to strengthen the itudenl
pagan community by educating oursdve* about
paganism, facilitating interactive discussion,
encouraging the spiritual growth of our members,
and sponsoring various social activities. The Pagan
Student Union is abo dedicated to encouraging fiar monious interactions between pagan and non ■
pagan communities His open toallopen-minded
and interested people from any spiritual paths with
an Earth-centered, pagan, magical bent

Studio Clarinet 1054

Resident Student Association
The
Resident Siudent Association is a student run organization thai exists to serve the oncampus resi
denis of BGSU We work lo improve oncampus bfe
in the residence halli and small group living units
through upgrading physical facilities, programming
and education. Au on-campusrnidents are members of RSA, and are welcome to attend meeting*
and participate.

Society for Creative Anachronism
The
society studies the Middle Ages by reproducing
many aspects of the vis, sciences, and everyday life
of the Times Members do calligraphy, period cos
tume. fighting, dancing and many other skills in
period style

Orientation Board
Orientation Board is
reipomibfe for recruiting, selecting, and training
Orientation Staff for Fall Orientation You must
have served as an Oriental km Sun* member previ ously lo gain membership on Orientation Board

Students for Quabty Education
The
purpose of SQE is to improve the quabty of education at Bowling Green State University by making
facu'ly aware of expectations regarding the learning
ifoc-ss and bkewise empowering the students lo
orni a partnership with (he faculty for the betterment of higher education

«r

Omega Phi Alpha
The purpose and goals
■mblf it* members in
of this sorority shall In
the fellowship of Omega Phi Alpha, lo develop
friendship, leadership.and cooperation by promoling service lo the university community, Ihe community at large, to the member* of Ihe sorority and
to the nations of Ihe world

Organization Development Student Network
OlfSN is a student organiiation promoting professional development in Ihe field of organiiation
development, training and human resource development. ODSN provides member* with opporturulics 10 practically apply organization development
skilb and lo learn more about current organization
development issues.

Students for Cultural Understanding (Anli-Raeisl
Action)
We intend to do the hard work necessary to decrease racism, sexism, heteroseiism, anti
Semitism,and the unfairness which is often suffered by the disabled, the young, the old. and the
poor.

PurchasingChib
To develop understanding and professionalism within ihe Purchasing
majors through networking, group meetings,guest
speakers and involvement with the National
Association of Purchasing Managers

Societal Classka (Classics Society
Promotion of (he Classics and Romance Language*
Program* Discussion of hisloricaL classical amf
academk topics fellowship for both mayors and
enthusiasts of ihe c lassies

Inlerfraiernity Council (IFC)To foster loyalty to the
' e f>irversity, to rwomote intebecluaUulideal* of' the
tural. and social
ocial growth
growth. Serves as the governing
body of the fraternity system here at BGSU.

Students For A Free Tibet
An international orga
niiaimn made up to educate people about the occupation of Tibet and work toward a peaceful liberation of Tibet

Public Safely Organiiation

Off-Campus Connection
Off-Campus
Connection is an organization dedicated lo *erving
off-campus and commuter itudenls Wr provide
programs and activities so offcampus itudenls tan
get involved in on-campus life.

India Student Association
The Bowling Green
State University India Students Association (ISA) is
open lo all students, (acuity, staff, and members of
the Bowling Green community Two main goals are
endorsedby members of ISA: I) toprovide net
works of support for all Indian and IndianAmerican student* and their families and 2) to
sponsor programs which will promote a critical
awareness and understanding of a broad range of
Indian arid Indian-American events, issues.and
experiences

Student Organiiation of Social Workers
To promote, support and assist in the management of the
educational program of Social Work, to expand on
classroom experience in the area of human service
professions, to provide a forum for student expression and issues in the human service professions.to
promote community service and to promote friendship and unity among members.

Precious Stones
This organiiation
seeks lo allow women Ihe opportunity to heal
through self discovery by promoting respect, love,
empowerment, sisterhood, and spirituality.

Hillel (Jewish Student Union)
Hillel is
the lewish student group on campus, celebrating
Jewish culture, identity and religion. Our activities
nave included movie nights, trip to cultural and
entertainment events, rock concerts, services, and
dinner* Our new facilities in the UCF building, at
313 Thurstin Street, include a multimedia Library,
Kholarship'trip/actitiiies information, and
resources thai neb one to lead a Jewish Life
Whether you are looking for Kosher food, a chance
to learn about Judaism, a ride to services in Toledo,
or just a group of fun Jewish students to hangout
wilh.try Hillel.

Honor* Student Association HSA strives to provide
BGSU studenti with opportunities lo broaden their
horizons through alternative learning experiences
and interatdon with other students.Tacuity.etc We
hope lo install in all sludents a respect and under
standing for ihe views of others.

Student Organisation of Early & Middle Childhood
Elementary Student Advisory Board
The
purpose of E.E S.A.fl. b lo inform and respond to
the elementary education faculty's interests and
concerns regarding the improvement of the elementary program, to assist in recruitment activities and
programs and to inform and respond lo the student
who is pursuing a career in the elemental y field

Pre- Physical Therapy Club The purpose of ihe
Pre- Physical Therapy Club is lo inform iludenl* of
the necessary steps for applying to MCO and also
make them aware of alternate paths. We also provide a network of interaction between sludents that
have ihe same goal • Physical Therapy.

Northwest Ohio Coalition Student Branch of
American Society for Quabty
Provides
organization and a forum for students who wish to
apptv and advance the quality sciences in their chosen field of endeavor Provides opportunilies for
growth, professional development, contacts and
leadership Firmly believe quality can be applied
anywhere and anytime'

Order of Omega
Order of Omega recog
niies those students who have attained a high stan dard of leadership in Greek activities while encouraging them lo continue along this line and inspire
others to strive for similar attainment.

Sigma Phi Omega
To promote scholar
ship, research, professionabsmand excellence in
gerontology and aging services and to rrcc^niie
high attainment in the pursuit of academic and
clinical excellence in these areasSoccer (Men's)
To compete against
other universities and college* al a competitive collegiate level The men'* club soccer learn is open lo
alTmenwhoallendtheUriiversiiy Tryouts are held
every September.

*

University Chess Society
It is the purpose of our
society to further promote and encourage playing
and learning chess on the campus of Bowling Green
State University
University Coalition to Stop Violence
awareness of safety issues ai BGSU

To raise

Soccer (Women's)

Society for Human Resource Management To pro
vide professional and social activities for studenti
in Human Resource Management. I PC and other
related field* of study
Society for Technical Communication
To
inform and educate its rnembers about the theory
and practice of the arts and sciences of technkal
communication
Society of Physics Sludents ToprcenotepjABc
intern! in phyiics and phyjical sciences. To assist
students to develop knowledge, competence, and
social responsibiliiy To devekv tolfegiality among
studenti and (acuity To stimulate interest in
advanced study and research Recognize high
scholarship.
Sociology Chib
To promote communication among students and faculty of the Sociology
Departmenl and to provide information and
resources in the field of Sociology.
Sociology Graduate Student Assoc.
Sport Management Alliance To give studenti the
rortunity lo become involved professionally in
ireaiof iporl management SMA helps lo
develop professional skills such ai networking, leadership, and lime management through organiia
tional participation and committee involvement
SMA also provides an arena lor undergraduatei lo
learn ihe blest trends and intricacies in the field of
sport rnanasjeostnL
Student Alumni Association rhe purpose of SAA u
to provide a link with the future for current sludents to work wiih Ihe Alumni Association on
developing loyally and support of the university,
and lo encourage interaction among alumni, parents, faculty, current and prospective students and
ihe community.
Student Art Education Association
To give
art education students experience and knowledge
beyond the classroom.
Student Art Glass Association
The
Student Art Glass Association forms a community
among students and creates avrsreness of Glass
related art in the area. It abo raises funds for the
support of ihe glass department here at the
University.

University Dante Aluante
The purpose of the
University Dance Alliance shall be to promote all
forms of dance on ihe campus of BGSU and in ihe
Bowing Green community, and to provide dance
■elated activities in order lo expose others lo dance.
USG Judicial Board (Siudent Court)
The
purpose of the USG Judicial Board is to give stu dents the opportunity to appeal parking tickets that
are given out by parking and traffic
VISION
VISION is Ihe siudent organiiation
concerned with Gay. lesbian, bisexual, and support
ive straight issues The purpose of VISION is to
combat misinformation and discrimination as well
as lo provide services and activities for the Gay and
lupportive communities at BGSU
Volleyball (Men*)
To provide a competi
live level of volleyball for men who arc interested in
the growing sport Aim. lo teach good sportsman
ship and fair play
Volleyball (Women*)
To provide an orga
niiedand competitive vol fey ball team for women
unable lo play at the varsity level.
Volunteers In Progress
VIP is a University
sponsored program that provides ongoing week ry
community servite opportunilies for students interested in volunteering on a regular basis Many have
found VIP exceptlonalh/ rewarding in their three
programs- Campus Sisters.Campus Brothers and
Adopt A-Giandparrnl
Wall Disney World College Program Alumni
Association He AC chapter Promote the Walt
Disney World College Program by recruiting and
preparinststudenti for the program. Bring the
magH oTDiiney lo the total community by volun
leer ft community servke protect* Provide networking opportunities, contacts, and updates of
employment opportunilies with Disney Help
returning college program participants to readjust
to campus life and to provide an outlet for sharing
Disney experiences.
Water Polo (Men's)
The purpose of this
organization ii to promote the sport of water polo at
BGSU and to encourage competition on Ihe inter
collegiate level by contending agaantl other Mid
American Conference Schools.
Water Poto (Women*)
Water Polo >* made to
be a fun and social sport, while al ihe same lime
being tompelitive with other teams
WBGU 88.1 FM Radio
To provide the torn
mumly with the most diverse music and radio programming. We function 10 serve Ihe commun
m
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Phi Eta Sigma Phi Eta Sigma is a National Honor
Society for college Freshman Our goal i* lo encourage and reward academic excellence among firstyear itudenti in institutions of higher learning

I '

Student Nurse Association lb assume responsibil ' ' '
ily for contributing (o nursing education in order to ..
.
provide for the highest quality health care and lo
provide programs representative of fundamental
and cut rent professional interest and concerns. To
aid in the development of the whole person and
his/her professional role, and his/her responsibility
for the health care of people in all walks of lite.

PRAECEPTA Praecepta is an organiiation that
exists lo increase awareness and understanding of
new musk among students and the community at
large, and to encourage the performance of new
music ftaecepta is an inclusrvr organiiation open
to any person interested in ihe composition and
Krformance of new musk,
airie Margins
The purpose of Prairie
Margins u to provide a quality, literary magaxinc
for undergraduate students.

Habitat for Humanity Campus Chapter
Tocaplure the imagination, energy, and hope of students
in order to productively and responsibly involve
Ihem in the work of Habitat for Humanity. Habitat
for Humanity is a nonprofit ecumenical Christian
housing ministry that seeks to eliminate poverty
housing from the world and to make detent shelter
a matter of conscience and action.

Hockey (Women'sl
To provide an opportunily (or women of all skill leveb to sutcesifully participate in the rapidly growing sport of ice hockey

SiuJcnt Marketing Education Association To
enhance the preparation of future marketing
instructors and DECA advisor*.

Public Relations Student Society of America
Law Society The Bowling Green Law Society is
designed to provide a forum for students interested
in pursing a career in law to explore their opportunities ancflegal interests It seeVs to provide the
pre-Uw student with Ihe insights into the legal communily to expose Ihe prelaw student to a variety of
academic opportunities, and to provide the neees sary information for preparation for a legal career.

Student Art Inerapy Association
The
purpose of S AT A. ii to provide educational devel
opmeni in the field of art therapy, lo provide peer
support and peer advising for students and to
familiarize Ihe University s faculty and undent* and
surrounding community with the field of art thera
py and have fun al the same time.

Phi Mu Alpha Smfonia
The primary purpose
of this fraternity shall be lo encourage and actively
promote the highest standards of creativity, performance, education, and research in music in
America. Further purposes shall be to develop and
encourage loyalty to the alma main, to foster the
mutual welfare and brotherhood of itudenls of
music to develop the truest fraternal spirit among
Hi members, and to instill in al I people and awareness of musk's important role in ihe enrichment of
the human spirit

Student Association of Family and Consumer
Sciences
To encourage an understanding of
the Family and Consumer Sciences profession
through speakers and student program* To promote social experiences within the gioup and facili
late interaction among related organiiationi in the
area and contribute socially worth while projects of
the college, university and community.

Phi Upulon Omitron
To recogniie and
encourage academk excellence To develop qualities of personal and professional leadership To provide opportunities for service to ihe profession To
encourage personal and profewional integrity

Student Ceramic Organiiation
SCO.
has been founded lo organize the Ceramic studio,
which involve* the building and firing of kiln* and
establish a sense of community wjihm the ceramic
studio.

. .*

m.

Kinesiofogy Klvib
Korean Martial Arts Club
This organization provide* students the opportunity to learn Korean art*
(Tae Kwon Do and Hapkido) and practice these
skulls with others lo develop a practical method of
self-defense.

Non Traditional Student Association
To provide representation of Non-Traditional student concerns lo the University administration, faculty, staff
and community and the opportunity to meet with
peers.

Hotkey (Men's)
To provide ihe above
average ice hockey player with Ihe opportunity to
continue playing ice hockey at a competitive level
while attending classes at Ihe university

Student Construction Management Assot To pro
vide exposure to construction related activities no!
detailed in the normal classroom curticulum. To
give students a voice in curriculum evaluation To
promote a profesiiorul attitude To enhance student
fellowship through social interaction. To promote
faculty - student interaction through social activj-

Pi Omega Pi Alpha Psi Chapter
PI
Omega Pi is a business education honorary, which
serves business education and marketing education
mawri Membership is based on academic, excel
fence, leadership ability, and dedication to Ihe profession of business and/or marketing education. Pi
Omega Pi participate* in community and local
activities every year. A national proyetl is complet
ed each year, in which we have placed as one of Ihe
top ten chapters in the nation for several years. Our
overall purpose is to create a fellowship among fellow teachers of business and marketing edutalion.

HEALTH Club
The purpose of the BG
H.E.A-LT.H. Cash is to provide an educational organnation to support ana assist in the oevefopment of
hearth promotion programs in business

Environmental Health Student Organiiation
Epsilon Kappa Theta
To honor academic
achievement, elevate environmenul awareness,
encourage commitment to environmenul sustain
abibiy. promote professional inquiry in environmental science and policy studies, and to perpetu
ate an atmosphere which encourages imerdiKiph-

University bands as well as the collegiate band
movement in this nation.
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'The CelT offers vast visual effects for audience
BytoNMcGknis
NOW WRITER

One of the wonders of
moviemaking is its ability to take
the audience to whole other
worlds, to transport them to new
places and show them things
they have never seen or even
conceived of. It does not happen
as often as it could - the constraints of Hollywood budgets
and filmmakers' imaginations
see to that - but when it does,
that other world can be a wonder
to behold. "Dark City" and its
vast metropolis in the sky. "The
Matrix" and its fields of human
"gardens." "What Dreams May
Come" and its freshly painted
heaven.
And now, "The Cell," a powerful and disturbing film featuring
some of the most eye-popping
vtsuals in recent memory - all of
which take place inside a human
mind. I will admit, I was skeptical
about this material from the
moment I saw the first
preview...from what I can tell, My
mind does not get a huge special
effects budget like that. But as the
actual film started, my issues
with the concept were swept
away in a tidal wave of wonder at
the sheer magnitude of the visuals I was seeing. What an amazing work of imagination this
film's settings arc.
As the Elm opens, Catherine
(lennifer Lopez), a child psychologist, is making the latest of
many attempts to communicate

John Newlove
Real Estate
Rental Office

WELCOME
BACK
STUDENTS

[Bit

with a little boy named Edward,
who is in a coma. She does this
through a revolutionary form of
technology which allows her to
transport her mind into his, and
relate to it on his level. Edward's
mind is visualized as a vast
desert, and she meets with him
there, trying to bring him out of
his condition by communicating
with him. The experiments have
reached a stalemate, and
Edward's parents begin to talk
about pulling the plug, unconvinced that any progress is being
made.
Meanwhile, the FBI (lead by an
agent played by Vince Vaughn) is
hot on the trail of a serial killer
(Vincent D'Onofrio) who has
killed at least seven women by
drowning in the past few years.
They learn that he has taken
another victim before they locate
his location...where they find him
comatosed from an attack of
schizophrenia They know from
videos that the killer has made
that he puts his victims in a horrible death chamber which fills
with water automatically after 40
hours. Thus, they have little time
to find and save her, and their
one lead as to her location cannot even be communicated with.
Unless...
And thus the FBI takes the
killer, named Carl Stargher, to
Catherine's medical center and
asksifshecangointohis mind
and try to discern the victim's
whereabouts before it is too late.

Catherine informs them that the
mind of a schizophrenic would
be a difficult plain to navigate there would be no difference
between fantasy and reality, no
basis in the natural world to keep
yourself grounded. She agrees to
try, however, and enters
Stargher's mind.
As thus begins the film's most
amazing sequences, featuring
some of the most startling and
mind-bending visuals ever seen
on screen. In Stargher's mind, he
is visualized as both a small,
frightened boy and a large, kinglike monster, ruling his own kingdom and doing whatever he sees
fit Some of the visuals are literally almost impossible to describe there are twisted city scenes,
bizarre gardens and fountains, a
magnificent throne room wherein Stargher's cape is so huge, it
overhangs the room and peels
back as he moves
forward...amazing stuff.
And what is all the more amazing is that the incredible and
unusual visuals are not there
only for their own sake - they
actually help contribute to a
comprehensible and understandable story. We understand
that what we are seeing is a creation of a killer's imagination,
and that there are no rules, per
se. We also understand that a
girl's life is on the line, and that
the clock is ticking. As a result, we
accept the film's unique universe, and allow ourselves to get

caught up in the story.
Lopez makes it easy to do that
- she crafts a character that is
immensely identifiable, and
allows us to relate to her on a
human level, as she is convinced
that she can help Stargher at the
same time she can save the girl.
Vaughn, as the FBI agent, is
equally engaging, and D'Onofrio,
as the killer, is simultaneously
horrifying and sympathetic, even
as he appears in some of the
most bizarre disguises imaginable.
Pure imagination in cinema is
one of our rarest commodities.
So many movies nowadays come
merely as reassembled parts of
their betters, with as little effort
made as possible in the journey
to the screen. As such, when a
truly original work appears, it
feels almost like a breath of fresh
air. "The Cell" is such a film.
Make no mistake - this movie is
unique, bizarre, disorienting and
unsettling. It is also, in large part,
a masterpiece.

IT'S TIME TO
REGISTER
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Let your Voice be
heard during this
year's election.

Now Open! Come visit us!!!

a

CELL lennifer Lopez's charactet gets into the mind of a killer in the
newly released movie The Cell.'

Register to VOTE!

tbooks.com

• ••••••••••••••

1

Voter Registration forms available on campus.

319 E. WoosterSt.
(Across from Taco Bell)

354-2260

-Bookstore
-Office of Student Life

-Residence halls
-Library

-Off-Campus Student Center

-Greek houses

'Where you don't stand in line for BIG DISCOUNTS!!!"

Pepsi-Cola General Bottlers of Ohio

got tuition?

G
O

Tuition raffle
for Spring
Semester 2001
The KEY Yearbook is giving away tuition (valued at $2,500)
for spring semester 2001 to the lucky student who wins the raffle.

BoWingS

Tickets Prices

State University
Students

To purchase tickets, fill out this form and return to:
KEY Yearbook Tuition Raffle
28 West Hall
Bowling Green, OH 43402

we give thirsty people

Tickets will be mailed to on-campus address or mailbox upon processing.
Winner will be drawn Friday,October 27,2000. Any questions call (419) 372-8086.

things

Name:

_J

I have enclosed a check
payable to The KEY

U

Please bill my bursar
account for the raffle
tickets

BG Address:

Pepsi-Cola General Bottlers of Ohio, Inc.
3245 Hill Avenue
Toledo, Ohio 43607

Local Phone:.
Number of Tickets Purchasing:

(419)535-8701

• ,
Return Form to: KEY Yearbook Tuition Raffle, 28 West Hall, Bowling Green, OH 43402
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need a job? *^S*
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At the Telefund Center we work to keep
"W
alumni involved in the University Family.
ot

Telefund Callers encourage alumni to pledge
financial support to various projects at
BGSU.
We know that you are a student first and we
work with YOU to make Telefund a fun
place to be! Theme weeks, contests, games
and food are just the beginning!

Or
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Let us provide you with
flowers for any occasions!

Roses
1 Dozen Wrapped in Celo with Baby's Breath & Greens

We offer a wide range of floral
gifts for that special person!

Replacements' typical
comedy for sports fans
By Jefl McGinns
NOW WRITER

never work
on

a

or saturW

Look in the BG News on Tuesday August
29th for an application, or come by the
Telefund Center to fill one out!
Telefund is located on the right side of
Harshman loading dock. Go up the stairs
and follow the hallway to Telefund!
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It is a personal bias, I know, but
I have a weakness for underdog
sports movies. Whether they are
dramatic, like "Hoosiers," or
comedic, like "Major League," or
"Necessary Roughness," I tend to
give them a bit more leeway than
I usually do. Maybe it is the part
of me that sympathizes for the
ones who never get the glory, as
we all do. All 1 know is, as your
typical sports flick reaches its
inevitable conclusion, and the
triumphant heroes are seen in
slow-motion images of celebration, a part of me cannot help but
smile.
Make no mistake - "The
Replacements" is a typical sports
flick. It does not aspire to be anything more. It is about a gang of
odd characters trying to bond as
a team, and working toward winning The Big Game. If you have
seen any sports film before, you
have seen this one. Only the
names and sports change. But it
is a well-made typical sports
movie, with funny, if cliched,
characters and energetic direction. To use a football metaphor,
it doesn't quite reach the end
zone, but it gets a couple of first
downs.
As the movie opens, professional football (not "the NFL,"
mind you, as the movie apparently lacks the rights to that
license) is in chaos. It is the middle of the season, four games to
go, and the players go on strike.
The owners, convinced that the

season must be finished, decide
to bring in replacement players
for the rest of its duration. Jack
Warden, playing the owner of the
fictional D.C Sentinels, even
brings in a legendary coach
named limmy McGinty (Gene
Hackman, who brings more than
a few shades of Tom Landry to
the role) to take control of his
new team.
McGinty brings out a list of
guys he has been "keeping an eye
on" for years...former football
players that he thinks deserve
another shot We get a big montage of all these guys, meeting
them; a Welsh pub owner, a religious guy, a deaf guy, a pair of
twin brothers, a convict, a sumo
wrestler - you know the drill. The
most well-known is ShaneFalco
(Keanu Reeves), a former college
quarterback who blew it in a big
game and got a reputation as a
choker as a result. McGinty visits
him personally, talking him into
taking this second chance. "You
know what separates the winners
from the losers?" McGinty asks.
"The score," Falco replies.
And so the season resumes,
with the new gang of replacement players going through the
basic cycle of all sports movies they are green, they do not trust
each other, they fight, they screw
up in their first game, they get
their act together, problems
emerge...the usual. All the while,
the team is taunted and tormented by the striking pros, including
a big bar fight, which leads to a
night in jail for the replacements,

which is where the movie somehow works in a big dance number to "I Will Survive" Hey, it got
me smiling.
As we head through the season, the players begin to bond
and work as a team, all headed
for the big climax. (The action is
helpfully called by John Madden
and Pat Summerall, who at least
seem to be having fun in this.)
We also get the obligatory love
interest, with Falco falling for the
head of the cheerleading squad,
Brooke Langton, who for some i
reason holds her cheerleading
tryouts in the middle of the sea- '
son. That is really all an excuse
for a pair of erotic dancers to join'
the squad, leading to some of the
most...uh...interesting cheer rou-,
tines in recent history. I doubt
that the cast of the upcoming
cheerleader movie "Bring It On" J
will be able to top this.
No, there's nothing new here. J
We're riding the rails of the typi-1
cal sports movie train, and not I
once do we stray from the track. I
But, it's got a good cast, it has
good energy, and, above all, it is ,
good-natured. I could not quite *
bring myself to giving this one a .
full recommendation - it is just )
way too standard, with too little *
effort given to any sort of origi- ',
nality, and neither the cast nor I
the energy is enough to make up.
for it. But there is a lot of affectior)
in those two and a half stars, and.
if you like underdog sports
J
movies, you will probably like
this one too.

Come in today
and select a plant
to brighten your
dorm, apartment
or office!
Sign up to win one of 6QHt
4 Gift Certificates for
AU
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drawing Sept. 2
I Anyone is welcome to sign up
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Service Barber Shop
Ask us
about our

352-4576
426 E. Wooster

Birthday or
Senior
Citizens
Early Bird
Specials

Walk-ins or
Appts.

/elcome

Did you know 75% of BGSU students
have a job while at BG?
BAX Global has immediate openings at our Toledo Hub.

Welcome Back!

Check Out These Benefits:

Stop by

IGMKMARTi

$9.75-$ 11.00 per hour

and check out all our

Tuition assistance
Paid holidays & vacations
An easy drive from BG

HE* STUF!
New Clothing
New Gifts
New Jewelry

Col! Oar Jobline Today! (419) 867-9911
♦press option 6

New Paddles & Wood Gifts
(BG? WRGlST A B£ST Sll£CTIONI)

Plus All Your Favorites!

- BGREEK MART;

1)9 E. Court St. Bowling Green 353.0901 800.77.GREEK
Your ONE STOP SHOP For Grttk Appartl. Gifts A Parly Favors

Proudfy Serving The BGSU Campus Since 1992

GLOBAL
(formerly Burlington Air Express)

One Air Cargo Pkwy. E., Swanton, OH 43558
M/F/D/V, EOE
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'GodzillalOOO'gets more laughs than former movies
lames El drtd
DOW WRITER

There are three kinds of bad
movies. Movies so bad you
wished you walked out of
halfway through, movies you did
walk out halfway through and
movies that you began making
jokes at the screen within the first
five seconds "Godzilla 2000," the
23rd in the series about everyone's favorite radioactive lizard,
fits this last category. Sure it is
one of the worst movies of the
year, but 1 loved every minute of
it and I want to see it again.
The film begins in, of course,
Japan, as the "Godzilla Prediction
Network" which consists of a single father and his annoying girl
warn a reporter that Godzilla
should be emerging out of the
water any minute to destroy a
nearby city. They know this

because they have detected the
plasma in the atmosphere and
matched it with tremors on
Earth.
Yeah, 1 didn't know what it
meant either, but that is really
not the point. What is the point is
that they were right and Godzilla
comes running out of the ocean
(complete with boat in mouth)
and begins to tear this poor little
Japanese town to shreds.
Buildings are destroyed, power
grids explode and thousands of
lapanese citizens run for their
lives. Good stuff.
At about the same time, a
group of scientists discover a
giant rock deep in the ocean that
holds a vast amount of power. So,
they raise ii from the bottom of
the ocean using giant balloons
(that is right, giant balloons) only
to discover it is not a giant rock,
but a sunken alien spaceship that
wants to destroy them all. To me,

this spaceship looked identical to
the alien ship in 1986's "Flight Of
The Navigator," but that is beside
the point Soon, a monster gang
war of sorts begins as Godzilla
and the spaceship, which later
morphs into one ugh/ alien, fight
over the turf that is downtown
Tokyo. So, in short "Godzilla
2000" is just like |'West Side
Story" minus the forbidden love
and the musical numbers.
This was without a doubt one
of the stupidest films 1 have seen
in years, and 1 loved every
minute of it I loved the fact that,
in horribly dubbed voices, the
characters said things like "Great
Ceaser's Ghost!" and "Gotten
Himmel" when encountering the
giant lizard for the first time. I
loved that there was such an
agency known as the "Godzilla
Prediction Network." I loved that
the voice of the evil scientist
sounded like an evil John Wayne

and I especially loved the specialeffects, which incorporated stateof-the-art computer-generated
imagery with classic "man in rubber suit" technology.
That is right, while there has
been over 20 "Godzilla" films over
the course of 46 years, the special-effects have progressed
about five years. Unlike the
Americanized Godzilla of 1998,
this Godzilla is nothing more
than a guy in a big rubber suit,
not a forgettable computer creation, which is one of just many
reasons why "Godzilla 2000" is
vastly superior to that piece of
garbage. Almost everyone knows
what the classic Godzilla looks
like, and it is good to see him
back. The makers of the
American Godzilla film also tried
to give a sense of reason to
Godzilla's rampages, saying he
(who ended up being a she) was

actually just trying to find a place
to lay her eggs. How cute. Here,
Godzilla jumps out of the water,
trashes his tail on some buildings, destroys the city's source of
power of reasons that only
Godzilla knows, jumps back in.
cracks open a six-pack of plutonium and calls it a night, and that
is the way it should be.
Comparing these two films
could be a way to compare
lapanese and American popular
culture, not just movie-making
styles. In America, Godzilla
movies are just big, dumb, monster movies, where a big rubber
lizard terrorizes fiberglass cities.
In Japan, he is a film institution, a
reptilian Rocky of sorts, so it is of
no surprise that at one point in
the film, a character emotes,
"There's a little '""■odzilla in us all!" GODZILLA: Godzilla destroys a
Japanese town in the new movie
That must cause some godawful heartburn.
'Godzilla2k.'
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Fellowship of
Christian
Graduate
Students
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The Best Design Team In BG
David-Lisa-Dawn-Jessica
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An outreach to
Graduate Students and Faculty

GOOD FOOD FAST*

NOW HIRING!

5 Beds and
2 Booths

ON-C2KMPUS INTERVIEWS

Visit our FCGS homepage
on the WWW:
http://tycho.bgsu.edu/~dlairdVfcgs.html
;

Sponsored By
Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship

TANNING

Several'
Different
Tanning
~7 Packages
Available

352-6459
Located at the Corner of Ridge & Thurstin

Monday, Tuesday, and
Wednesday, from lO-U
Room 300 Student Services
Building
Call 372-9294 to set up an
appointment
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Adrenaline now available
in concentrated dosage.
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PIEDMONT
2 Bedrooms
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HEALTH SPA

M-F
8-12
1-4:30
1530 Maple
'352-9378
Come see us for • complete listing of locations

PREFERRED PROPERTIES Co.

\

For six adrenaline-charged nights, we're opening ONLY our world-famous
thrill ride*. Millennium Force"- tallest, fastest coaster in America. Plus
Raptor? Magnum, Mantis* and Power Tower. The Mania hits the midway,
too, with food, drinks, DJs and cool giveaways. Tickets are limited, so
waiting will be too. Sorry, Season and Combo Passes not accepted
for this special event. Get here early or order tickets on line through
August 28th.

,4tef

BGSll
ARENA
With IP, Students Pay:
$2.00 admission
$1.00 for skates of all sizes
All fees bursarable!
PUBLIC SKATING SCHEDULE
Effective October rtvoogh April

Wed.. Thurs.. Fri. - Sept. 6. 7, 8 and 13. 14. 15. 4 to 10pm

Ride Millennium Force'." America's record-breaking coaster.

Tallest [310ft]

Fastest I92mphj

Magnum
MILLENNIUM
FORCE

Park Information (419) 627-2350
cedarpolnt.com

Raptor*

Longest Drop [300ft]
Power Tower

Short on Unas! Long on thrills!
SANDUSKY, OH

A Cedan^Hu! Park

Wednesday 8:30p.m.-10:00p.m.
Friday
12:00p.m.-2:00p.m.
8:00p.m.-10:00p.m.
Saturday
8:00p.m.-10:00p.m.
Sunday
3:30p.m.-5:30p.m.
7:00p.m.-8:45p.m.
Public skating will not be available when the vanity hockey team is at home.

CALL 372-2264 for more information and
confirmation of these times.
BEST OF LUCK FALCONS
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'Hollow Man' plot transparent
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Visual effects are the
only saving grace in
empty-plotted
remake of'Memoirs'

Stop by in November for
our available housing.

ByJeffMcGhris
now ymitip
You often hear the phrase "a
roller coaster ride" in association
with summer blockbusters, no
matter how good or exciting the
actual film is. Well, here we have
one instance where the comparison is accurate. In this summer
season, "Hollow Man" is a lot like
a roller coaster. It has moments
that will drop your jaw, moments
. that will have you on the edge of
your seat and moments of truly
• eye-popping visuals. Sure, once it
is over, it fades from the memory
and allows you to analyze weak
points in its construction. But as
it is happening, man, what a ride.
"Hollow Man" features the best
depiction of invisibility I've ever
seen in a movie. From the early
films inspired by H.G. Wells' classic book "The Invisible Man," to
the higher-budgeted and more
contemporary "Memoirs of an
Invisible Man," the concept of a
person who cannot be seen has
fascinated moviemakers.
However, more often than not,
their efforts at capturing that fascination on film have been less
than successful. Usually, we can
see the wires, spot the trickery
and get distracted by the
attempt, rather than enthralled
by the events.
In "Hollow Man," I was
enthralled. There is a point in the
film after, the lead character,
Sebastian (played by Kevin
Bacon) is turned invisible, that a
mask of latex is made for his face
so that the others can see where
he is. Eyeholes are cut out of it,
creating tunnels of vision into the
mask Such is the detail of the
film that when Sebastian passes
in front of a light, we can see the
light reflected through the back
of the mask and through the eyeholes. I don't know why, but this

352-5620
332 S. Main (onr only office)
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We offer a complete line of photo class
supplies at xpeiial Photo (7<m undent
discount!."
We aho haw new A usedcameras as
well at offer a liberal discount on aty
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BOLD LEAD IN: Elizabeth Slue's character in the movie 'Hollow Man' Injects an invislblliity drug into
Kevin Bacon's character.
effect fascinated me. Whenever
he was on screen, I was looking
at that effect I tried to catch the
filmmakers in a mistake, a
moment where the illusion
would be dropped and the figurative wires could be seen. There
never was one.
If only the story of "Hollow
Man" was on par with its special
effects, we could have had a classic here. The story, as it is, is just
standard pretty predictable tale
of a mad scientist and horror. But
the effects are so powerful and so
impressive that, for once, the
story takes a back seat. We are
watching an invisible man, and
we can't take our eyes off of him
(pun intended).
As the film opens, Sebastian
Caine, a brilliant scientist working on a secret government project, has just cracked an important problem in his experiments.
He and his team are working on
the secret of invisibility, and have
experimented successfully on
numerous animals, but have yet
to be able to make any of them

visible again. Cain finally solves
the problem and they re-materialize a gorilla, the first of numerous bravura effects sequences.
Then, Caine, fearful that the
government will take his project
away from him, decides not to
inform his higher-ups of his
accomplishment, and proceeds
into human testing on himself.
His staff, which includes Linda
(Elisabeth Shue), an ex-lover, and
Matt (losh Brolin), her secret current lover, inject him with his formula, and he becomes invisible.
Then, a problem emerges, as he
is somehow unable to re-materialize, and after numerous days of
invisibility, it begins to effect his
mind, and not positively.
More than that you need not
know, as you probably have
already guessed at the rest of the
story, and you are probably right
But the story isn't really the
point. It is the clothesline on
which to hang the effects. But,
man alive, what effects.
Director Paul Verhocven,
intense as always, has not cheat-

ed the audience with half-hearted visuals and unconvincing long
shots, he puts his invisible man
right in plain view, like a card
magician daring you to figure out
the secrets. The sequences where
subjects are injected with the rematerialization formula, where
we watch the liquid as it courses
through the veins, into the heart,
and slowly but surely into other
organs, provide some of the most
wicked-cool visuals in recent history.
As important as good story
and characters are to filmmaking,
they (like any flaw in the arts) can
be forgiven if you satisfy in your
audience some other requirement And audiences love to be
astounded. "Hollow Man" is not
great cinema, does not feature
revolutionary performances
(save, perhaps from Bacon, who
creates a pretty complete character even without being seen a lot
of the time) and does not really
have a lasting impact. But if you
are looking for a great cinematic
coaster ride, there is none better.

157 N. MAIN ST (DOWNTOWN BC ) PH 353-4244
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The shuttle buses
provide service to the
following areas:

BGSU Shuttle Stops
Main Route

Main Route
(M-F) 7a.m. - 7p.m.
(M-F) 7:30a.m. - 7p.m.
2 busses - every 7 min.

Night & Sunday
Route

1 Visitor Information Center
2 Harshman Quadrangle
3 Fine Arts Center
4 Library & East Hall
5 Centrex Building
6 Founders Hall
7 Ridge & North College
8 Life Science
9 Merry & Wi I lard
10 Willard & Ridge
11 Kriescher & Rec Center
12 Alumni Center
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Off Campus Route
(M-Th) 7:30a.m. - 10:00p.m.
(F 7:30a.m. - 5:00p.m.)
1 bus - 15 min.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Let us Steer You in the Right Direction!
CALL 372-RIDE (7433)
The shuttle bus operates:
Two Busses Main Route
7 Mins. Between Busses
One Bus Off Campus
Call van
Night Route
Sunday Night Route

7a.m. - 7p.m. (M-F)
7:30a.m. - 7:00p.m. (M-F)
7:30a.m. - 10:00p.m. (M-TH)
7:30a.m. - 5:00p.m. (Friday)
3a.m. - 4p.m. (M-F)
7p.m. . 3am. (M_F)

4p.m. - 3a.m. (1 bus)
7p.m. - 11p.m. (1 bus)
The Shuttle Service operates during the acedemic year, except holidays, semester breaks and spring
The shuttle is not available during summer sessions except for charter.

s
2080-2001 BGSU Shuttle Service the easy alternative
—
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Call for Charter Anytime....372-0236
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Centrex Bldg.
T.V Stauon on Troup St.
High St. & Second St.
High St. & Fifth St.
High St. & Eighth St.
Campbell Hill Apts.
Clough St. & Campbell
Clough St. & Mercer St.
Night & Sunday Route

Runs 7p.m. - 3a.m. (M-F)
1 bus - 16 min.
Sun. 4p.m. -3ajn/7pjTi -11pm
1 bus -15 min./I bus -15
1 Visitor Information Center
2 Harshman Quadrangle
3 Fine Arts Center
4 Library & East Hall
5 Centrex Building
6 Founders Hall
7 Ridge & North College
8 Life Science
9 Fieldhouse
10 Merry & Willard
11 Willard & Ridge
12 Kriescher & Rec Center
13 Alumni Center
Have a safe and productive year!
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NOW MOVIES
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Travel
• 111 Early Specials! Spring Break
Bahamas Party Cruise! 5 Days
$279! Includes Meals, Parties! Awesome Beaches, Nightlife! Departs
Florida! Get Group - Go Free!!
spnngbreaMravel.com
1-800-678-6386
• 111 Spring Break Specials! Cancun t Jamaica $389! Air, Motel,
Free Meals, Drinks! Award Winning
Company! Get Group - Go Free!
Florida Vacations $129!
springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386
MAKE YOUR OWN HOURS
Sell Spring Break 2001 Trip*
HIGHEST COMMISSIONS
LOWEST PRICES
NO COST TO YOU
Travel FREE Including food, drink
ft non-stop parties!!!
WORLD CLASS VACATIONS
2000 STUDENT TRAVEL PLANNERS "TOP PRODUCER"

a

MTV'S CHOICE
(Spring Break Cancun Party Program)
1-800-222-4432

BG NEWS

Travel

Personals

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Spring Breakl Deluxe Hotels, Reliable Air, Free Food. Drinks and Parties! Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas.
Mazatlan & Florida. Travel Free and
Earn Cash! Do It on the Webl Go
to 8tudentClty.com or call 800293-1443 for into.

INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED FOR SOFTBALL. APPLY IN 130
PERRY FIELD HOUSE AND PICK
UP AND COMPLETE TAKE-HOME
TEST BY NOON ON SEPT. 5TH.
MUST
ATTEND
MANDATORY
CLINIC ON SEPT. 6TH.

DANCE MARATHON 2001
Get Involved Now!
Steering Committee Applications
Avail, in 450 Student Services
DEADLINE: Thur. Sept. 7
Any Questions??? 372-0530
THONON

Full & Part-Time
Lawn & Landscape Maintenance
Call 354-1923

Spring BreakIM Cancun. Mazallan,
Bahamas, Jamaica & Florida. Call
Sunbreak Student Vacations lor
info on going tree and earning cash.
Call 1 -800-446-8355 or e-mail
aaksiOsunbreaks.com.

Wanted

Activist
866-4463
Environmental
Jobs!
Don't get stuck behind a desk or
writing tables Help tight toxic dumping and corporate greed. Ohio Citizen Action is now hiring for our campaign staff. M-F 1-30-10 00pm.
$360Vwk . wiH train We will be holding on campus interviews Aug. 31.
Call Peg at 372-9294.

Wanted Spring Breakers) Cancun.
Bahamas, Florida, Jamaica & Mazatlan Call Sun Coast Vacations for
a free brochure and ask how you
can organize a small group & Eat,
Drink, Travel Free a Earn Cash!
Call 1-888-777-4642 or e-mail
MUtOtuncoaitYKalloni.cofn

SuWeasers needed. 2 story house
with garage. 3 bedrooms, up to 4
people. $650 mo. Call 352-4818.
WANTED ASAP: 1 subleaser lor 4
BR house, close to campus & downtown. $255 mo. incl. all utH. & washer/dryer. Cable, phone extra. Lease
through May 2001. Please call 3533451, ask for Emily.

Personals

ATTENTION STUDENTS
MOLTEN CORP.
436 N. ENTERPRISE ST.
IMMEDIATE HIREI
Part Time
Less than one block from Campus
S6/HR. STARTING PAY
3 shifts available:
A Shift; 7:00am ~ 10:00am
B Shift: 10:15am- 1:15pm
C Shift: 1:30pm-4:30pm
Possibility of working 2 1/2 hours
and getting paid for 3!

354-8802
354-8703

• 1 SPRING BREAK 2001 - Mexico,
Jamaica, Florida 4 S. Padre. Reliable TWA flights. Biggest parties &
Best prices. Book by Oct. 1 Receive
FREE 14 meals & 28 hrs of parties!

am
FRATERNITIES-SORORITIESCLUBS-STUDENT GROUPS.
Student Organizations earn $500$1000 with an easy three-hour fund
raising event. No sales required.
Fund raising dates are filling quickly,
so call today! Contact Campus Information Services al 1-800-375-5701.
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: W,C
SOFTBALL-SEPT
5; M SOFTBALL-SEPT. 6; M, W DOUBLES
GOLF AND M. W DOUBLES TENNIS-SEPT. 7.

Help Wanted
Laundry Aid*
Wood County Nursing Home is currently accepting applications for the
position of Laundry Aide. This parttime employee will be working day
and evening hours. 3-4 days a
week. We are looking for a dependable, hard-working person who
wants to work in a team oriented environment. The county offers a very
competitive starting wage along with
excellent benefits. Please apply in
person for immediate consideration.
Wood County Nursing Home
ATTN: Gary Bowers
11080 E.Gypsy Lane Rd.
Bowling Green OH 43402
{419)353-8411

Babysitter (Fall Semester) for 2 preschoolers at professor's house in
Perrysburg. $7 hour. 372-8111.
Cashier - morning stock new, sales
and copy center positions available.
Flexible hours, stop by Staples at
1080 S. Main, (next to Foodtown), to
fill out an application.
Child care - Two Maumee families
looking for occasional day and evening childcare. Must have experience and a good sense of humor.
Four year old girt and three year old
boy. Eight year old boy and three
year old boy. Salary dependent on
experience - we're generous. 8919202.

Hcatherdowns Country Club
Toledo Area Golf Course has seasonal Golf Shop and Bag room positions available between Aug. 20 and
Dec. 10. Immediate hiring for motivated females and males. Great
wages, flexible schedules, exciting
environment, will train.
Contact Jason at (419) 385-0248
EOE

Day Care - Pre-school
Looking for talented, take charge individuals for infant and pre-school
units. Work directly with children and
interface with parents. Part-time, afternoon hrs. & high school diploma
required. Call 875-4190 for more info.

Kids Kare teachers & administrators
needed. Perfect job for students in
educational field. Part-time avail.,
6am-9am and/or 3pm-6pm. Competitive wages, lead daily activities,
help children with homework, attend
monthly staff meetings & training
events. Teachers need high school
diploma & experience supervising
children. Administrators need at
least 12 hrs. in educational courses.
Call East Toledo Family Center at
419-691-1429; Scott ext. 149 or Lisa
ext. 152.

Desk clerk needed for local motel.
Midnight to Sam shift. Approximately
4 shifts/week, must work weekends.
Long term position. Apply at Buckeye Inn 8-4 Mon.-Fri.
Earn $6 per hour helping children
Become an America Reads Tutor
Must be Work Study eligible!!
Call 372-2331 for details, or
Stop by 531 Education Building

Life models needed, fall semester,
for School of Art class. $6.90 hr.
Flexible hrs. Call Janice Ferguson
for interview.
116 AArtBldg. 372-2640.

Communication Co. needs designer.
Experienced in Illustrator, Freehand
and Photo Shop. Rex Hours. Immediate position. Send resume and
samples of work to Hardy Communications. 408 Bancroft. Toledo OH
43620 or
cherylOeeekadvertising.com

LIFEGUARD • Lifeguards needed at
the Nichol Therapy Pool. Varied
hours available. $7.00 per hour.
Must have high school diploma or
equivalent, proof of current lifeguard
training from the American Red
Cross, Ellis & Associates or YMCA,
CPR andRrat Aid. Application packets may be obtained from the Wood
County Board of MR/DD. Ent. B.,
11160 E Gypsy Ln Rd . BG
8 00am-4 30 pm. EOE

Health/Fitness
If you have an energetic personality
& enjoy working with people We are
looking for enthusiastic individuals to
loin our team. Floor trainers, member services, sales & front desk. Full
& pt. time, excellent pay & benefits
Apply in person. The St. James
Club, 7337 W. Bancroft. 841-5597.

m
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Looking for a campus job?
The BG News is now hiring for fall positions
WELCOME BACK SPECIAL
ON NAILS!
WITH LYNN
■ Just a Short Drive From BG
• Large Selection of Frames Including
Some Unusual Hard to Find Styles
• Call for Current Student Discounts or Offers
• Eye Exams and Contacts also Available

FULL SET
$45
BALANCE
$25
MANICURE
$15
PEDICURE
$35
MANE STYLE SALON
1074 N. MAIN

SPECIAL!
Buy 1 Box of
Hydrovue
Contact Lenses and |
GET 1 FREE

873-1184

353-6263

26597 N. Dixie Hwy (Near Churchills in Perrysburrg I

$

25 Eye Exam!

Ga a complete comprehensive eye exam for eyeglasses by our
independent Doctors of Optometry— Only $25

873-1184
26597 N. Dixie Hwy (near Churchill's in Perrysburg)
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Heidelberg
Distributing
Company

$23,000
FREE ASSISTANCE FOR COLLEGE!

SSJIgES

Welcome back BGSU students
Heidelberg- for all your party needs
State minimum prices on all kegs

€ooi6
LIGHT

United Parcel Service
United Parcel Service is a global, Fortune 500 company that is considered in the
industry the leader in package distribution.
We are currently looking for permanent part-time employees who are interested in
working from 3 to 5 hours per day.

We Offer:
Excellent entry level pay of S8.50/S9.50 per hour
3 1/2 to 5 hours per day
Weekly paycheck
$3,000 per year in Education Assistance

Full-time benefits f( part-time work
Advancement opportunities
Holidays and weekends off
ConSern Student Loan PaybacK Prooiain

• Largest Selection of Imported, Domestic, and
Hand Crafted Beers in Northwestern Ohio
• Complete selection of draught supplies
Cups, taps, ice coolers, and trailers
Heidelberg Distributing Co.
912 Third Street
Perrysburg, Ohio 43551
20 minutes from BGSU
(Easily accessible off 1-75 at
Buck Road in the Ampoint
Industrial Complex)

(419)666-9783
Open Saturdays 9-1

www.upsjobs.com UpS

(419) 891-6820

We'll wait for
your business
«.

NOW MOVIES

BG NEWS

Paragon Services Is seeking merchandisers to perform grocery 'esets at area stores in Bowling Green
and Toledo. Hours are Sunday thru
Thursday 8pm to 5am. No experience needed, will train. $9.00 to
start with paid drive time and mileage. Must have reliable transportation and phone. Flexible scheduling.
I can work around your school
schedule. Call Jell at 1-800-9687685 ext 551 lor more into.
Part or lull-time sorters or cleaners.
$7.50 hr. Walking distance from
campus. Apply in person at 441 Pike
St.

-5

For Sale

For Sale

For Sale

For Rent

For Rent

1990 Subaru Loyale Wagon
4W0, good condition, $2250.
Call 352-3021

1992 Yamaha FZR 600
13,500 miles, $3500 or best offer
Call Nate: 352-2433

HONDAS FROM S29/mo. Police impounds! 0 down, 24 mo. at 19.9%.
For listings 1-800-319-3323 0X14558

1. 2 and 3 Bedroom Apartments
From Only
$430
Private Entrance
Park)
Spacious Kitchen
Small Pet* Welcome)
Varsity Square Apts.
353-7715

2 bedroom furnished apartment
Female oriented
353-5074, Kelly

Help Wanted

MONTESSORI Lunch Assistant to
work M-F, 11:0Oam-1 :OOpm for the
2O00-2O01 academic year. $7.2S/hr
Exp. w/ children necessary.
Also needed: Spanish speaking individual to teach Spanish.
Please call The Montessori School
ot BG at 352-4203.

Monday. August 28.2000 35

19t1 SAAB 9000 Turbo hatchback
120,000 miles luxury package-air.
power, tilt wheel, cruise, compact
disc, abs brakes, phone, leather,
sunroof, premium wheels. Lists for
$8,000 will accept any reasonable
offer 891-9202

2 ent. ctrs. IWng Ing chrs. cooler
sngt bed set str i rkng chr * wal &
stdng shlvs & more. 353-4768
2000 Pontiac Sunflre, silver, 2 dr.
Take over lease pymts. of $175.97
mo. Can 872-7815.

Micro-fridge, dorm safe, $150
Very useful. Needs to go!
Call Steph 353-9136
www.atlQfdabJg

(800) 864-2345

Apt. avail, immed. 2 Bdrm . newly
remodeled. Dishwasher, util. Incl.
$500 mo., no sec. dep! Call Erin or
Brian 352-5747.
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THE
TANNING
CENTER

10 Bed Visits for $20
Eipim S..t.mb«r IS, 2000

, 3 LOCATIONS

I THE WASH HOUSE
| 248 N. MAIN ST.
354-1559

Part-time nanny to care lor 6 & 8 yr.
old girls in our BG home 10-12
hrs./wk. Must be excellent with children & have own transp. Call 3521956 alter 5:30.
Special person needed. Companion
lor developmenlalry delayed adult
male. Rec Center swims, dine out,
shop, walks, etc. 5 hours per week.
$8 an hour. Call 352-7143.
Student Support Services
Tutors Needed - All Courses
Sophomore standing.
2.8 gpa or higher. Starting $5.50 hr.
Apps. avail 424 Saddlemire Btdg
372-2677
Telephone order clerks. 2 blocks
Irom campus. Full & Pt. time. Average earnings $8/hr. 2 shifts available: 9-2 or 5-9. 353-8705.
Waitresses, bartenders, pizza makers & pin chasers wanted. Contact
Jay Young S Varsity Lanes. 3525247 1033 S Main PM shifts.
Wanted tutor in my home. 1 hr. M-F,
to help my 9 yr. old with school
work. $10 hr. Ref's req & checked.
Call Kendra Smith 353-9111, 106pm.
Would you like to work in a lun environment & meet lots ol new people?
Now hiring wait staff & late maintenance staff Call 352-4637 ask lor
Bill or Mike. Bowling center expenence helpful but not necessary.

For Sale
1987 Chevy Excellent cond.
Low miles. Runs great. $2500.
Call 288-3045
1990 Plymouth Grand Voyager fsi
owner, good condition. V-6, $1200
OBO 352-9999.

Lookingfor
Christian Fellowship?

AUTOVILLE
BACK TO SCHOOL
IMPORT CARS
353-8810
1991 Toyota Corolla 4 OR, A/T, ArC.
Blue, $3995
1995 Toyota Camry LE 4 DR. loaded, gold $9995
1996 Mazda 626 LX 4 OR, loaded,
black. $8995
1995 Honda Civic LX. 4 DR, A/T,
A.C blue. $7995
1991 Honda Accord LX, 4 DR. A/T,
A/C Loaded, red. $5995

The Associates has been named "One of America's Most Admired Companres"
by Fortune magazine and is proud of 25 consecutive years of increased earnings
As one of the top issuers of Visa and Mastercard, The Associates Credit Card
Services' rapid growth has created exciting part-time opportunities for careerminded individuals lo Get Associated with success!

Yoo

%

InterMirsity Christian
Fellowship

• Stable work history

• Flexible schedules

• Strong communication skills

• Paid vacations and holidays

• Professional attitude

• Medical/den tat/vision/life insurance

• Bilingual a plus

To Get Associated- please send a resume to: The Associates Credit Card
Services Inc . Human Resources Dept. One ScaGatc, 22nd Floor, Toledo.
OH 43604 or fax: 419-418-4671.

Our Vision:
United, we will devote ourselves
lo God and respond to Him in
obedience.

[And you will loo,
with MTN literortive Sports
& Trivia Games.]
Now Playing

• Paid training and tuition reimbursement
• Business casual environment

Worship, Prayer, Great Speakers,
Small Croup Bible Studies, Pun
and More

gsgs

PROviPI

• High-paying salaries. 401<k> and
profit sharing

• Availability to work evenings/
weekends

Tuesdays at 8:00pm
BA 117

V%W/WV1i^V%rV^WWWV

Wl

MUST HAVI

• Collections, customer service/
telemarketing experience

An Fijual Opportunity fimployer. M/F/V/D
We conduct pre-employmeni drug testing

•THE ASSOCIATES CREDIT CARD SERVICES, INC.

www. bgsu.edu/recsports
INTRAMURAL ACTIVITIES

FITWELL CENTER

^Kmcfmaris
STEAK HOUSE

rmnu
Same great /iliu r.
Xownvn hi'tlvr.

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS

•Manufacturing
• Customer Service

Appointments for complete
Fitwell Assessment and
Personal Training programs
can be made in the SRC
main office from
8:O0am-5:00pm
Monday-Friday.
II h.nd-d.l<v.ring. du. by 3:00pm 10 130 Parry Field
HniH H sanding .tactrontcally. antnas ifo du. by noon.

Looking for m job?
Intramural officials and
scorekeepers are needed for
Softball. Applications
are available in 130 Perry Field
House or on the Intramural
website. Take-home rules test
will be due by noon on Sept. 5.

Let Us Show
• Industrial
YOU
• Clerical
• Technical
the Way

,. __ ,-•
. ,
XO WOPK!

Short term and long term positions available

Walk-In Assessments
Blood Pressure
Cholesterol ■
Body Composition
General Information and
other Resources

INSTRUCTIONAL
PROGRAMS
Kyokuthln Karate
Student Rec Center Dance Room
September 11-Oec«mber 6, 2000
Sunday. Monday and Wednesday
7:0O-8:00pm
CMC
Slud.nli S20
R« Spoil Mambars: S35
< pi u * karata uniform)

OUTDOOR PROGRAMS
Sandusky River Canoe
Tri
)e Trip
Date: Saturday, Sept. 23
Time: 9:30am-4:00pm
Cost:
$25 (students); $30
(Rec Sports members)
Registration
Deadline: Wednesday, Sept.!
20 at noon in the SRC main office
Call 2-2790 or bcavins@bgnet for
more information.

FACILITY HOURS
Student Recreation
Monday-Friday:
Saturday:
Sunday:

Center
7:00am-11:00pm
9:00am-1l :00pm
Noon-11:00pm

Perry Field House
Monday-Thursday:
Friday:
Saturday:
Sunday:

7:00am-Midnight
7:00am-6:00pm
Noon-7:00pm
Noon-9:00pm

P.ntalp.nl limit: JO

Hath* Yoga-

Staffmark.

Student Rec Center Dane* Room
September 12-0ecember 7. 2000
Tuesday or Thursday afternoons
4:00-5:150pm

Try Something Different

Cm

1045 N. Main, Suite 6, Bowling Green
Phone 419-353-9425 • Fax 419-352-9154

Sudanis: M0
FUrt Sports Mwnb.fi S45
Participant limit: 25 "S^SXW

— —

Please call 2-2711 (SRC) or
2-9900 (PFH) for specific Labor
Day Weekend hour*

For m<' •

about any ol ihos
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Stores
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ALL YOUR SCHOOL
SUPPLIES IN STOCK! FROM GROCERIES, TO HARDWARE,
FURNITURE, CLOTHING, PLANTS ... AND SO MUCH MORE!

Students, pick up your Meijer
coupon card at the store and
take advantage of:

riogL

FREE
GASg

• 20% OFF CD & Cassette storage racks

ALL GIFT CARDS

»■'' r-"!.

s •(GO

20

SO50

10S

GIFT ( «

• $5 OFF Electric Fans
$

scoo

• BUY ONE GET ONE FREE
24 exposure film

50S
CIFT CARDS

Xr-77'TJ

10S?

'.OOS
GIFT ,

—

$eoo

..It |M«

FREE

• AND SO MUCH MORE!

S

59°
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REGISTER TO WIN 19" TV/VCR COMBO
1-75

Visit Meijer on the Internet! W www.meijer.com

2111 East Wooster
Cross Over the 1-75 BridgeJust One Mile From Campus
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* vstadiur

MEIJER

O

9

Wooster

I

Meijer Gas

